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Abstract

The digital transformation holds much potential for solving some of society’s
grandest and most pressing challenges, such as climate change and resource depletion.
Specifically, digital technologies (DTs) represent a major opportunity to accelerate
the circular economy (CE) transition. However, effectively managing this joint
transformation is challenging, and firms struggle to understand how DTs support
circular strategies and which business analytics (BA) resources and capabilities they
should target. Addressing this gap, the thesis first establishes a reference framework
for circular strategies along with a digital CE framework, enabling researchers,
practitioners, and policymakers to better align their activities across boundaries in
the information systems and CE fields. Next, drawing on the resource-based view
and the resource orchestration view of the firm, the thesis investigates which BA
resources are essential for CE and how to leverage them towards a firm-wide BA
capability for CE. Finally, a conceptual model summarizes the mechanisms of how
BA improves firms’ CE implementation, resource orchestration capability, and firm
performance.

The thesis followed a sequential mixed methods research design, starting from an
exploratory approach to uncover key concepts and their relationships, followed
by a confirmatory study to examine effects. Both qualitative and quantitative
cross-sectional data were sought to empirically examine the conceptual model. In
total, one in-depth case study, 15 expert interviews, and a quantitative survey of
125 European firms were performed.

The resulting contributions add new knowledge to both the CE and information
systems fields by detailing how DTs can increase the efficiency and enhance the
effectiveness of circular strategies. First, by two reference frameworks and a process
methodology providing systematic support from the strategic level of CE and
digital objectives to the operational level of data science processes. Second, by a
conceptual model and associated BA resources and capability of how firms manage
this transition to improve their corporate reputation and environmental, financial,
and competitive performance. Third, by detailing the mechanisms and effects of
DTs on circular strategies and performance effects. In closing, research, practice,
and policy implications are discussed, along with avenues for future research.
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Part I





1 Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis subject area and problem
statement. To this end, it describes the research motivation, questions, papers, key
contributions, and overall outline of the thesis.

1.1 Problem Statement

Over the past 200 years, we have developed an immense industrial global economy,
providing unprecedented prosperity. However, following the linear model of ‘take-
make-dispose’ has caused our consumption to massively overshoot the earth’s
carrying capacity. If we are not to be overwhelmed by negative environmental and
social impact, we are in dire need of systemic change.

Sustainability has been a topic of extensive debate ever since the Brundtland
report in 1987 (Commission on Environment and Development, 1987), yet solutions
have been lacking in scale, arguably due to challenges with profitability. Recently,
the concept of circular economy (CE) has gained increasing prominence among
organizations, policymakers, and researchers as a way to promote sustainable
development while increasing economic development (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017;
Ghisellini et al., 2016). By addressing root causes, the CE articulates a global
economy where value creation is decoupled from the consumption of finite resources
by leveraging a range of restorative, efficiency, and productivity-oriented strategies
that keep materials, components, and products in use for longer (Blomsma et al.,
2020; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013). The advantages of such an approach
are substantial and, for Europe alone, estimated to create a net benefit of €1.8
trillion by 2030 while addressing mounting resource-related challenges, creating
jobs, spurring innovation, and generating substantial environmental benefits (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, 2015; Stahel, 2010).

In fact, the CE is one of the key elements in the European Green Deal (European
Commission, 2020b) and holds great potential for contributing to many of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Schroeder et al., 2019). This is for two
reasons. First, CE proposes that negating or reducing structural waste decreases
the demand for virgin finite material. That is, through the application of circular

1



1. Introduction

strategies, the otherwise underused capacity of resources1 can be applied to deliver
value (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015).
Second, CE promotes moving away from using the natural environment as a ‘sink’
to dump used resources (Irani et al., 2018). CE is attributed with the ability to
avoid, reduce, and negate value loss and destruction through, for instance, lower
emissions, reduced pollution levels, and loss of biodiversity and habitats associated
with resource extraction (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013; S. Kumar et al.,
2008).

So far, the adoption of circular strategies in industry is modest, and minor im-
provements are seen in the decoupling from linear consumption of resources (Circle
Economy, 2020; Haas et al., 2015; Planing, 2015; Sousa-Zomer et al., 2018). There
are multiple reasons for this. For one, CE is a relatively new and emergent concept,
which implies that there is a lack of tools for conducting circular-oriented innovation
(COI), (Blomsma et al., 2017; Brown et al., 2019). Second, the link between CE
and possible enabling technologies is not yet well established (Alcayaga et al., 2019;
Jabbour et al., 2019a; Jawahir et al., 2016; Nobre et al., 2017; Okorie et al., 2018;
Zeiss et al., 2020). This includes digital technologies (DTs) such as the Internet
of Things (IoT), big data, and data analytics as part of Information Systems (IS)
research. DTs are highlighted as critical enablers of CE by tracking the flow of
products, components, and materials and making the resultant data available for
improved resource management and decision-making across different stages of the
industrial life cycle (Antikainen et al., 2018; Bressanelli et al., 2018b; de Sousa
Jabbour et al., 2018; Lacy et al., 2020; Nobre et al., 2017; Pagoropoulos et al.,
2017).

By positioning information flows that enable resource flows to become more circular,
DTs may enable a step change that goes beyond incremental efficiency gains
towards a more sustainable CE (Wilts et al., 2018). For instance, IoT can enable
automated location tracking and monitoring of natural capital (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2016). Big data facilitates several aspects of circular strategies, such as
improving waste-to-resource matching in industrial symbiosis systems via real-time
gathering and processing of input-output flows (Bin et al., 2015; Low et al., 2018).
Moreover, data analytics can serve as a tool to predict product health, reduce
production downtime, schedule maintenance, order spare parts, and optimize energy
consumption (Conboy et al., 2020; Lacy et al., 2020; Porter et al., 2014; Shrouf
et al., 2014). These examples illustrate that DTs’ contribution to the CE includes
a range of circular strategies and business processes: from recycling to reuse and
designing new offerings to managing maintenance.

Although there are real and theorized examples of information flows enabling circu-
larity, there remains a gap between the expected and largely unrealized potential to
use DTs to leverage circular strategies (Nobre et al., 2020; Rosa et al., 2020). So far,
the questions of in what areas and in which ways DTs support the implementation
of circular strategies for companies have been insufficiently researched. As such,
a comprehensive understanding of the relationship between CE and DTs is still

1Here, we refer to physical resources, or assets, such as materials, components, and products.
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1.2. Research Motivation

missing, leaving a gap in our understanding of the underlying mechanisms and
inhibiting firms’ ability to accelerate their CE transition through DTs (Ellen Ma-
cArthur Foundation, 2016; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2019; Nobre et al., 2017).
A Gartner survey of 1374 supply chain leaders supports this premise (Gartner,
2020b). The results show that 70% of the respondents are planning to invest in the
CE; however, only 12% have so far linked their digital and circular strategies. In
other words, there is a lack of guidance on how to leverage DTs in a targeted way
to support circular strategies operationally and find new CE opportunities. There
is also a gap in practitioners’ and researchers’ conceptual understanding of how to
leverage DTs in a targeted way to support circular strategies operationally and find
new CE opportunities.

1.2 Research Motivation

Acknowledging the difficulties faced by organizations pursuing sustainability in
an increasingly competitive business landscape, the main motivation and aim of
our research is to provide knowledge of how companies can better manage their
digital and CE transformation. Various sources have reported the need for research
linking these two fields, corroborating the value of effectively managing this joint
transformation. For instance, Chauhan et al. (2019), the European Policy Centre
(2020), European Commission (2020b), Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2016; 2019),
and Zeiss et al. (2020) aim to raise awareness of DT’s potential for the CE and
support further development through research and innovation. Other authors have
investigated how DTs relate to servitized business models and CE value drivers
(Alcayaga et al., 2019; Bressanelli et al., 2018a; Pham et al., 2019), and the type of
DTs needed within the various categories of well-known CE frameworks, such as
the ReSOLVE (regenerate, share, optimize, loop, virtualize, exchange) framework
(de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018; Jabbour et al., 2019a; Nobre et al., 2020). Policy
initiatives are also underway, such as the Circular Economy Action Plan, which
includes a call for creating an architectural and governance infrastructure in the
form of a dataspace for smart circular applications (European Commission, 2020a).
In addition, several countries specifically target the digital CE in their national
strategies, such as Germany (Circular Economy Initiative Deutschland, 2021) and
Norway (Deloitte, 2020; Meld. St. 13, 2021).

Nevertheless, there is a gap between theory and practice (Rosa et al., 2020),
and research remains in a pre-paradigmatic stage with mostly anecdotal evidence
(Zeiss et al., 2020). Unsurprisingly, there is limited empirical work grounded
on established IS and CE theories (Lahti et al., 2018). Previous studies have
presented novel insights into the value of leveraging DTs for CE and different
perspectives on how to understand these two fields, mainly by high-level integrative
frameworks and strategies (Askoxylakis, 2018; Bianchini et al., 2018; de Sousa
Jabbour et al., 2018; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2016; Ingemarsdotter et al.,
2019; Jabbour et al., 2019a; Nobre et al., 2020; Okorie et al., 2018; Rosa et al.,
2020; Ünal et al., 2018) or enablers and barriers (Antikainen et al., 2018; Chauhan
et al., 2019; Pagoropoulos et al., 2017; Rajput et al., 2019; Wilts et al., 2018).

3



1. Introduction

However, none of the frameworks provides the necessary support for systematically
searching, analyzing, and advancing such digital circular strategies with details of
their underlying technical mechanisms and the business analytics (BA) needed to
operationalize them.

Similarly, few studies have systematically investigated the link between BA and CE.
Notwithstanding the number of studies on BA for general business operation and
supply chain management (Akter et al., 2016; G. Wang et al., 2016), these are all
rooted in the linear economic model and way of thinking. Hence, they lack alignment
with more holistic information management and sustainable principles core to the
CE (S. Gupta et al., 2019). This applies both to strategic and operational CE
activities such as reinventing and reconfiguring business models and value chains,
reducing raw material sourcing and manufacturing impacts, and recirculating
products and materials to additional use cycles. Present BA research streams
in IS have put considerable efforts into defining the organizational resources of
firms’ BA capabilities (BACs) through the resource-based view (RBV) (M. Gupta
et al., 2016; Wamba et al., 2017). However, little is known about the orchestration
process required to leverage these BA resources into a firm-wide BAC (Mikalef
et al., 2018). Specifically, a gap exists in explicitly addressing managers’ roles and
actions in effectively structuring, bundling, and leveraging organizational resources
through the framework of resource orchestration view (ROV) (Sirmon et al., 2011).
The motivation for choosing RBV and ROV as the theoretical groundings is that
the former presents a solid foundation whereupon all organizational resources can
be identified, while the latter provides a lens to examine how these resources are
managed and turned into capabilities to leverage circular strategies for increased
firm performance.

Furthermore, efforts in BA research have primarily focused on the mechanisms
through which it generates competitive performance while mostly disregarding
the impact in areas of CE and sustainability. The review by Rialti et al. (2019)
advocates for future research to explore the additional effects of BAC apart from
competitive performance. Despite interest in the role of BA for sustainable supply
chain management (Dubey et al., 2016; Hazen et al., 2016; Jabbour et al., 2020;
K.-J. Wu et al., 2017; P.-J. Wu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2017), circular supply chain
management (S. Gupta et al., 2019), and environmental impact (Ramanathan et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2019), there has been significantly less research on its role in
leveraging a broader range of circular strategies. Hence, it needs to be established
which BA resources companies implementing circular strategies should invest in
and how to leverage them into a firm-wide BAC for CE.

1.3 Research Questions

Answering the calls and addressing the gaps in related works, the main research
question (MRQ) investigated by this thesis is:

MRQ: How can companies leverage DTs for CE implementation and
firm performance?

4



1.4. Research Outcomes

To structure its inquiry, the thesis is rooted within the IS field and examines DTs’
contribution to CE through the lens of BA. Furthermore, considering the current
gap between IS and CE research and the efforts needed to close it, the main research
question was broken down into three sub-questions:

RQ1: How can the relationship between DTs and circular strategies be
conceptualized?

RQ2: What are the BA resources and processes required for implement-
ing DTs for circular strategies and firm performance?

RQ3: How are BA capabilities developed and through what mechanisms
do they enable circular strategies and firm performance?

The research questions (RQs) follow a sequential order in which the study of one
relies upon the results of the former. First, RQ1 aims to ground the research by
developing a framework and structured approach for understanding how DTs and
circular strategies relate at a conceptual, technical, and strategic level. Following
this, RQ2 aims to narrow the scope by focusing on BA resources and the data science
process. Lastly, RQ3 targets unpacking how these BA resources are leveraged into
capabilities and the mechanisms through which they promote CE implementation
and firm performance.

1.4 Research Outcomes

Five main and five secondary research papers published in peer-reviewed conferences
and journals were produced. Building on the results reported in these papers, a
body of knowledge regarding the research questions in the fields of IS and CE has
been developed.

1.4.1 Research Papers

The research questions are addressed in the following main research papers (see
Table 1.1 for a mapping of their connection to the research questions):

P1 Blomsma, F., Pieroni, M., Kravchenko, M., Pigosso, D., Hildenbrand, J.,
Kristinsdottir, A. R., Kristoffersen, E. et al. (2019) ‘Developing a circu-
lar strategies framework for manufacturing companies to support
circular economy-oriented innovation.’ Journal of Cleaner Production,
p.118271.
My contribution: I was a co-author and contributed with framework design
and conceptualization in the main activities of the prescriptive studies, in-
cluding workshop participation, company engagement, and paper writing.
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Relevance to the thesis: This paper presents a comprehensive CE frame-
work (the Circular Strategies Scanner) and taxonomy of circular strategies
for manufacturing companies. The Circular Strategies Scanner addresses
shortcomings of previous CE frameworks, particularly the lacking ability of
these frameworks to support companies in the early stages of COI. The paper
contributes to RQ1 by rooting the thesis within the CE school of thought and
lays a solid foundation for conceptualizing the relationship between DTs and
circular strategies.

P2 Kristoffersen, E., Blomsma, F., Mikalef, P. and Li, J. (2020) ‘The Smart
Circular Economy: A digital-enabled Circular Strategies Frame-
work for Manufacturing Companies.’ Journal of Business Research,
120, 241-261.
My contribution: I developed the main research findings, including research
design and conceptualization, literature and practice review, framework and
knowledge base development, and paper writing, in close collaboration with
Blomsma. Mikalef and Li contributed by exchanging ideas and providing
comments on the draft.
Relevance to the thesis: This paper presents a digital CE framework (the
Smart CE framework) and a knowledge base of example cases from literature
and practice. First, the paper synthesizes the findings from two systematic
literature reviews of digital frameworks and digital CE frameworks together
with the Circular Strategies Scanner from paper 1 to develop the Smart CE
framework. Following this, the Smart CE framework and Circular Strategies
Scanner were used to organize and map cases from a systematic literature and
practice review into a knowledge base of 100 example strategies. The paper
contributes to RQ1 and RQ2 by conceptualizing the relationship between DTs
and circular strategies and providing a means to support the BA gap analysis.

P3 Kristoffersen, E., Aremu, O. O., Blomsma, F., Mikalef, P. and Li, J. (2019)
‘Exploring the Relationship Between Data Science and Circular
Economy: An Enhanced CRISP-DM Process Model.’ In Conference
on e-Business, e-Services and e-Society and Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
11701, 177-189.
My contribution: I was the leading author and developed the main research
findings, including research design and conceptualization, data collection and
analysis with case company, process model development, and paper writing.
Aremu contributed with paper writing on structuring of data for predictive
maintenance. Blomsma, Mikalef, and Li contributed by exchanging ideas and
providing comments on the draft.
Relevance to the thesis: This paper presents a data science process model
and explores how it connects to the CE. The new process model adds a new
phase of data validation and integrates the concept of analytic profiles to
address shortcomings in the data science process for CE. The paper contributes
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to RQ2 by providing an in-depth case study analysis of the underlying data
science process required to advance smart circular strategies.

P4 Kristoffersen, E., Mikalef, P., Blomsma, F. and Li, J. (2021) ‘Towards a
Business Analytics Capability for the Circular Economy.’ Technolo-
gical Forecasting and Social Change, 171, 120957.
My contribution: I was the leading author and developed the main research
findings, including research design and conceptualization, interview guide
design, data collection, respondent sampling and execution of interviews,
data analysis, research model and BAC design, and paper writing. Blomsma
contributed by exchanging ideas and comments on the draft and Mikalef and
Li provided ideas, cross-validation of analysis results, and wi comments on
the draft.

Relevance to the thesis: This paper explores the factors necessary for
deploying BA for CE. Through a conceptual model, the paper proposes
eight essential BA resources that, when combined, form a BAC for CE.
Second, it unpacks the mechanisms through which DTs enable CE by detailing
how managers structure, bundle and leverage BA for CE and competitive
performance. The results are based on 15 semi-structured expert interviews
employing the RBV and ROV theories for data analysis and identification
of themes. The paper contributes to RQ2 and RQ3 by detailing the core
BA resources that build a BAC for CE and the mechanisms through which
managers orchestrate these resources into capabilities.

P5 Kristoffersen, E., Mikalef, P., Blomsma, F. and Li, J. (2021) ‘The Effects
of Business Analytics Capability on Circular Economy Implement-
ation, Resource Orchestration Capability and Firm Performance.’
International Journal of Production Economics, 239, 108205.
My contribution: I was the leading author and developed the main research
findings, including research design and conceptualization, questionnaire and
instrument design, data collection, respondent sampling and follow-up, data
analysis, research model and BAC design, and paper writing. Blomsma
contributed by exchanging ideas, Mikalef provided ideas, data collection, cross-
validation of analysis results, and comments on the draft, and Li provided
ideas and comments on the draft.

Relevance to the thesis: This paper empirically validates the conceptual
model and findings from paper 4. The study analyzes quantitative survey
data from 125 top-level managers from firms across Europe using partial least
squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM). The results show that firms
with a strong BAC have an increased resource orchestration capability (ROC)
and improved ability to excel in CE and, as a result, enhance their organiza-
tional performance in an increasingly competitive business landscape. The
paper contributes to RQ2 and RQ3 by empirically validating the underlying
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structure of the BAC for CE along with the mechanisms and effects of this
capability on CE and firm performance.

Table 1.1: Mapping of main research papers and research questions.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

RQ1 • •

RQ2 • • • •

RQ3 • •

Furthermore, five secondary papers were produced:

SP1 Gupta, S., Justy, T., Shampy, K., Kumar, A., and Kristoffersen, E. (2021) ‘Big
Data and Firm Marketing Performance: Findings from Knowledge-
Based View.’ Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 171, 120986.

SP2 Li, Z., Kristoffersen, E., and Li, J. ‘A taxonomy and survey of deep
learning driven approaches for predictive maintenance.’ Manuscript
complete

SP3 Li, Z., Kristoffersen, E., and Li, J. ‘Using Deep Transfer Learning to
Predict Failures with Insufficient Data.’ Manuscript complete

SP4 Kristoffersen, E., Li, Z., Li, J., Jensen, T. H., Pigosso D. C. A., and Mcaloone,
T. C., ‘Smart Circular Economy: CIRCit Workbook 4.’ Technical
University of Denmark.

SP5 Berg, H., Blévennec, K. L., Kristoffersen E., Strée, B., Witomski, A., Stein, N.,
Bastein, T., Ramesohl, S., and Vrancken, K. ‘Digital circular economy as
a cornerstone of a sustainable European industry transformation.’
Global Sustainable Technology and Innovation Community Conference 2020.
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1.4. Research Outcomes

Table 1.2: Mapping of secondary research papers and research questions.

SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4 SP5

RQ1 • •

RQ2 • • • •

RQ3 •

All the secondary papers provided complementary perspectives to this thesis. First,
secondary paper 1 attempts to identify how firms can enhance their strategic and
operational decisions for improved big data marketing performance in sustainable
Industry 4.0 applications. The study employs the knowledge-based view for qualit-
ative analysis of 10 semi-structured interviews. The paper’s scope is complementary
to the topic of this thesis due to the close relationship between circular strategies
and sustainable Industry 4.0 applications and firms’ big data marketing performance
with the effects of BAC. Second, secondary papers 2 and 3 extend the findings in
paper 3 by providing an in-depth analysis of how to implement predictive mainten-
ance using deep learning methods. The papers are relevant to this thesis under the
topics of predictive maintenance, a good example of a circular strategy relevant to
both Industry 4.0 and sustainable manufacturing. Specifically, the papers provide
detail to the modeling phase of the enhanced CRISP-DM process model (from
paper 3). Secondary paper 2 provides a taxonomy of the five most-used deep
learning approaches for predictive maintenance and summarizes the strengths and
weaknesses of each. Secondary paper 3 provides an example of how to conduct deep
transfer learning, addressing the challenge of collecting enough quality data to train
the data-driven models needed for predictive maintenance, a challenge many firms
face. Finally, secondary papers 4 and 5 both provide different perspectives on the
Smart CE. Secondary paper 4 summarizes the Smart CE tools, frameworks, and
use cases developed in the CIRCit project and presents this in an easy-to-follow
format for practitioners. Secondary paper 5 expands on the idea of a Smart CE and
discusses this in light of recommendations for EU policy development and research
and innovation agendas.

For the first, second, and third secondary papers, I contributed with ideas, paper
writing, and comments to the draft. For the fourth secondary paper, I was the
leading author and developed the main parts of the frameworks, tools, and paper
writing in close collaboration with the second and third authors. Finally, in
the fifth secondary paper, I contributed with core parts of the report, including
conceptualization, framework design, writing, and comments on the draft. However,
as these papers only contribute indirectly to the research questions, they are left
out of the main narrative of this thesis. See Table 1.2 for their connection to the
research questions.
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1.4.2 Research Contributions

The IS research field has a long tradition of drawing on theories from other disciplines
such as economics, computer science, psychology, and general management (Wade
et al., 2004). Therefore, despite being rooted within the IS field, this thesis is
highly interdisciplinary and also make contributions to the field of CE (see Figure
1.1 and Table 1.3 for an overview). The work improves the state-of-the-art and
adds novel contributions to the body of knowledge of how the implement CE by
appropriately leveraging DTs. Accordingly, this thesis establishes a much needed
and underexplored link between the two emerging fields. To this end, the thesis
proposes the concept of Smart CE. For scholars, the concept can be thought of as
a joint research stream linking the fields of IS and CE. For firms, the Smart CE
may serve as a single-point-of-reference for aligning people and activities across
departments and disciplines. For policymakers, the research may be useful to align
digital market policies and regulations for improving the adoption of DTs with
efforts needed to enable sustainable circular business models. At large, the Smart
CE aims to exemplify the link between IS and CE, address the gap of past studies by
detailing the mechanisms through which DTs enable circular strategies, and provide
a reference framework for identifying which BA resources and capabilities firms
should develop how, and the potential benefits. In short, the research questions
add to the following contributions:

Table 1.3: Mapping of contributions and research questions.

C1 C2 C3 C4

RQ1 • • •

RQ2 • • •

RQ3 • •

C1: Improved understanding of the reciprocal relationship between DTs
and the CE. This represents findings, future avenues of research, and
lessons learned derived from the field of experience of the author when
researching the concept of a Smart CE.

C2: A new common framework for aligning activities across the boundar-
ies of disciplines in the IS and CE fields. This integrates CE principles
with common DT techniques and taxonomies and BA requirements
through the Smart CE framework.

C3: New knowledge and tools for improving firms’ ability to leverage
DTs for circular strategies. This includes a structured approach in
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1.4. Research Outcomes

bridging the strategic and operational aspects of smart circular strategies.
Specifically, the Smart CE framework can be used for creating roadmaps,
prioritizing strategic initiatives, setting targets, and facilitating gap
analysis of BA resources and capabilities needed for leveraging smart
circular strategies. The enhanced CRISP-DM process model can be used
to facilitate the analytics implementation process of these strategies by
structuring the collection, integration, validation, and analysis of data.

C4: New knowledge and model of how BA improves firms’ CE imple-
mentation and firm performance. This describes which BA resources
companies should acquire, how to structure and bundle them into a firm-
wide BAC, and the effects this capability has on CE implementation,
ROC, and firm performance.

Figure 1.1: A schema of the research papers, contributions, and domains
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1. Introduction

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is composed of two parts. Part I presents an introduction to the research
work and provides an overview of the background theories, methods used, results
achieved and the contributions made by the thesis. Part II contains the five main
research papers in full length and abstracts of the secondary papers.

The rest of Part I is organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 gives background to relevant concepts in CE and IS.

• Chapter 3 depicts the research method and approach followed.

• Chapter 4 summarises and evaluates the results of the research questions
and contributions made.

• Chapter 5 discusses the results of the research questions in terms of research,
practice, and policy implications along with limitations and avenues for future
research.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with final remarks.
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2 Theoretical Background

This chapter provides an introduction to the concepts discussed in this thesis and
a discourse of gaps in the related works. First, we introduce the concept of CE
and background on circular strategies and associated frameworks. Next, we present
definitions of the DTs relevant to this work, followed by BAC as a concept unifying
these technologies from the perspective of the firm. Finally, we present the RBV
and the ROV, two theories fundamental to strategic management literature and
used as our theoretical underpinning to examine the BAC for CE.

2.1 Circular Economy

Our current, linear economy of ‘take-make-dispose’ is frequently characterized
by the presence of structural waste: instances where components, products, or
materials reach their end-of-use/life prematurely or where their capacity for value
creation is underutilized. To address this, the concept of CE emerged in the 2010s
as an approach to contribute to sustainable development (Blomsma et al., 2017). It
encompasses a range of activities for narrowing, slowing, and closing material and
energy flows (N. M. Bocken et al., 2016; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013) as a
means of addressing structural waste. Although the CE concept continues to grow
and gain attention, it remains in an early stage of development, with international
standards only recently starting to be developed (ISO, 2020). Therefore, a detailed
definition of CE is still missing in the literature (Geng et al., 2008; Jabbour et
al., 2019a; Kirchherr et al., 2017; Lieder et al., 2016). In their analysis of 114
definitions, Kirchherr et al. (2017) provide the following meta-definition: “A
CE describes an economic system that is based on business models which replace
the ‘end-of-life’ concept with reducing, alternatively reusing, and recycling [. . . ]
materials in production/distribution and consumption processes, [. . . ], with the aim
of accomplishing sustainable development, which implies creating environmental
quality, economic prosperity and social equity, to the benefit of current and future
generations”. As such, CE may best be understood as an umbrella concept in which
various frames exist (Blomsma et al., 2017). As an umbrella concept, it groups a
range of sub-concepts and imbues them with a new meaning by highlighting a shared
feature of the sub-concepts. This new meaning revolves around the notion that
through the application of circular strategies, both more value can be created (Ellen
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2. Theoretical Background

MacArthur Foundation, 2013) and value loss and destruction reduced (Murray
et al., 2017).

Although CE has widely been recognized for its potential economic, environmental,
and social merits, the adoption of circular strategies by industry, so far, is modest
(Circle Economy, 2020; Haas et al., 2015). This is in line with the progression of
umbrella concepts: when the transformative potential of an idea has been recognized,
the attention then turns to operationalizing it through frameworks, tools, methods,
and approaches. This, in turn, allows for further examination of the concept.
For CE, this means that there is currently a focus on developing CE transition
methodology. This is taking place in a number of aspects relevant for COI (Brown
et al., 2019), such as in business models (N. M. Bocken et al., 2018; Pieroni et al.,
2019; Rosa et al., 2019), metrics and assessment (Kravchenko et al., 2019; Moraga
et al., 2019; Saidani et al., 2019), product design (Den Hollander et al., 2017; Moreno
et al., 2016; Shahbazi et al., 2020), and the creation of organizational capabilities
such as experimentation, value chain innovation, and other human factors (Jabbour
et al., 2019b; Weissbrod et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2017).

Previous academic works have focused on answering what or how to promote COI
(Guzzo et al., 2019; Mendoza et al., 2017). However, the question of why to perform
COI has so far achieved relatively little scholarly attention. As a result, support is
lacking in the early stages of COI for establishing a CE vision. Answering the why
and establishing a CE vision requires understanding the type of structural waste in
the system, which can be accomplished with a systemic analysis across life cycle
stages and various business processes and knowledge areas. This requires various
actors within and across businesses to define and explore problem and solution
spaces together (Brown et al., 2019). Specifically, in COI, a high-level conceptual
understanding of CE needs to be translated into a useful and meaningful vision on
the level of decision-making (Boons et al., 2009; Hoffman, 2003; Lindkvist et al.,
2014). The importance of a shared vision in innovation projects has long since been
acknowledged (Bititci et al., 2004; Pearce et al., 2004), and it has been posited to
be relevant for both inter and intra organizational COI efforts (Brown et al., 2019).

Currently, there is a range of frameworks that could potentially be drawn from to
support CE visioning. These take the form of circular strategies frameworks, such
as the ReSOLVE framework (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015), the Performance
Economy (Stahel, 2010), Cradle-to-Cradle™ (McDonough et al., 2010), and the
Waste Hierarchy (EC, 2008). Importantly, these frameworks can be seen as the
visual representations of a vision for how to operate in a CE since they select,
name, and organize circular strategies seen as relevant, such that their relationship
becomes apparent.

However, Blomsma (2018), Mendoza et al. (2017), and Reike et al. (2018) observed
that such circular strategies frameworks could identify or emphasize different (groups
of) circular strategies, which can be linked to addressing different types of structural
waste. As such, there is a risk that they do not include circular strategies with
transformative potential for a particular context. Moreover, Blomsma (2018) points
out that little work has been done with regard to ensuring that frameworks are
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seen as relevant and useful by their intended audiences. For these reasons, there is
scope to develop these frameworks further to support visioning in COI. Blomsma
(2018), Mendoza et al. (2017), and Niero and Hauschild (2017) therefore call for
the development of such frameworks within academia.

2.2 Digital Technologies

The term digital technologies encompasses several related technological trends such
as IoT, big data, data analytics, cloud computing, cyber-physical systems, and
distributed ledger technologies (Kagermann et al., 2013; Lasi et al., 2014; Liao
et al., 2017). For the purpose of this thesis, we limit our scope of DTs to IoT,
big data, and data analytics. DTs are transforming operations management in
fields such as automation and industrial manufacturing, supply chain management,
agile and lean production, and total quality management (Agrifoglio et al., 2017).
For instance, DTs can give production systems the capacity to use historical data
to improve quality by detecting abnormal behavior and adjusting performance
thresholds accordingly (Aruväli et al., 2014). Furthermore, the improved sharing
of information throughout the value chain helps to control and make real-time
adjustments of operations according to varying demand (Moeuf et al., 2018). This
increases operational efficiency and provides insights into the potential for new
products, services, and business models (Kagermann et al., 2013).

Nonetheless, DTs are still an emerging field (Van den Bossche, 2016) in which
support for effective implementation in industries such as manufacturing is lacking
(Buer et al., 2018; Frank et al., 2019; Hermann et al., 2016; Hofmann et al., 2017;
Rüttimann et al., 2016). A possible explanation of this is the hampering effect of
ambiguous definitions without clear descriptions of the key constituent elements
(Moeuf et al., 2018). In Table 2.1, we illustrate the breadth of DT definitions in the
extant literature and clarify our use of these terms in this thesis. In a recent study
of 161 manufacturing firms, three key barriers to using DTs to support circular
strategies were identified: lack of interface design (e.g., challenges with compatibility,
interfacing, and networking), difficulties in technology upgradation (e.g., bringing
data analytics and IoT implementation to (near) state of the art), and outdated
automated synergy models (e.g., collaborative models, process digitalization, and
automation) (Rajput et al., 2019). Acknowledging these barriers, this thesis limits
its scope of DTs to focus on aspects of technology upgradation and synergy models.

As discussed in Section 1.2, a gap exists in conceptual understanding and framework
support for linking DTs and CE. While existing frameworks (Askoxylakis, 2018;
Bianchini et al., 2018; de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018; Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
2016; Ingemarsdotter et al., 2019; Jabbour et al., 2019a; Nobre et al., 2020; Okorie
et al., 2018; Rosa et al., 2020; Ünal et al., 2018) provide novel insights into the value
of leveraging DTs for circular strategies, they lack a more detailed structure required
to systematically support companies in operationalizing such strategies. Specifically,
the frameworks do not allow for unpacking technical architectures, integrations,
or implementations on their different potentials to improve resource productivity
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Table 2.1: Overview of DT terms and definitions in extant literature and those
adapted for this study.

Internet of Things

Example 1 “The worldwide network of interconnected objects uniquely ad-
dressable based on standard communication protocols”

(Gubbi et al., 2013)

Example 2 “Things having identities and virtual personalities operating in
smart spaces using intelligent interfaces to connect and com-
municate within social, environmental, and user contexts”

(Bassi et al., 2008)

Example 3 “[...] Smart and dynamic objects with emergent behavior, em-
bedded intelligence and knowledge functions as tools and be-
come an (external) extension to the human body and mind.
[...]”

(Minerva et al., 2015)

Used
within this
research

The Internet of Things is a dynamic global network infrastruc-
ture with self-configuring capabilities based on standards and
interoperable communication protocols. It merges the phys-
ical and virtual worlds through uniquely identifiable objects,
or ”things,” with sensing and actuating capabilities, enabling
data and the state of the thing to be collected and changed
from anywhere, anytime, and by anything.

Adapted from: (Atzori et
al., 2010; Al-Fuqaha et al.,
2015; Kortuem et al., 2009;
S. Li et al., 2015; Miorandi
et al., 2012; Ray, 2018;
Yick et al., 2008)

Big Data

Example 1 “The broad range of new and massive data types that have
appeared over the last decade or so.”

(Davenport, 2014)

Example 2 “A term describing the storage and analysis of large and or
complex datasets using a series of techniques including, but
not limited to: NoSQL, MapReduce, and machine learning”

(Ward et al., 2013)

Example 3 “The ability of society to harness information in novel ways
to produce useful insights or goods and services of significant
value and [...] things one can do at a large scale that cannot
be done at a smaller one, to extract new insights or create new
forms of value.”

(Mayer-Schönberger et al.,
2013)

Used
within this
research

Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety data-
sets that require advanced techniques for processing, storage,
distribution, and management in order to turn data into in-
formation.

Adapted from: (Gartner,
2020a; Laney, 2001)

Data Analytics

Example 1 “An overarching concept that is defined as data-driven decision
making.”

(Van Barneveld et al.,
2012)

Example 2 “The processes of data assessment and analysis that enable
us to measure, improve, and compare the performance of in-
dividuals, programs, departments, institutions or enterprises,
groups of organizations, and/or entire industries.”

(Norris et al., 2009)

Example 3 “A set of Business Intelligence technologies that uncovers rela-
tionships and patterns within large volumes of data that can
be used to predict behavior and events.”

(Eckerson, 2007)

Used
within this
research

Data analytics is the process of deriving knowledge and ac-
tionable insights from data and information, predominantly
involving a series of methods and techniques including, but
not limited to Data Mining, Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge
Discovery in Databases, Big Data Analytics, Machine Learn-
ing, and Deep Learning.

Adapted from: (Cooper et
al., 2012; Siow et al., 2018)
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and efficiency. As such, the frameworks do not effectively support bridging the gap
between an organization’s CE objectives and the operational alignment required to
achieve them. This alignment is an essential step in COI (Brown et al., 2019) and
the continuous improvement processes within companies. See paper 2 in Part II for
a detailed review and tables of existing frameworks.

2.3 Business Analytics Capability

The term intelligence was first used by artificial intelligence researchers back in
the 1950s, later spurring the concept of business intelligence in the 1990s, closely
followed by BA in the 2000s (Chen et al., 2012). While numerous definitions
exist, BA is frequently referred to as the collection of technologies, methodologies,
practices, and applications that enable the analysis of critical business data to make
more sound and evidence-based business decisions (Chen et al., 2012; J. J. J. M.
Seddon et al., 2017). Recently, the term big data analytics has emerged to describe
the culmination of data analytics and big data (defined in Table 2.1) as a set of
techniques and applications in which the (big) data sets are too large and complex
for traditional data analytics methods (Chen et al., 2012). For the purpose of
this thesis, we treat BA and big data analytics as a unified term and draw on the
systematic literature review by Mikalef et al. (2018). As highlighted in their review,
many data characteristics exist; however, the attributes of volume, velocity, and
variety are highlighted as key to underpinning the notion of BA (McAfee et al.,
2012). Recent studies have extended this with characteristics such as veracity
(Abbasi et al., 2016; Akter et al., 2016), visualization (J. J. J. M. Seddon et al.,
2017), and variability (P. B. Seddon et al., 2017).

Nevertheless, effectively leveraging and transforming data into business value and
actionable insights requires companies to go beyond the technical aspects of data
characteristics (Vidgen et al., 2017). Becoming a data-driven organization is a
complex and multifaceted task requiring the transformation of multiple organiza-
tional resources with attention from several levels of managers. To address these
challenges and provide guidelines for practitioners, scholars have introduced the
concept of a BAC to indicate an organizations’ ability to leverage data for increased
strategic and operational insight (Mikalef et al., 2018). Mikalef et al. (2018) define
BAC as a firm’s proficiency in capturing and analyzing data towards the generation
of insights by effectively managing its data, technology, and talent.

Studies show that companies with a strong BAC are better positioned to identify
emerging opportunities and threats and transform their operation accordingly
(Wamba et al., 2017). Specifically, BACs help companies expand the locus of
decision-making by providing previously unavailable insight and options (Abbasi et
al., 2016; Drnevich et al., 2011), improving response time, effectiveness, and efficiency
when dealing with environmental changes (Popovič et al., 2018). Acknowledging
the role of BA to help solve key societal challenges, an increasing number of studies
have noted its positive relationship to Sustainable Development and CE (Chen
et al., 2012; Del Giudice et al., 2020; A. Gupta et al., 2018; S. Gupta et al., 2019;
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Hashem et al., 2016; Patwa et al., 2020; Rajput et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2019;
Song et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019). BA has the potential to connect the material
and information flows by helping firms understand and enact circular material
flows, intensify and extend the use of products and components, and recycle waste
materials (Zeiss et al., 2020). The tracking of data and information flow play an
important role when transitioning to a more sustainable economy (Jabbour et al.,
2019a), providing essential insights for enabling CE adoption and evolution for both
large (Geng et al., 2013) and emerging economies (Patwa et al., 2020). Nevertheless,
transforming the current modes of business operation requires firms to go beyond
focusing solely on technology itself (Janssen et al., 2017). For instance, Raut et al.
(2019) find that management and leadership style, supplier and customer integration,
and internal business processes have a significant influence on firms’ BAC and their
ability to support sustainable practices. Chauhan et al. (2019) support this and
highlight top-level management as essential actors for enablement.

Therefore, when confronted with the need to support the leveraging of a circular
strategy—such as tracking stocks of natural capital, supporting industrial symbiosis
matchmaking, and monitoring and managing product health—BACs required to
satisfy the need must be established. For any data-driven business, and within
the CE, this entails leveraging the full strategic potential of information flows by
assembling, integrating, and deploying analytics-related resources (Shuradze et al.,
2016). This includes both tangible and intangible organizational resources such as
data governance, the existence of a data-driven culture, the presence of appropri-
ate managerial and technical skills, and processes for data-driven organizational
learning (Mikalef et al., 2018). However, the CE sets greater demand for firms
to collect, integrate, analyze, and share data across organizational boundaries,
both upstream and downstream in the value chain, and understand how individual
business decisions and activities impact the broader economic, environmental, and
social issues. Consequently, adopting circular strategies imposes different BA re-
sources and capabilities compared to previous BAC research. With lacking BAC
research for circular strategies, firms are hampered in their ability to transition
towards the CE, restructure organizational resources, and fully capitalize on their
BA investments. Therefore, to obtain relevant theoretical and practical insights for
researchers and practitioners alike, it is essential to identify the core artifacts of
BA pertinent to CE and how they are structured, bundled, and leveraged within
organizations.

2.4 Resource-Based and Resource Orchestration View

Developing and sustaining a competitive advantage is fundamental to strategic
management literature (Amit et al., 1993; Wernerfelt, 1984). To date, RBV is
considered to be one of the most rigorous theories to explain firm performance
through the resources1 they own and control (J. B. Barney, 2001). The theory

1Here, we refer to organizational resources as data, culture, and human skills, not physical
resources such as materials, components, and products under the CE.
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has also gained considerable scholarly attention under the notion of IT capabilities
(Bharadwaj, 2000). RBV proposes that a firm generates a competitive advantage by
collecting tangible and intangible resources, specifically the ones that are valuable,
rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable (known as VRIN) (J. Barney, 1991). Despite
decades of empirical work and recent meta-analysis supporting the importance of
these resources for competitive performance, scholars argue that the theory requires
additional specification to explain differences among firms’ outcomes (Crook et al.,
2008; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2010; Sirmon et al., 2011). The core assumptions of
VRIN also pose a challenge when applied to the context of BA, as the core resource,
data, is often not rare, but an open and shared resource (Braganza et al., 2017).

Amit and Schoemaker (1993) define organizational resources as stocks of tradable and
nonspecific assets in the firm, and capabilities as the firm’s specific and nontradable
ability to deploy such resources, through organizational processes, to effect a desired
end. As a result, one can distinguish between the notion of resource-picking
(identifying resources of strategic value) and capability-building (orchestrating these
resources into useful assets) (Makadok, 2001). Much attention from IS research
has been paid to the resource-picking aspects of firms’ BAC, but less to capability-
building (Mikalef et al., 2018). To this end, (Sirmon et al., 2011) propose the
ROV to extend the understanding of RBV by explaining the role of managers in
transforming resources into capabilities.

The research stream of ROV builds on RBV and dynamic capabilities through the
complementary integration of the resource management framework by Sirmon et al.
(2007) and the asset orchestration framework by Helfat et al. (2009). The ROV
has received significant attention in recent years and represents a promising area
of research to understand how firms should best manage their resources (Gong
et al., 2018; Teece, 2014; Wales et al., 2013; J. Wang et al., 2020). The integrated
framework provides a more robust perspective of managers’ specific role in structur-
ing, bundling, and leveraging capabilities across differences in firm characteristics
(i.e., scope, life cycle stage, and levels in the managerial hierarchy). Each process
includes several sub-processes with varying relative importance depending on the
firm’s characteristics, suggesting variance in the type and significance of managerial
actions in orchestrating the firm’s resources (Sirmon et al., 2011).

Recent studies have demonstrated the importance of a strong ROC for improving
innovation when adapting to changing market conditions (Chadwick et al., 2015;
Sirmon et al., 2007; Wales et al., 2013; Wong et al., 2018). For instance, Teece (2014)
highlights that resource orchestration is essential to decrease internal conflict and
improve resource complementarities in the firm, supporting the dynamic capabilities
needed to facilitate green innovation (J. Wang et al., 2020). According to the ROV
framework, firms can only attain the full potential and value of their resources when
deployed in a complementary manner with capabilities and managerial acumen
(Helfat et al., 2009; Sirmon et al., 2011). As a result, the theory posits that the
ROC is one of the most important competencies a firm can internalize, particularly
those organizations prone to suffering from resource-related liabilities, as within the
CE. The capability can be seen as the proficiency of a firm to maximize performance
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by effectively structuring, bundling, and leveraging existing and new resources
(Choi et al., 2020; J. Wang et al., 2020). We believe this theory proposes a novel
perspective on the orchestration of BA that other theories do not.

While studies have applied the ROV framework to identify IT resources and
capabilities for innovation (Ahuja et al., 2017), investigate the nature of e-commerce
adoption (Cui et al., 2015), and understand how ambidexterity and IT competence
can improve supply chain flexibility (Burin et al., 2020), resource orchestration
remains understudied in the context of BA and CE. Therefore, we utilize the joint
strengths of both the RBV and the ROV as the theoretical underpinnings to build
a solid foundation for the empirical exploration of a BAC for CE.
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This chapter presents the methodologies and tactics employed to answer the research
questions of the thesis.

3.1 Research Overview

Given the pre-paradigmatic stage of this research field, there is a need for conceptual
theory and empirical investigation. To organize the investigation of the research
questions and inform the choice of research methodologies and techniques, each
question was detailed in corresponding research objectives (ROs):

RQ1: How can the relationship between DTs and circular strategies be conceptual-
ized?

- RO1.1: Develop a CE framework and taxonomy of circular strategies that
support mapping of current and future strategies along with the business
processes they affect within organizations.

- RO1.2: Develop a digital CE framework that supports the systematic iden-
tification of BA requirements needed to advance different smart circular
strategies.

- RO1.3: Consolidate and further advance the digital CE framework through
the development of a knowledge base that can be used for BA gap analysis
and the creation of roadmaps for the application of smart circular strategies
within organizations.

RQ2: What are the BA resources and processes required for implementing DTs for
circular strategies and firm performance?

- RO2.1: Identify which BA resources support firms in developing holistic
information management and sustainable principles core to the CE.

- RO2.2: Explore and demonstrate how organizations can structure their data
understanding and preparation to better align with overall business and CE
goals.
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RQ3: How are BA capabilities developed and through what mechanisms do they
enable circular strategies and firm performance?

- RO3.1: Identify how managers structure, bundle, and leverage their BA
resources into a BAC for CE.

- RO3.2: Develop a conceptual model detailing the effect of BAC on ROC, CE
implementation, and firm performance.

Figure 3.1: Research objectives and BA methodology (Hindle et al., 2018) alignment

Rooted in the philosophical paradigm of positivism, a sequential mixed method
research design was followed, analyzing both qualitative and quantitative cross-
sectional data. The research started from an exploratory approach to uncover
key concepts and their relationships, followed by a confirmatory study to examine
effects. Johnson et al. (2007) define mixed method research as an intellectual
and practical synthesis of qualitative and quantitative research combining their
techniques, methods, approaches, and concepts into a single study. It recognizes
the importance of both the qualitative and quantitative viewpoints and tries to
combine the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of each inherent method to
provide informative, complete, balanced, and useful research results (Creswell et al.,
2017; Greene et al., 1989). Following the guidelines of Venkatesh et al. (2013), the
thesis started with a literature review and qualitative investigation of the research
questions and finished with a large-scale quantitative survey. The goal of the
exploratory study was to map the current state of the art, generate hypotheses, and
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provide deep insights with transferability to a broader set of contexts and strategies
for firms. The goal of the confirmatory study was to empirically investigate the
relationships of the previously identified hypotheses and provide insights with
generalizability to a larger population of companies.

The links shown in Figure 3.1 draw on the BA methodology by Hindle and Vidgen
(2018). Addressing how organizations can align their BA development with their
business goals, the methodology provides a logical structure and precedence to
guide the practice of BA. The BA methodology details a four-stage approach of
(1) problem situation structuring, (2) DT business model mapping, (3) analytics
leverage analysis, and (4) analytics implementation. The research objectives of this
thesis target distinct challenges in each respective stage, as can be seen in Figure
3.1 and detailed in the below sections.

Addressing the first two stages, RQ1 aims to build an understanding and conceptual
theory to ground the further exploration of RQ2 and RQ3. For this purpose, we
employed the design research methodology for RO1.1 to further develop an existing
CE framework and gauge the broad CE expertise from the CIRCit consortium. For
RO1.2 and RO1.3, no dominant digital CE framework existed, and the expertise
within the CIRCit consortium was limited. Therefore, instead of the design research
methodology, we employed a systematic literature and practice review to systematize
relevant principles and example strategies from industry and academia. RQ2 targets
the two latter stages of the BA methodology, namely analytics leverage analysis
and implementation. For RO2.1, we started by conducting a literature review
to identify relevant BA resources for CE. Following this, we employed a series
of semi-structured expert interviews to detail further the identified factors and a
quantitative survey to validate their relevance. For RO2.2, on the other hand, we
employed a single case study to provide deep insights and demonstrate how firms can
leverage their data science process towards CE. RQ3 targets the third stage of the
BA methodology and builds specifically on the identified BA resources from RO2.1.
Similar to RO2.1, both RO3.1 and RO3.2 first employed semi-structured expert
interviews to detail how managers leverage these BA resources into capabilities,
and their effects on CE implementation, ROC, and firm performance. Finally, these
insights and the overall conceptual model were validated in a quantitative survey.

3.2 Application Domain

The CIRCit research project focused specifically on manufacturing companies in
the Nordics. Although the research outputs can be useful for a broader set of
companies, the scope was kept intentionally ’narrow’ to ensure consistency and
compatibility between the different work packages’ methods and tools. Furthermore,
since the project followed action research in other work packages, a high degree
of relevance and practical implications for each firm was needed. In line with the
CIRCit project, we first focused strictly on manufacturing companies for papers 1 to
3 before broadening the scope for papers 4 and 5 to include a more comprehensive
set of public and private companies such as IT and financial services, consultancy,
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retail and consumer goods, transportation, service providers and so on.

3.3 Research Activities

This part details the activities performed during the thesis and the author’s main
company engagement activities instantiated as part of the CIRCit project. A
timeline of the activities is provided in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Timeline of research activities (W = workshop, CV = company visit)
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3.3.1 Design Research Methodology

The first BA methodology stage of problem situation structuring translates to
defining a circular strategy of strategic importance to the firm. To support companies
conducting CE visioning and extend previous CE frameworks as part of RO1.1, we
employed the design research methodology. The design research methodology is
particularly suited for iterative improvements of methods and tools (Blessing et al.,
2009). The methodology consists of four stages: research clarification, descriptive
study I, prescriptive study I, descriptive study II.

The first stage of research clarification aims to explain the research problem at
hand and formulate a clear and realistic overall research plan. In this stage, we
identified the need for a CE framework specifically for manufacturing companies.
Descriptive study I intended to increase the understanding of the research problem
identified in the previous stage by describing the research phenomenon and the
existing situation. First, a list of circular strategies to be included in the framework
was compiled. Second, criteria that could guide the development process of the
new framework were articulated, which, third, were used to choose an existing
framework as the basis for the development of the new framework. A series of
workshops and meetings were held for this purpose. Prescriptive study I aims to
address the research problem by leveraging the findings from previous stages for
problem-solving and empirical development. A series of workshops and follow-up
meetings were held to conceptualize and develop a first version of the circular
strategies framework along with corresponding clarifications and elaborations on
strategies and the relationship between them. Descriptive study II focuses on
evaluating the proposed solutions from the prescriptive study and clarifies the
actual applicability and usability of the empirical developments. In this phase, the
applicability and usefulness of the framework in the context of the manufacturing
sector were evaluated, and improvement opportunities were sought. Workshops
were performed with three manufacturing companies from the heavy machinery,
electronics, and furniture sectors. For the purpose of our study, we added a fifth
stage of prescriptive study II with additional empirical development to further refine
the framework. A series of meetings were held to discuss the implementation of
improvement opportunities based on insights from the previous phases. A second
version of the framework and a final list of strategies and definitions were developed
during this phase. See Figure 3.3 for an overview of each respective stage and paper
1 in part II for more details.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the design research methodology followed for
RO1.1
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3.3.2 Literature and Practice Review

In the second BA methodology stage of business model mapping, we focused on
identifying the operational and strategic requirements needed to leverage digital
circular, or smart circular, strategies. As detailed in RO1.2 and RO1.3, we aimed
to develop a digital CE framework and knowledge base to support companies in
conducting BA gap analysis and to create roadmaps for implementation. Given the
emerging and burgeoning characteristics of the domain, we investigated not only
academic sources but also case study examples from practice and ’grey literature’
(i.e., published material that has not been subject to a peer-review process (Adams
et al., 2017)). We followed the methodology used by Bocken et al. (2014), who
detail three iterative phases for a practice and literature review: (1) identification
of themes and categorizations by literature review, (2) synthesis by developing
an integrative framework, and (3) identification and mapping of examples from
practice to validate and further develop the framework. In addition, we adhered
to the guidelines for reviewing academic literature by Kitchenham and Charters
(2007) and for grey literature by Adams et al. (2017). Furthermore, we built on the
previous evaluation and review of CE frameworks conducted for RO1.1. See Figure
3.4 for an overview of the steps involved and paper 2 in part II for more details.

3.3.3 Expert Interview and Questionnaire

In the third BA methodology stage of analytics leverage analysis, we focused on
mapping the organizational resources and capabilities needed to leverage BA for
CE effectively. Detailed as RO2.1, RO3.1, and RO3.2, the aim was to identify
BA resources necessary for CE and understand how managers structure, bundle,
and leverage them into capabilities for improved firm performance. Utilizing the
RBV and the ROV as the grounding theoretical frameworks, we first employed a
literature review in combination with semi-structured interviews (see Figure 3.5
for the steps involved). Provided no previous measures of BAC for CE exist, it
was necessary to conduct an exploratory qualitative study before any confirmatory
quantitative studies could proceed. This was done in order to explore key concepts
and their associations to ensure that no important concepts were omitted from
further studies. It is also argued by several method studies that exploratory research
should precede confirmatory quantitative studies, in order to explore the construct
space and the intricacies of the concept being examined (Sarker et al., 2013).

The literature review focused with on the critical aspects and organizational re-
sources of a CE-specific BAC. The purpose of the review was to identify the main
underlying concepts from related research streams in both BAC theory and CE
theory. Based on this, we developed the first version of a theoretically guided
conceptual model and the resources of the BAC. Following the literature review, a
gap remained in understanding how firms leverage BA for CE. To address this, we
employed a series of semi-structured interviews, following the guidelines of Bogner
et al. (2009) and Patton (1990), with experts from key positions in industry, such
as CEOs and directors of IT service, shipping, and retail companies. In this context,
experts are defined as someone with privileged knowledge about the topic of interest
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of the research approach followed for RO1.2 and
RO1.3
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(Bogner et al., 2009). The interviews were supported by an interview guide (see
the appendix of paper 4 in part II) in accordance with the recommendations of
Myers and Newman (2007). Semi-structured interviews represent an effective way
to elicit rich data (Alshenqeeti, 2014; Kvale et al., 2009), understand why some
resources are more important than others, and under which conditions they are
used for capability-building activities. The benefit of this approach, in contrast
with structured interviews or quantitative approaches, is that it allows for thematic
analysis and the discovery of new perspectives and relationships between topics
that were previously not conceptualized (Savin-Baden et al., 2013). This enabled,
after the interviews, updating the initial constructs, definitions, and relationships in
the conceptual model and through this the core organizational resources or building
blocks of BACs. See paper 4 in part II for information on data collection and
analysis along with details of respondents and thematic support.

Figure 3.5: Research steps involved for the qualitative study (see paper 4 in part II
for details)

The underlying logic of the conceptual model developed (as seen in Figure 3.6)
incorporates both resource-picking (from the RBV) and capability-building (from the
ROV) theory. The model posits that firms with a strong BAC position themselves
with the capacity to strengthen existing circular strategies, implement new ones,
improve their IT ROC, and increase their overall firm performance. As such, the
effect of BAC on firm performance is fully mediated by firms’ IT ROC and degree of
CE implementation. Based on this, five hypotheses were generated for quantitative
evaluation:

H1. BAC will have a positive effect on CE implementation.

H2. BAC will have a positive effect on ROC.

H3. CE implementation will have a positive effect on firm performance.

H4. ROC will have a positive effect on firm performance.

H5. BAC will have a positive indirect effect on firm performance, which will be
fully mediated by a positive effect on CE implementation and ROC.

For the purpose of the identified hypotheses, we adopted a questionnaire-based
survey method to allow for generalizability and replication of the results and
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Figure 3.6: Conceptual model of the relationship between BAC, ROC, CE imple-
mentation and firm performance (see paper 5 in part II for a detailed explanation
of the model, hypotheses, and definitions)

to facilitate simultaneous investigation of several factors (Kraemer et al., 1993).
The methodology is well documented in exploratory settings and a robust way
of identifying the general tendency and associations in a sample with predictive
theory for generalization of results (Straub et al., 2004). We followed recommended
guidelines for developing the questionnaire (Churchill Jr, 1979; Recker et al.,
2010). In addition, we folled the recommendations and tactics (i.e., personalization,
consent screening, and anonymity) by Cycyota and Harrison (2006) to improve
response rates. Our trial questionnaire was shared with a panel of experts for
careful assessment and refinement of indicators, questions, and wording. All items
were measured on a 7-point Likert scale due to its suitability for quantifying
constructs such as organizational resources and capabilities (N. Kumar et al., 1993).
Following the panel review, a pretest was conducted in a small sample of 11 firms
to test the statistical properties of the constructs and assess the face and content
validity of items to ensure respondents interpreted the questions as intended. After
completing the pretest, the respondents were contacted by email and asked about
the quality of the questionnaire and to provide suggestions for improving the clarity
of the questions. The aforementioned step satisfied the psychometric properties for
suitability and validity of our questionnaire.

For the main sample, names and details of senior executives engaging in digital
and CE activities were obtained from personal contacts, corporate directories,
and professional forums. From this, 180 relevant executives and 11 industry
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networks with European companies were used to disseminate an electronic survey
an electronic survey via Nettskjema (an online survey tool developed and operated
by the University of Oslo, Norway). The respondents were invited by email and
followed up by two reminders, each spaced two weeks apart. The data collection
phase lasted for approximately two months (October 2020 – December 2020). The
sample comprised 64 responses, 56 of which were complete and retained for further
analysis. Due to the inadequate number of responses, a second data collection phase
was performed using a panel service company to disseminate the questionnaire,
lasting for approximately one month (January 2021). To ensure quality responses
and consistency with the sample in phase one, the panel service was given strict
criteria (guided by a list of control questions) on what would qualify a respondent
for the survey. The second data collection phase resulted in 123 responses, 75 of
which qualified for the survey with 69 complete responses. In total, the final sample
consisted of 125 responses with an average completion time of 13 minutes.

To assess the validity and reliability of our conceptual model, we used PLS-SEM
and the software package SmartPLS 3 to conduct the analysis (Ringle et al., 2015).
Given that our proposed model is targeted towards exploratory theory building,
as opposed to theory testing, PLS-SEM is seen as a better option than covariance-
based SEM. Further, PLS-SEM allows the use of mixed model specification methods
(i.e., simultaneous use of formative and reflective constructs in higher-order latent
constructs), while covariance-based SEM methods do not (Akter et al., 2017). PLS-
SEM is regarded as a robust and powerful statistical tool and has been applied across
various disciplines (Joseph F Hair et al., 2012), including both BA and CE research
(Akter et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2020; Mikalef et al., 2020). Moreover, PLS-SEM
is recommended when the research is exploratory, focusing on predicting target
constructs for complex structural models and allowing for simultaneous estimation
of multiple relationships between one or more independent and dependent variables
(Joe F Hair et al., 2011). Categorized as a variance-based soft modeling technique,
PLS-SEM can be used to estimate both reflective and formative constructs and is
a well-suited predictive tool for theory building of complex models using smaller
samples (Nair et al., 2018). In terms of sample size requirements, the total of 125
respondents meant that our sample exceeded both requirements of: i) ten times
the largest number of formative indicators used to measure one construct, and ii)
ten times the largest number of structural paths directed at a particular latent
construct in the model (Joe F Hair et al., 2011).

3.3.4 Case Study

In the fourth BA methodology stage of analytics implementation, we focused on
understanding how firms employ the data science process for smart circular strategies.
Detailed as RO2.2, we aimed to address shortcomings in the early phases of the data
science process, specifically data understanding and preparation. For this objective,
case study research was chosen as the methodology for empirical investigation (Yin,
1984). The case study research methodology is particularly suitable for empirical
investigation (Jabbour et al., 2019a). It helps provide insights with a relatively
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good understanding of the complexity and nature of the phenomenon (Voss, 2010).

Moreover, even a single case study can provide scientific development through a
deep understanding of the problem and the capturing of experiences (Flyvbjerg
et al., 2011). A research protocol was used in order to ensure reliability and validity
of the findings, including case study design, data collection, data analysis, and
formalization of results (Yin, 1984). The company was selected based on a judg-
mental sampling technique (Henry, 1990). First, the company should be from the
manufacturing industry and have experience with the CE. Second, the company
should have IoT data available for analytics exploration. In this regard, a Nordic
original equipment manufacturer developing and servicing industrial cranes was
selected. The company was a large multinational corporation with extensive experi-
ence in multiple smart circular strategies, such as predictive maintenance. Following
the research protocol, data collection was performed through five semi-structured
interviews to gather general information about the company’s context before IoT
data were gathered and insights specific to analytics and predictive maintenance
were collected. Following the data collection phase, an analytics investigation
was performed to evaluate its CE potential and set implementation requirements.
Then, the last phase of the protocol was conducted, looking for possible procedural
improvements of the data science process to meet the requirements from analytics
and CE. See paper 3 in part II for more details.

3.3.5 Summary

To summarize, the sequential mixed method research design of this thesis employed
a multitude of methods and engaged a broad set of companies. Mixed method
research fits the objective of this thesis well given its capacity to explain and
provide understanding for complex organizational and social phenomena (Mingers,
2001). The approach allowed for investigating the research questions from multiple
perspectives and alternating between an inductive and deductive frame of thought.
This enabled a deep and rich understanding of the problem statement upon which
to build new theory. See Table 3.1 for an outline of the methodologies applied for
each respective research question.
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Table 3.1: Mapping of research methodologies and research questions.

RQ1 RQ2 RQ3

Design research methodology •

Literature review • • •

Practice review •

Case study •

Expert interview • •

Questionnaire • •
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4 Results

This chapter describes the main findings of the thesis. To structure our discussion,
results are organized under each respective research question and corresponding
research objectives.

4.1 Relationship Between Digital Technologies and
Circular Economy - RQ1

For firms, it is necessary to have a systematic approach to breaking down high-
level CE and digital business objectives to concrete operational strategies. For
scholars, it is necessary to have frameworks rooted on well-established theoretical
underpinnings to ground future research. Addressing this, we developed one
CE framework (the Circular Strategies Scanner) and one digital CE framework
(the Smart CE framework) with a corresponding knowledge base of examples.
The Circular Strategies scanner provides a taxonomy of circular strategies and a
systematic process and examples to support companies in the early stages of a COI
process. Building on the principles from the Circular Strategies Scanner, the Smart
CE framework and knowledge base integrates this with established ICT principles
and underpinnings to further improve our understanding of the relationship between
DTs and the CE through common technical mechanisms.

4.1.1 The Circular Strategies Scanner - RO1.1

Addressing the shortcomings in previous CE frameworks, the Circular Strategies
Scanner (shown in Figure 4.1) presents a taxonomy of circular strategies based
on business processes typically found in the manufacturing context. Drawing
from both academic and practitioner perspectives, the Scanner framework provides
circular strategies ranging from incremental to transformative, or from operational
to strategic. Operational strategies include reducing, restoring, and avoiding impact
in areas such as sourcing, manufacturing, product use, and logistics, as well as
the recirculation of products, components, and materials into new or existing use
cycles. Strategic applications include rethinking and reconfiguring value-generating
architectures and reinventing the ‘paradigm’ for radical decoupling. In other words,
the Scanner provides comprehensive support for manufacturing companies engaging
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in COI processes. For a detailed explanation of the framework, see paper 1 in part
II.

A strength of using the Scanner in COI is that it provides a way of systematically
exploring circular strategies. It thus provides guidance for identifying what business
areas eco-innovation for CE is possible or necessary. For instance, when improved
recycling is identified as an opportunity, the Scanner indicates that other circular
strategies in the operational areas of raw materials and sourcing, manufacturing,
product use and operation, and the recirculation of parts and products may be
affected. Such impacts may be synergistic and result in increased overall circularity
(e.g., the choice to change to a recyclable material to enable end-of-life recycling
also enables recycling of waste within the manufacturing process), or they may
take the form of trade-offs and require additional management or development
for resolving them (e.g., changing to a recyclable material negatively affects the
technical longevity of a product).

Figure 4.1: The Circular Strategies Scanner

Application of the Scanner furthermore strengthens the connection between eco-
innovation and CE by linking it with transformative innovation (De Jesus et al.,
2018). It does this in two ways in COI processes. First, due to possibilities
uncovered in the operational area, it can trigger a re-evaluation of the value
generation architecture. Second, when the value generation architecture is the
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starting point, the Scanner indicates that the role of the circular strategies on the
operational level need to be revisited as their relevance may increase or diminish
depending on the context. In both cases, the Scanner invites a reconsideration
of the system the manufacturing company is attempting to transform and links
circular strategies together in circular configurations: situations where two or more
circular strategies work together (Blomsma, 2018).

4.1.2 The Smart Circular Economy framework - RO1.2

In order to better connect the emerging fields of DTs and the CE we developed
the Smart CE framework (shown in Figure 4.2), which establishes a link between
DTs and resource management1 through an integrative model based on maturity
thinking. The framework provides a detailed understanding of the relationship
between DTs and the CE through technical mechanisms and BA requirements. It
allows assessment of the current and future smart circular strategies with their
associated and target level of maturity, and provides guidance on how to leverage
DTs to maximize resource efficiency and productivity of strategies. This enables
practitioners and academics to develop and implement roadmaps through BA gap
analysis, find new opportunities for innovation through examples of best practices,
and align people across the boundaries of disciplines.

Figure 4.2: The Smart CE framework

The framework consists of three main elements: data transformation levels (blue
triangle), resource optimization capabilities (green triangle), and a layer linking
these elements together, data flow processes (grey background), as seen in Figure 4.2.
The different elements were combined by using a hierarchy as the main organizing
principle where each individual level relies on the previous ones. That is, for the
data transformation levels, resources must be connected by an IoT sensor in order

1Here, we refer to physical resources such as materials, components, and products. Not
organizational resources.
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to generate data. This can then be turned into information by integrating it with
other data sources and providing the context, and so on all the way up to wisdom.
Likewise, for resource optimization capabilities, diagnostic analytics provide insights
into why something happened and build upon descriptive insights of what actually
transpired. Similarly, in the data flow processes, data is first collected and integrated
to facilitate data analysis. The remainder of this section explains the three elements,
illustrates their compatibility in a single framework, and details the various levels
of adoption through maturity thinking. For a more detailed explanation of the
framework, see paper 2 in part II.

4.1.3 Knowledge base of smart circular strategies - RO1.3

The literature review on smart circular strategies resulted in 65 included papers
(27 from the database search). The practice review of case studies from the Circle
Lab’s knowledge hub was filtered using the label ‘Incorporate digital technology,
’ resulting in 207 results. Both the case descriptions in this database and the
company website(s) illustrating the cases were consulted (in line with Adams et al.
(2017)), resulting in 33 examples added for a total of 98 real-world and theoretical
case examples.

The Circular Strategies Scanner and the Smart CE framework enabled mapping
of strategies into a matrix (represented by three figures in paper 2 in part II with
detailed case descriptions). The Scanner, representing the x-axis or the columns,
covers a range of circular strategies relevant for manufacturing companies. The
Smart CE framework, representing the y-axis or rows, covers DTs and different ma-
turity levels of adoption (see also Figure 3.4 for a schematic illustration). Strategies
were then placed in a cell corresponding to the category, DTs, and maturity of
the application. See Table 4.1 for a summary of the examples mapped. The cases
represent a mix of theorized applications and real-world examples.

The results show that both theorized and real-world examples embody all the circular
strategy categories. Moreover, up to and including the prescriptive level, the matrix
has good coverage for all the categories, except the recirculation of parts, products,
and materials. To address this issue and outline avenues for future research, the
authors propose examples of future strategies, where both literature and practice
are incomplete. However, the overall satisfactory coverage of circular strategies
supports the validity of the Smart CE framework. The final mapping outlined
100 theorized and real-world smart circular applications (including strategies from
literature, practice, and the authors).
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4. Results

However, for brevity purposes we limit our discussion here to only a few illustrative
examples. In Figure 4.3, we highlight the examples of industrial symbiosis, main-
tenance, and recycling. For each strategy, we expand the examples with digital and
human requirements for each level to illustrate the increasing ability of DTs to sup-
port or unburden human decision makers (providing increased quality, productivity,
and flexibility). One way to understand this is that the digital and human elements
together represent all the decisions needed to coordinate the resource flow for a
specific strategy. Hence, when the number of decisions made by DTs increases,
the decisions made by humans decrease or shift, providing flexibility for pursuing
strategic activities for increasing business value and resource productivity. Note that
we are not detailing the ‘ideal’ digital and human requirements for implementation,
but rather a proposed structure for explanatory purposes.

Figure 4.3: Illustrative examples with representative requirements (see paper 2 in
part II for the full 100 examples with details)
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4.2. Business Analytics Resources and Process - RQ2

4.2 Business Analytics Resources and Process - RQ2

The CE sets greater demand for firms to collect, integrate, analyze, and share
data across organizational boundaries, both upstream and downstream in the value
chain. Consequently, adopting circular strategies imposes different BA resources
compared to previous BAC research. Building on the results of RQ1, we detailed
the core artifacts of BA pertinent to CE and the associated data science process for
implementing smart circular strategies.

4.2.1 Key Factors for Holistic Information Management -
RO2.1

Overall, the expert interview results corroborate the findings of related qualitative
studies, such as the importance of holistic information management for BA-enabled
CE supply chains by Gupta et al. (2019). The role of BA was highlighted by all
respondents as critical to the success of their organization’s CE transition. The
general consensus was that CE sets greater, and more holistic, demands for their
firm’s BAC. Specifically, several respondents called for a broader definition of BA
reflecting the triple bottom line (economic, environmental, and social value) of the
CE.

Based on the results of the interviews, the initial constructs of BA resources
(identified in a separate literature review) were adjusted, refined, and further
developed to reflect the theories and practices of CE, as can be seen in Table 4.2.
Following this, we visualized the results in several tables to summarize the evidence
for each theoretical construct, improve the testability of the theory, and strengthen
the bridge between the qualitative evidence and the conceptual model (Eisenhardt
et al., 2007). For brevity purposes, we only discuss the summary of these tables
here (complementary tables can be seen in paper 4 in part II). Table 4.3 provides
an overview of the BA resources the respondents had implemented for CE.

We observed a considerable discussion concerning the need of distinct BA resources
for the CE. While several parallels were drawn to traditional BA resources, the
respondents were unison in their response that effectively transitioning to the CE
required new BA resources. In summary, eight key BA resources were identified.
In Table 4.3 the importance of each resource is noted. Black circles ( ) indicate
that the resource was mentioned as an important aspect and/or implemented in
the organization’s strategy of using BA for CE, whereas half circles ( ) and blank
circles ( ) indicate that it was only somewhat or not implemented. The absence
of a circle signals a lack of insight by the respondent or relevance to the company.
For instance, the tangible resources of R4 and R10 were both left empty as they
represent a one-person consultancy firm. Further empirical insights from the expert
interviews into the key BA resources for circular strategies can be seen in paper 4
in part II.
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Table 4.2: Definition of BA resources for CE

Resource Adjustments made Adapted from
literature(s)

Tangible

- Data: Organizations utilizing BA for CE need to cap-
ture both internal and external data from multiple sources,
independently of structures and on a continuous basis.
Further, aspects concerning data such as quality, sources,
availability, and methods for curating needs handling.

Adjusted the content
of the definition to
comply with CE.

(Arunachalam et al.,
2018; M. Gupta et al.,
2016; Hedberg et al.,
2019; Janssen et al.,
2017; Kwon et al.,

2014; Mikalef et al.,
2017)

- Technology: Novel digital technologies are necessary
for handling the large volume, diversity, and speed of data
accumulated throughout circular value chains. The com-
plexity of these value chains increases the need for firms
to deploy advanced data generation, integration, analysis,
and sharing infrastructures.

Adjusted the content
of the definition to
comply with CE.

(Arunachalam et al.,
2018; M. Gupta et al.,
2016; S. Gupta et al.,
2019; Hedberg et al.,
2019; Mikalef et al.,

2017)

- Basic resources: Refers to an organization’s invest-
ment of time and funds. This includes financial resources
as direct investments in the support of these technologies
and working hours allocated to experimentation with util-
izing the potential of BA.

None. (M. Gupta et al.,
2016; Mikalef et al.,
2017; Wamba et al.,

2017)

Intangible

- Data-driven culture: Describes the extent to which
organizational members are committed to BA and make
decisions based on insight derived from data.

None. (Arunachalam et al.,
2018; Dubey et al.,

2016; M. Gupta et al.,
2016; Mikalef et al.,

2020)

- COI culture: Describes the extent to which CE goals,
principles, and strategies are integrated into technical and
market-based innovations to create value by enabling sus-
tainable management of resources throughout the design
of processes, products/services, and business models.

Identified the
resource and

developed the
definition from

relevant research.

(Brown et al., 2019;
Institution, 2017;

Munodawafa et al.,
2019; Pauliuk, 2018;

Prieto-Sandoval et al.,
2019)

- Openness and co-creation: Describes the ex-
tent to which organizational members are mutually
open about decisions and activities that affect the so-
ciety/economy/environment and willing to communicate
these in a clear, accurate, timely, honest, and complete
manner to enhance formal and/or informal arrangements
internally and externally to create mutual value.

Identified the
resource and

developed the
definition from

relevant research.

(S. Gupta et al., 2019;
Hedberg et al., 2019;

Institution, 2017;
Pauliuk, 2018)

Human skills

- Systems thinking skills: Refers to the competencies
of employees to take a holistic approach for understand-
ing larger contexts over longer periods of time, looking
at connections and patterns of how individual decisions
and activities impact environmental, economic, and social
issues beyond the immediate first-tier scope.

Identified the
resource and adjusted

the definition from
relevant research.

(N. Bocken et al.,
2019; S. Gupta et al.,

2019; Institution,
2017; Webster, 2013)

- Data science skills: Refers to the competencies of
employees to formulate and implement machine learning
problems, utilizing data analytics skills such as statistics,
computing, and knowledge about correlation and causa-
tion.

Identified the
resource and adjusted

the definition from
relevant research.

(Dhar, 2013; Dubey
et al., 2019;

M. Gupta et al., 2016;
Power, 2016)
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4. Results

4.2.2 The Data Science Process - RO2.2

Asset and process management research argue that data should be specifically
structured for the intended use within a work flow (Haddar et al., 2013; Provost
et al., 2013). Data science research concurs and notes that insights are more
obtainable when the data has been preprocessed for a specific domain of analysis
(James et al., 2013; Kun et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2010; Wood et al.,
2014). Based on empirical findings from a case study and an in-depth analysis of
shortcomings in existing data science process models, we propose extensions to
the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) process model.
The proposed process model adds an additional phase called data validation, and
argues for the integration of analytic profiles for improved structure in the process.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the enhanced CRISP-DM process model developed.

In CRISP-DM, there is no validation between the data preparation phase and the
modeling phase against the specific business domain (Bahrepour, 2018; Newman
et al., 2016). Specifically, once the data is prepared for modeling, only the criteria
needed to ensure optimal analytics model performance are considered (Newman
et al., 2016; Rüdiger Wirth et al., 2000). Thus, a complete understanding of
whether the data is a valid representation of the original problem is not guaranteed.
General data preparation methods alter the original data, and there is often loss in
information specific to the domain that should be analyzed (Aremu et al., 2018;
Newman et al., 2016). As such, this may result in sub-optimal solutions that miss
the mark on the intended capturing of business and CE value (Ponsard et al., 2017;
Viaene, 2013). Therefore, we argue that data validation should be done by the
re-involvement of the business entity, and domain experts, to validate that a proper
understanding of the data and business problem has been reached and best-practice
data preparation methods from the analytic profile have been followed. The data
validation phase may result in a re-iteration of the data understanding and/or the
data preparation phase(s) (indicated by a single arrow back in the diagram).

Analytic profiles are defined as structures that standardize the collection, application,
and re-use of analytics insights and models for key business entities (Schmarzo,
2015). As such, an analytic profile is an abstract collection of knowledge, mainly
used in the business and data understanding phases, that lists the best practices
for a particular analytics use case, or problem. Analytic profiles may have different
levels of granularity depending on the use case and the organization’s level of
experience. However, information on the following elements should be included:

Use case description defining the business goal (e.g., predict the remaining useful
life of a product),

Domain specific insights important for the use case (e.g., knowledge about typical
product failures and causes),

Data sources relevant for the use case (e.g., time-series data of product operation
and service data with failure modes),

Key Performance Indicators or metrics for assessing the analytics implementa-
tion performance (e.g., product failure rate, downtime and maintenance costs),
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4.2. Business Analytics Resources and Process - RQ2

Figure 4.4: An enhanced CRISP-DM process model (changes highlighted in red)

Analytics models and tools with proven conformity for the given problem (e.g.,
long short-term memory networks and deep belief networks),
Short descriptions of previous implementations with lessons learned (e.g.,
deep belief networks for backlash error prediction in machining centers (Z. Li et al.,
2017)).

As per the CRISP-DM process level breakdown (Chapman et al., 2000), analytic
profiles can be regarded as a generic task particularly relevant between the business
and data understanding phases (indicated by an analytic profile icon in the diagram).
Through such a consolidation of the analytics knowledge base, organizations can
more easily learn and reuse their own experience and the experience of others to
accelerate the analytics development process. Furthermore, Kiron and Shockley
(2011) state that organizations should appropriately structure their resources to
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4. Results

align their analytics capability with their overall business strategies. Therefore, we
argue that analytic profiles should be built for all business strategies, or use cases,
relying on insights from analytics.

4.3 Towards a Business Analytics Capability - RQ3

As evidenced by the previous results, the significance of DTs for organizations
adopting CE is the use of data; in other words, they become data-driven. However,
becoming data-driven is more than a technical challenge and goes beyond the
mere data science process. It requires a clear BA strategy, the right people and
organizational culture, and managers to appropriately structure their departments
to align BA resources and capabilities with circular strategies and corporate strategy.
Once the core resources of BA pertinent to CE are identified (see Figure 4.5 for the
classification), it is necessary to understand how they are structured, bundled, and
leveraged towards a firm-wide BAC.

Figure 4.5: Classification of BAC for CE

4.3.1 Resource Orchestration - RO3.1

According to the RBV, resources that possess VRIN attributes (as the ones detailed
above) tend to provide better opportunities for competitive performance (Eisenhardt
et al., 2000; Mata et al., 1995). However, the findings from our expert interviews
corroborate previous studies arguing that merely possessing such resources without
leveraging them is counterproductive for the firm (Ahuja et al., 2017). To this
end, ROV argues that resources have to be structured, bundled, and leveraged in
order to create new capabilities and enable them to generate business value (Wright
et al., 2012). Once these capabilities have been internalized, they are difficult for
competitors to imitate.
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Overall, we observed a great discourse among the respondents of our expert in-
terviews on the importance of leveraging firms’ BA resources and capabilities for
implementation of circular strategies and competitive gains. In particular, managers
were highlighted as crucial to the potential success, or failure, of developments under
tangible resources and human skills, such as culture development and employee
training. Given the variance in breadth and life cycle of the firms covered in the
interviews (e.g., from waste management start-ups to large multinational IT service
corporations), we observed a difference from the interview results in the approach
and willingness of management to both adopt circular strategies and prioritize
corresponding BA investments. This can be understood by drawing on the life
cycle logic of the ROV, which states that the start-up stage requires a greater
degree of resource-structuring behavior to support the firm’s business model when
compared to mature firms (Miller et al., 1984; Sirmon et al., 2011). Correspondingly,
a mature firm’s resources may exert a greater influence on its external environment
(Smith et al., 1985). Despite variance in organizations’ operating environment and
development trajectory, their underlying capability development mechanism was
conducive to the process of structuring, bundling, and leveraging, as detailed in the
ROV.

Our results corroborate the findings of Wright et al. (2012) on the importance
of selecting and structuring BA resources, a prerequisite for building a firm-wide
BAC. Overall, we observed numerous activities related to the structuring process,
from identifying resources of strategic importance and making investments related
to them (e.g., sensor data and data science talent) to creating new organizational
structures and business models (e.g., horizontal departments and product-service
systems). For the process of bundling, we observed the effectiveness of firms’ ability
to bundle resources into capabilities frequently reflected in their governance practices
and choice of IT archetypes. Traditional archetypes, such as functional silos where
each unit handles its resource allocation, were seen as somewhat incompatible with
the lateral nature of circular strategies, and several firms noted efforts to remove
unnecessary silos and align around common KPIs. For the leveraging process, we
noted a number of challenges among firms trying to deploy their newly developed
capabilities. For instance, uncertainties were observed on how to mobilize such a
capability to i) adopt an acceptable level of CE, ii) outperform rivals in the short
term, and iii) maintain a competitive advantage in the long term. Many firms
pointed to this being a result of lacking market demand, internal awareness, and
the overall fast-moving pace of the field. In other words, this can be summarized
as environmental uncertainty, characterized by a general condition of ambiguity
and unpredictability of customer needs and technology developments (Pavlou et al.,
2006). According to the ROV, this can be understood as an information deficit
that affects the type of resources and capabilities needed to outperform rivals and
the leveraging strategies required to realize a competitive advantage (Sirmon et al.,
2007). The respondents credited CE with strategic relevance for reducing overall
risks and for building the material sourcing flexibility needed for a turbulent business
environment. For additional details, see paper 4 for insights from the interviews
and paper 5 for the impact of firms’ ROC.
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4.3.2 Conceptual Model - RO3.2

To empirically validate the conceptual model, shown in Section 3.3.3, and BA
resources previously identified, we operationalized the main constructs in the model
using a hierarchical component model with respective sub-constructs (Sarstedt
et al., 2019). We constructed BAC as a third-order formative construct consist-
ing of tangible, intangible, and human skills resources as second-order formative
constructs, each consisting of three first-order constructs, namely data, technology,
basic resources, data-driven culture, COI culture, openness and co-creation, systems
thinking skills, and data science skills. CE implementation was developed as a
second-order formative construct consisting of three first-order formative constructs,
namely reinvent and rethink, recirculate, and restore, reduce, and avoid. We con-
structed ROC as a second-order formative construct of three first-order formative
constructs, namely structuring, bundling, and leveraging. Firm performance was
constructed as a second-order formative construct of four first-order formative
constructs, specifically environmental performance, financial performance, compet-
itiveness, and corporate reputation. For control variables, we collected descriptive
information on firm size and age, industry sector, country, ownership structure,
experience levels with BA and CE, and the respondents’ position within the firm.
As our measurement model consisted of both formative and reflective constructs,
we used several different assessment criteria to examine their validity and reliability.
Further, we employed confirmatory composite analysis of the saturated model
to assess its overall fit. Both reflective and formative constructs demonstrated
satisfactory psychometric properties with empirical evidence supporting the latent
variables constructed. See paper 5 in part II for associated tables and methods
used for establishment of the measurement model.

The structural model from the PLS analysis is depicted in Figure 4.6 and presents
the results of the structural model explained by the variance of endogenous variables
(R2) and the standardized path coefficient (β). The model was verified by assessing
the coefficient of determination (R2) values, path coefficients, and effect size of the
predictor variable (f2). To obtain significance levels of the estimates (t-statistics),
we performed a bootstrap analysis using 5000 resamples. Since PLS-SEM does not
require the data to meet any particular assumptions about sample distribution,
parametric significance tests cannot be applied. Instead, PLS-SEM relies on the
nonparametric bootstrap resampling approach where randomly drawn subsamples
are used to derive standard errors, t-values, p-values, and confidence intervals
(Joseph F Hair et al., 2016; Preacher et al., 2008). The structural model explained
59.3% of variance in CE implementation (R2 = 0.593), 70.1% in ROC (R2 = 0.701),
and 52.2% of variance in firm performance (R2 = 0.522). The expected magnitude
of R2 values is dependent on the phenomenon under investigation and should be
judged relative to studies that investigate the same dependent variable (Benitez
et al., 2020). In our case, all values exceeded the coefficient of determination in
Khan et al.’s (2020) study on CE implementation and firm performance (reporting
0.180 and 0.409 respectively). Furthermore, as our R2 values represent moderate to
substantial predictive power (Henseler et al., 2009), all values are seen as satisfactory.
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Figure 4.6: Results and estimated relationships of the structural model.

For the path coefficients, firms’ BAC was found to have a significant direct impact
on CE implementation (β= 0.770, T = 17.738, p < 0.001) and ROC (β= 0.837,
T = 29.497, p < 0.001). The direct impact of BAC on firm performance was not
significant (β= 0.206, T = 1.178, p > 0.05), as expected for mediation. Furthermore,
the impacts of both CE implementation on firm performance (β= 0.253, T = 2.141,
p < 0.05) and ROC on firm performance (β= 0.345, T = 2.561, p < 0.05) were
significant. In our model, the f2 values from BAC to CE implementation (1.454) and
ROC (2.349) indicated a strong effect size, while the effect from CE implementation
(0.051) and ROC (0.070) on firm performance indicated a weak effect size (Cohen,
2013). The effect size is useful to measure the practical relevance of relationships
between constructs by indicating the extent to which the path coefficient exists in
the population. The influence of control variables on the dependent variable, firm
performance, was examined using dummy variables. All variables were found to have
a nonsignificant relationship to firm performance, with the exception of information
technology firms (β= 0.129, T = 2.204, p < 0.05). Despite having a significant path
coefficient, the change in explained variance (ΔR2 = 0.015) was small and the effect
size (f2 = 0.034, T = 0.933, p = 0.351) was weak and nonsignificant. Furthermore,
we believe this may not have any practical relevance for our model due to the
time when the data was collected (during the Covid-19 pandemic). Information
technology companies might have been less affected and this could be why they are
more strongly correlated with firm performance. For complementary tables and
details regarding tests for mediation and predictive validity, see paper 5 in part II.
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5 Discussion

This chapter synthesizes the research findings from the previous chapter by discussing
the contributions made in terms of research, practice, and policy implications. In
addition, limitations are presented along with avenues for future work.

5.1 Research Implications

While real examples of information flows enabling circularity exist, and researchers’
theoretical understanding of the relationship between DTs and CE has been improv-
ing (Nobre et al., 2020; Rosa et al., 2020), the mechanisms and conditions under
which DTs can accelerate firms’ CE implementation remain largely unexplored in
empirical research. Addressing this gap, the concept of a Smart CE can be used
as a point of reference for using DTs in supporting CE implementation and the
enactment of circular strategies. While much of related IS literature is grounded on
corresponding theoretical perspectives that explain the value-generating mechanisms
of different strategies, the same cannot be stated in the context of circular strategies.
At large, this work can be used as a basis upon which researchers can examine the
impact that different DTs have on the enablement of circular strategies, sustainable
development, and organizational performance.

In the case of DTs’ contribution to CE, we developed the Smart CE framework
and associated data science process to address DTs’ lack of support for COI in
manufacturing and significantly improve existing digital CE frameworks. The main
difference between our work and related frameworks (Askoxylakis, 2018; Bianchini
et al., 2018; de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018; Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2016;
Ingemarsdotter et al., 2019; Jabbour et al., 2019a; Nobre et al., 2020; Okorie et al.,
2018; Rosa et al., 2020; Ünal et al., 2018) is that existing frameworks summarize
high-level strategies, possibilities, and/or capabilities, while our model extends
this with a detailed structure to systematically support practitioners in searching,
analyzing, and advancing smart circular strategies. In this context, we make six
contributions:

• First, we give a detailed understanding of the relationship between the tech-
nical mechanisms and data science processes of DTs and the strategic and
operational strategies of CE.
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• Second, we enable strategies to be mapped with their associated and target
level of maturity.

• Third, we provide the capacity to accommodate multiple circular strategies
and find new opportunities for innovation through example best practices.

• Fourth, we provide the ability to derive digital requirements for implementing
circular strategies.

• Fifth, we present guidance on how to leverage DTs to maximize resource
efficiency and productivity for a given context.

• Sixth, we produce empirical support for how to effectively apply the data
science process for correct utilization of analytics with circular strategies.

In addition, our framework allows both researchers and practitioners to communicate
better across the boundaries of disciplines. It highlights key technical mechanisms
needed for a more data-driven mode of CE business operations. By extension,
our framework provides the basis for further exploration of the BA resources and
capabilities central to the adoption of circular strategies. From a research standpoint,
our framework highlights the role of novel DTs in shaping the information value
chain within the context of CE. Thereby, it differentiates between strategic and
operational circular strategies, decomposing them into specific attainable approaches
and the corresponding digital requirements needed to foster them. Therefore, it
introduces a structured approach in bridging the technical, operational, and strategic
aspects of circular strategies.

Effectively leveraging the hype around these DTs through the concept of BA is
pivotal for operationalizing the Smart CE. While practitioners seem to have been
leading the way for such novel uses of data, academics have only recently begun
to investigate the synergies of BA and CE (S. Gupta et al., 2019). Consequently,
gaps remain in the literature on defining the building blocks of a BAC for CE and
how firms can create one. From a theoretical perspective, our research contributes
to the emerging literature on CE, strategic management literature on BAC, and
managers’ role in resource orchestration (Ahuja et al., 2017; Lahti et al., 2018;
Mikalef et al., 2018; Rialti et al., 2019; Sirmon et al., 2011). In particular, the
proposed BAC extends our proposed Smart CE framework by providing empirical
insights into the key organizational resources and practices needed to leverage such
smart circular strategies. By defining a BAC for CE, we make contributions to the
existing literature in six main areas:

• First, we present a theoretically grounded framework and construct for ex-
amining firms’ CE-specific BAC. This extends the literature on RBV and
ROV by combining them with BA and CE literature and empirical insights.

• Second, we propose eight constructs that make up the key resources of this
capability. These constructs provide valuable insights for future studies by
offering a lens to analyze both qualitative and quantitative data.
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• Third, we demonstrate that it is important to have this BAC and not just
circular strategies in order to operationalize them, thus differentiating between
strategy and its enactment.

• Fourth, we further extend the ROV by explaining how the processes of
structuring, bundling, and leveraging influence the conversion of organizational
resources into firm-wide capabilities along with role of managers for supporting
these processes.

• Fifth, we highlight the effect of BAC on ROC, which is an assumption many
studies carry but which has not been empirically validated.

• Sixth, we provide a deeper understanding of the mechanisms through which
organizations leverage these capabilities for improved CE implementation and
firm performance.

Furthermore, by analyzing both qualitative interview data and quantitative survey
data, we make important contributions to both the IS and organizational sustain-
ability research fields by exploring the inner mechanisms of how BA improves CE
implementation along with their joint effect on firm performance. For research
investigating how firms transition towards the CE, we demonstrate the importance
of developing a strong BAC to enable the operationalization of circular strategies
and to better leverage such strategies for increased value generation and firm per-
formance. The thesis also contributes to strategic management theory by developing
and empirically validating an instrument to measure the IT-based ROC of firms.
This builds on previous literature showcasing the importance of BACs for developing
dynamic capabilities and supporting decision-making across different stages of the
industrial life cycle of assets (Mikalef et al., 2018; Wamba et al., 2017; G. Wang
et al., 2016). The latter proposes interesting propositions on the roles of ROC and
CE implementation in mediating BAC’s effect on firm performance.

Our empirical findings are consistent with related BA and CE studies, such as
the results by Gupta et al. (2019) on the importance of strategic investments in
BA for CE, the effect of CE implementation for firm performance by Khan et
al.’s (2020) and Mikalef et al.’s (2020) results on the contingent role of dynamic
and operational capabilities in BACs’ effect on firm performance. Our work raises
several implications for DT-enabled CE research. Specifically, highlighting the role
of digital transformation for sustainable development, explicated through the role
of BA for accelerating firms’ CE adoption and realization of business value. While
the development of DTs is not a prerequisite for CE implementation, it can help
organizations yield faster returns and greater impacts on their CE investments.
Notwithstanding the direct effects of DTs on firm performance for general business
operation (Akter et al., 2016), we highlight the importance of IS research to examine
the impacts of IT beyond firm performance and strengthen the research in areas of
CE and sustainability.
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Figure 5.1: Smart CE research scope and contributions

5.2 Practical Implications

With the overall aim of investigating how companies can be supported in leveraging
DTs for CE, the practical relevance of this work is indeed important. First and
foremost, the Smart CE framework and accompanying knowledge base of examples
represent the initial contact point and overarching ‘process’ for working with this
research. The example strategies presented in the knowledge base, as explained
in Section 4.1.3 and shown in Figure 4.3, when organized using the Smart CE
framework, may be used by organizations for BA gap analysis and to create roadmaps
towards CE implementation. A primary requirement for effectively leveraging smart
circular strategies and tactics is the alignment of BA development with the business
model. Hence, managers, in particular, may find both the framework and the
knowledge base useful for effectively aligning DT implementation with COI and
business model development in four areas. First, by identifying which smart circular
strategies are primarily important to the company. Second, in mapping the current
level of digital maturity and CE adoption. Third, establishing the required level
of digital maturity necessary to implement a desired smart circular strategy, and
fourth, deriving BA factors essential for its successful adoption.

To demonstrate such a mapping, we draw on a simplified version of the VMOST
(vision, mission, objectives, strategy, tactics) framework (Sondhi, 1999). Frequently
used by practitioners in different variations, the VMOST framework illustrates how
high-level goals can be made increasingly more concrete by moving from vision to
mission to objectives to strategy, and eventually, operational tactics. In Figure 5.1,
we illustrate parts of such a scoping exercise from objectives to tactics, along with
the contributions of this thesis. The Smart CE framework can also be used to gauge
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the target maturity level or smart circular strategy that is of strategic importance.
This serves as a benchmark upon which managers can allocate necessary resources
and deploy the corresponding technologies to attain the targeted level of maturity.
Finally, by developing a roadmap for implementation using BA gap analysis, it is
possible to compare the current and desired BA levels. This is particularly useful
for practitioners, who typically have very few practical guidelines to proceed with
digitally enabling circular strategies. The framework can, therefore, be used to not
only identify the target objectives but also to provide support in realizing these
strategies. It complements existing methods that are more focused on leveraging
data artifacts and can be used in unison with the data science process proposed in
this thesis.

Furthermore, in terms of practical relevance of the proposed CE-specific BAC, firms
may find this useful in three main areas. First, to seek incentives for transitioning
towards the Smart CE. In our empirical investigation, we found that combining BA
with circular strategies strengthened firms’ organizational performance in terms of
competitiveness, corporate reputation, financial, and environmental performance.
This is a valuable finding for firms as it presents a business rationale for implementing
circular strategies and shows how to capitalize on BA investments. Furthermore,
it provides strategic justifications for transitioning to a more sustainable mode of
business operation. This may be particularly useful for forward-thinking managers
and early CE adopters lacking arguments, or proofs, to support change in corporate
strategy. Second, understanding which organizational resources and capabilities are
important for leveraging BA for CE. As firms reposition their business to meet new
customer needs and regulations for sustainability, investments will be crucial for the
survival and sustained competitiveness of the firm. Therefore, correctly identifying
which resources to invest in and which capabilities to develop will be critical. This
thesis also shows that leveraging BA for CE requires investments across talent,
culture, and technology. As evidenced by the eight distinct factors comprising the
BAC for CE, companies should be wary of focusing only on tangible assets such
as data and IT infrastructure, and should also target investment in their human
capital—for instance, by improving managers’ systems thinking skills and devotion
to establishing a data-driven culture. By untangling the relationship between
BA and CE, we advocate for more holistic information management, encouraging
more focus on ‘green digital transformation’ within companies. These findings
can support the development of more constructive guidelines for implementing
circular strategies and help firms make more cost-effective BA investments. For
instance, by developing the BAC into a benchmarking tool to map firms’ maturity
and guide their investments through customized roadmaps. Third, by establishing
the ROC, we demonstrate the importance of managing BA resources in order to
seize business value and performance returns of BACs. For instance, the ROC can
be integrated in the BAC benchmarking tool and roadmap to aid firms in SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analyzes to understand where
and how to target development activities. The ROC is confluent with previous
strategic management theory (Wright et al., 2012), arguing that only procuring and
holding valuable resources does not translate into business value or performance
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gains in itself. Instead, firms should focus on developing internal capabilities to
better orchestrate such resources. Thus, firms may find this research useful to
better manage their employees, at various levels, around the structuring, bundling,
and leveraging processes of resource orchestration. By better understanding the
relationship between BAC, firm performance, and the mechanisms in between, firms
are better equipped to facilitate change.

5.3 Policy Implications

Despite the evident barriers of conflicting definitions and missing standardization of
CE (ISO, 2020; Kirchherr et al., 2017), this also represents an array of opportunities
for both developed and developing economies to form unique positions. As previously
mentioned, studies have suggested a total annual benefit of €1.8 trillion for a full CE
transition for Europe by 2030 (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015). Additionally,
as we are living in the ‘age of data’ with an unprecedented amount of data available
(McAfee et al., 2012), data itself is becoming a key source of value generation for
countries and may even become the biggest trading commodity of the future (Xiao
et al., 2014). As an example, the Confederation of Norwegian Enterprise recently
estimated Norway’s value creation potential from data would surpass that of oil
and gas by 2030 for a total of €30 billion each year (Skogli et al., 2019).

Despite great economic benefits to be found in a full transition to the nexus of these
developments, the challenges by businesses and policymakers are diverse. This thesis
focuses on the perspective of a single firm’s transition and performance gains; hence
it does not consider issues typical of policy development, such as how to deal with a
multitude of stakeholders and their joint competitiveness for a fair value distribution
in the CE. However, on the basis of the results identified in this research, we believe
that maintaining an open and transparent digital ecosystem where data and services
can be made available and shared in an environment of trust will be more important
than ever before with the CE. With the core success criteria of the Smart CE being
its ability to connect material flow with information flow, a framework and data
governance model is needed for the free flow of nonpersonal data. For instance, data
on the location, availability, and condition of assets alongside guidelines for tracking
products, parts, and materials across value chains should be made available. In this
respect, a set of criteria for the minimum amount of data to be shared for circular
activities should be established. Providing a balance between data sharing and
safeguarding of commercial and strategic information could support collaborative
efforts and trust between companies – improving their ability to adopt circular
strategies.

Policies and regulations should be investigated both within (e.g., how digitally
enabled solutions can be used to improve the extended producer responsibility
scheme of electronics or improve the data associated with waste streams) and
across sectors (e.g., raising awareness and improving knowledge and competencies
for government, industry, and consumers). To enable this, collaborative projects
between authorities, industry, and academia should be established to improve
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knowledge and develop inspirational best-case scenarios. Pilot projects can be run
in selected value chains with the aim of creating an overview of how to effectively
connect information flow with material flow and establish a first version data
governance model and framework for nonpersonal data sharing.

5.4 Limitations

Given the thesis followed a sequential mixed method research design, qualitative
and quantitative data were analyzed using different measures of quality. The
amalgamation of the quantitative paradigm with qualitative research through
validity and reliability has changed the traditional meaning of these terms and what
constitutes quality research from the qualitative researcher’s perspective (Golafshani,
2003). Quantitative and qualitative studies are different in nature; while the former
generally has the purpose of explaining, the latter has the purpose of understanding.
This difference in purposes makes evaluating the quality of studies in quantitative
and qualitative research dissimilar; Stenbacka (2001) even argues for the concept of
reliability to be irrelevant and misleading in qualitative research. Similar arguments
can be seen for the term of validity, but at the same time, qualitative researchers
realize the need for some criteria of quality measures of their research (Creswell
et al., 2000).

As a result, several concepts for assessing the quality of qualitative studies have
been proposed, such as credibility, neutrality, consistency, transferability, rigor, and
trustworthiness (Davies et al., 2002; Lincoln et al., 1990; Seale, 1999; Stenbacka,
2001). To discuss the validity and reliability of our qualitative findings, we utilized
the eight ‘big-tent’ criteria for excellent qualitative research by Tracy (2010) (see
Table 5.1). The eight criteria are: worthy topic, rich rigor, sincerity, credibility,
resonance, significant contribution, ethics, and meaningful coherence. These markers
provide a rigorous conceptualization of qualitative quality and a common language
to discuss the excellence of qualitative research recognizable across differences in
paradigms and a variety of audiences.

For the quantitative part of this research (paper 5 in part II), our questionnaire is
constrained by certain limitations, as presented in Table 5.2. First, our survey relies
on self-reported data. Despite being a common approach for collecting data in a
number of disciplines, people are often biased when reporting on their own experience
(meaning factual data may not coincide with respondents’ perceptions) (Devaux
et al., 2016). To remedy this, the respondents were informed about data protection
and anonymity, and were encouraged to consult with colleagues when answering
questions. Despite undertaking considerable efforts to reduce the potential of bias
and ensure good data quality, the occurrence of bias cannot be excluded. Future
studies could explore the topic for variance in levels of hierarchy and discrepancies
between BA and CE expertise. For instance, by interviewing multiple levels and
types of managers from the same firm and checking for interrater validity to improve
internal validity. Second, as we did not include a different, and objective, data
source (i.e., for firm performance), there is a risk of mono-method bias in our
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Table 5.1: Quality criteria of the qualitative findings

Criteria for quality Methods and tactics used

Worthy topic Utilizing DTs for CE is an important topic of timely concern with
significant relevance to research, industry, and policy.

Rich rigor The research used rigorous theoretical frameworks (such as RBV and
ROV) to ground the research.

Sincerity The thesis is transparent about the methods used and tactics used to
arrive at identified themes and concepts. The authors are reflective
about their subjective values, biases and inclinations.

Credibility The research is marked by concrete details and examples of how the
data has been interpreted in the analysis. Triangulation of sources and
cross-validation between the authors are employed.

Resonance Based on thick descriptions of the themes identified with several graph-
ical and tabular representations, transferability of findings is achieved.

Significant contribution The research provides significant contributions of both academic,
policy, and practical use. Propositions for future studies are provided,
and the quantitative evaluation of the findings is possible.

Ethical Appropriate ethical considerations were made throughout the research
process to ensure respondents about their anonymity and data protec-
tion rights.

Meaningful coherence The thesis employs appropriate methodologies to reach its stated goals
and provides meaningful connections to extant literature, and calls for
action.

quantitative study. Given the operational scope of this study, with companies
from multiple countries and an alternative for full anonymity (meaning provision
of company name and/or contact details was optional), we were unable to collect
adequate data on objective firm performance. Establishing firm performance as a
higher-order construct somewhat improves this issue as it provides multiple measures
of performance. However, future studies should include objective measurement of
both firm performance and CE implementation (e.g., using the circular transition
indicators (WBCSD, 2021)).

Despite our efforts to develop an inclusive model and generic constructs, our
conceptual model cannot be considered a universal model, fully applicable to all
companies and applications. It is likely that some firms may need to develop
different BA resources and/or resource orchestration processes to improve their
performance and effectively leverage their circular strategies. In particular, we know
from CE research that firms require a number of different circular strategies and
business model configurations, highly contingent on their size, industry setting, and
individual value chain (N. M. Bocken et al., 2014). Additionally, paradigm shifts,
as introduced by the CE, require changes in systems and in people’s mindsets, and
they take decades to unfold (Koschmann, 1996). We are still in the very early
stages, and adoption of the CE by industry is modest (Circle Economy, 2020). As
our quantitative study is only a snapshot in time, longitudinal studies (e.g., a panel
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Table 5.2: Limitations of quantitative findings

Limitation Description

Self-reported data Respondents are often bias when it comes to their own experiences.
Reasons for this can, for instance, be the interpretation of questions,
honesty, introspective ability, and knowledge.

Mono-method bias With lacking triangulation of data sources and relying only on a single
source of data poses a threat to construct validity.

Generalizability Despite adopting generic constructs, the lateral and emerging nature
of CE implies that firms will likely require different BA resources and
capabilities as the CE concept matures and industry standards are
developed.

survey) could help mitigate concerns of endogeneity and provide interesting findings
on firms’ development and stage-wise adoption of circular strategies. Nevertheless,
this is an important and much needed first step towards a BA construct for CE.
By crystallizing related IS theories, our research lays a solid foundation for future
studies to extend the application of our conceptual model.

The contributions made on the basis of a theoretical development process (i.e.,
the Smart CE framework as part of paper 2 in part II) should be empirically
validated with a set of companies to (i) determine the clarity of the framework
elements and strategies presented, (ii) detail a process for self-assessment and BA
gap analysis, and (iii) identify how it can be further improved to better support COI
in manufacturing, related industries, and extended with a broader range of DTs
(e.g., blockchain and 3D printing). It should also be noted that the framework was
evaluated through a subjective interpretive process among the authors. However,
the theoretical validation process, by mapping strategies, offers justification.
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This PhD thesis examines the nexus between firms’ sustainable and digital trans-
formation through the concepts of CE and BA. Articulated as the Smart CE, this
represents an emerging research stream offering pathways to explore new forms of
innovative and forward-looking business models. The Smart CE address the main
research question and can be thought of as a joint research stream, or framework,
linking the fields of IS and CE. It provides a single point of reference for aligning
people, activities, and strategies between the two disciplines. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, the thesis proposes novel contributions answering several calls
for action within sustainable development, CE, and digital strategy (European
Commission, 2020a; European Commission, 2020b; European Commission, 2021).
The research was motivated by the challenge faced by firms in understanding how
DTs can support circular strategies and which BA resources and capabilities they
should develop to improve performance. The impact of this research goes beyond
contributions to research and practice; for instance, the Smart CE framework has
been used by the World Bank for policy development and makes up core parts in the
business model reports of the Circular Economy Roadmap for Germany (Circular
Economy Initiative Deutschland, 2021).

Based on an associated gap in research, a sequential mixed method research design
was employed, starting from an exploratory approach to uncover key concepts
and their relationships followed by a confirmatory study to examine effects. A
broad set of methods was used (design research methodology, literature review,
practice review of grey literature, case study, expert interview, and questionnaire)
to analyze both qualitative and quantitative cross-sectional data. In total, the
research engaged 144 firms (three for the design research method, one for the case
study, 15 in the expert interviews, and 125 in the questionnaire) from a broad range
of industries (i.e., manufacturing, service provider, consultancy, retail and consumer
goods, information technology, and energy, utilities, and resources).

The research presented in this thesis has provided a critical view of how firms can
leverage DTs for improved CE implementation and firm performance. This is done
through four main contributions of:

C1 Improved understanding of the reciprocal relationship between DTs and the
CE
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C2 A new common framework for aligning activities across the boundaries of
disciplines in the IS and CE fields

C3 New knowledge and tools for improving firms’ ability to leverage DTs for
circular strategies

C4 New knowledge and model of how BA improves firms’ CE implementation
and firm performance

While acknowledging the potential for effectively leveraging DTs for CE, this research
has also highlighted the complexity of fully realizing this potential. Transitioning
towards a Smart CE is complex, multifaceted, and requires several changes both
within and across firms. It requires researchers, practitioners, and policymakers to
develop a more holistic understanding of digital and circular developments. The
main results of this PhD thesis, essentially the Smart CE framework and associated
BA resources and capabilities, represent a concrete proposal to steer future research
and innovation towards a more digital CE.

6.1 Avenues for Future Research

The results and smart circular applications mapped in this thesis clearly outline the
pre-paradigmatic nature of this research field and the need to strengthen empirical
research through both qualitative and quantitative studies investigating the cause-
and-effect relationship between DTs and the CE. With regard to the contributions
made by this thesis, several opportunities for future research were identified:

• Further detail the process of BA gap analysis and benchmark assessment of
Smart CE maturity.

• Conduct longitudinal studies to explore firms’ development trajectories in
utilizing DTs for CE and examine the differences in firm performance between
industry sectors, countries, and the effects of environmental dynamism.

• Investigate the triad relationship between research, practice, and policymaking
in how developing countries can improve their sustainable and competitive
performance in the future digital and circular marketplace.

• Further explore the mechanisms of how BA resources are orchestrated into
capabilities and leveraged towards CE, sustainability, and performance.

Building on the rich underpinnings of the findings and the comprehensive theory
covered in this thesis, the author anticipates that these issues may hold merit in
contributing to future studies.
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6.2 Final Remarks

Companies can leverage DTs for CE in several ways. First, as the glue between
resource flows and information flows by improving data sharing and transparency
along the value chain. This allows stakeholders to work together more closely,
reducing friction and enabling resource flows to become more circular. Second, as
a catalyst for advancing existing circular strategies by revealing inefficiencies and
improvement opportunities in products, processes, and ecosystems. In other words,
transitioning circular strategies to smart circular strategies – increasing both the
efficiency and effectiveness of solutions and enabling more value to be captured.
Third, as the key to understand and unlock new ideas, strategies, solution spaces,
and ways of working in the CE. This means understanding core reasons of why and
how resources are used and introducing new business models, services, and digital
products that promote dematerialization of our economy.

Despite the potential of DTs to promote sustainable and circular offerings, en-
vironmental and social rebound effects of their implementation should be taken
into account. The pitfalls are many, including increased dispersion of electronic
materials, scarcity of rare earths minerals, energy use of data centers, and the
mounting levels of e-waste. Therefore, to counter these effects, it is important
that we do not build the digital economy next to the circular economy. We need
to make sure that the circular economy becomes digital and the digital economy
becomes circular. Only then can we truly deliver on the promises of the digital and
sustainable transition.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper puts forward the Circular Strategies Scanner: a framework that introduces a taxonomy of
circular strategies developed for use by manufacturing companies engaging in circular economy (CE)
oriented innovation. Currently, a range of frameworks exists that propose a vision for how to operate in a
CE, by identifying and organising relevant circular strategies. However, these frameworks have a limited
applicability for specific business types, in particular manufacturing, and are unsuitable for use in CE
oriented innovation, due to a lacking ability to support innovation processes through: 1) creating a
comprehensive understanding of circular strategies, 2) mapping strategies currently applied and 3)
finding opportunities for improved circularity across a range of business processes. This paper addresses
these shortcomings by proposing a circular strategies framework for the manufacturing context, titled
the Circular Strategies Scanner, which provides a comprehensive set of definitions of circular strategies
and directly supports the early stages of CE oriented innovation. With this, the paper contributes to the
body of work that develops CE transition methodology.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The linear economy is frequently characterised by the presence
of structural waste: instances where components, products or
materials reach their end-of-use/life prematurely, or where their
capacity for value creation is underutilised. To address this, the
circular economy (CE) concept proposes a range of efficiency and
productivity enhancing activities collectively known as circular
strategies, such as reduce, reuse, repair, recycle, restore, cascading,
etc (EMF, 2013). In this sense, CE is an umbrella concept: it groups a
range of sub-concepts and imbues them with a new meaning by
highlighting a shared feature of the sub-concepts (Blomsma and
Brennan, 2017). This new meaning revolves around the notion
that through the application of circular strategies both more value

can be created (EMF, 2013) as well as value loss and destruction
reduced (Murray et al., 2017).

Although CE has widely been recognised as an idea with po-
tential merit, it has yet to be widely implemented and embedded
within business and industry (Haas et al., 2015; Circle Economy,
2019). This is in line with the progression of umbrella concepts:
when the transformative potential of an idea has been recognised,
the attention then turns to operationalising it through frameworks,
tools, methods and approaches. This, in turn, allows for further
examination of the concept.

For CE this means that there is currently a focus on developing
CE transition methodology. This is taking place in a number of as-
pects relevant for Circular Oriented Innovation (COI) (Brown et al.,
2019), such as in business models (Bocken and Antikainen, 2019;
Pieroni et al., 2019; Rosa et al., 2019), metrics and assessment
(Kravchenko et al., 2019; Moraga et al., 2019; Saidani et al., 2019),
product design (Moreno et al., 2016; den Hollander et al., 2017) and
the creation of organisational capabilities such as experimentation,

* Corresponding author.
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value chain innovation and other human factors (Weissbrod and
Bocken, 2017; Chiappetta Jabbour et al., 2019; Nilsson-Lind�en
et al., 2019).

Previous academic work focuses on answering ‘what’ or ‘how’ to
promote COI (Guzzo et al., 2019; Mendoza et al., 2017). However,
supporting the early stages of COI through the establishment of a
CE vision, i.e. answering why to perform COI, has so far achieved
relatively little scholarly attention. Finding the ‘why’ for a CE
transition, requires understanding the type of structural waste in
the system, which can be accomplished with a systemic analysis
across life cycle stages and various business processes and knowl-
edge areas. This requires various actors within and across business
to define and explore problem and solution spaces together (Brown
et al., 2019). Specifically, in COI a high-level conceptual under-
standing of CE needs to be translated into a vision that is useful and
meaningful on the level of decision making (Hoffman, 2003; Boons
and Howard-Grenville, 2009; Lindkvist and Baumann, 2014). The
importance of a shared vision in innovation projects has long since
been acknowledged (Pearce and Ensley, 2004; Bititci et al., 2004),
and it has been posited to be relevant for both inter and intra
organisational COI efforts (Brown et al., 2019).

Currently, there exists a range of frameworks that could
potentially be drawn from to support CE visioning. These take the
form of circular strategies frameworks, such as the ReSOLVE
framework (EMF, 2015), the Performance Economy (Stahel,2006),
Cradle-to-Cradle™ (Braungart and McDonough, 2002), and the
Waste Hierarchy (EC, 2008), but also the Ricoh Comet Circle™
(Ricoh, 2018), and the Seven Fronts of Mount Sustainability
(Interface, 2018). Importantly, these frameworks can be seen as the
visual representations of a vision for how to operate in a CE, since
they select, name and organise circular strategies seen as relevant,
such that their relationship becomes apparent.

However, Mendoza et al. (2017), Reike et al. (2018) and Blomsma
(2018) observed that such circular strategies frameworks can
identify or emphasise different (groups of) circular strategies,
which can be linked to addressing different types of structural
waste. As such, there is a risk that they do not include circular
strategies with transformative potential for a particular context.
Moreover, Blomsma (2018) points out that little work has been
done with regard to ensuring that frameworks are seen as relevant
and useful by their intended audiences. For these reasons, there is
scope to further develop these frameworks to support visioning in
COI. Mendoza et al. (2017), Niero and Hauschild (2017) and
Blomsma (2018) therefore call for the development of such
frameworks within academia.

This paper answers this call and addresses the question of how
to develop circular strategies frameworks such that they are rele-
vant for their intended audiences, in a manner that points to the
transformative potential of CE and that assists with unpacking the
complexity associated with COI. With this, this paper contributes to
the body of work that develops CE transition methodology, focus-
sing on the early stages of COI and engaging the affected audiences
in a transdisciplinary approach (Sakao and Brambila-Macias, 2018).

As an illustrative case, we develop a circular strategies frame-
work for manufacturing companies.1 Manufacturing companies
were chosen as the focus as they are important users of materials
and energy, produce significant amounts of byproducts tradition-
ally regarded as waste, and form an important employment sector2

and contributor to GDP (Rashid et al., 2013). In addition,
manufacturing companies play an important role in the creation of
value to their customers and therefore have great potential to
decouple this value provision from linear resource consumption.

After clarifying the research gap in the background section and
exploring the shortfalls of current circular strategies frameworks to
support COI within manufacturing, we continue with setting out
the methodology applied in this paper. In the following sections we
present the development of the criteria used for designing the new
framework and explain the relevant details and outcomes of each
subsequent development phase. Furthermore, in section 6, we
provide an example of application of the framework in COI. We
close with a discussion of the contributions of this paper and di-
rections for further work.

2. Background and research clarification

Describing the complete landscape of circular strategies
frameworks is beyond the scope of this paper. However, here we
provide an overview of the current landscape of circular strategies
framework, through offering a typology of five classes of frame-
works. The first four classes describe a continuumwhere the scope
becomes increasingly smaller: (1) the macro level of industrial
systems or economies; (2) the meso level of sectors, materials and
business types; (3) the micro level of companies; and (4) the nano
level covering product (groups) (Saidani et al., 2017). The fifth level
adds the layer of (5) networked and regional approaches, through
which the other four levels are connected. See Fig. 1.

2.1. Overview of the landscape of circular strategies frameworks

Considering the landscape of current circular strategies frame-
works, a number of observations can be made that explain why
current circular strategies frameworks fall short in their capacity to
support visioning for manufacturing. First, a circular strategies
framework needs to create a comprehensive understanding of cir-
cular strategies, as relevant for the purpose (Brown et al., 2019) and
context (Blomsma, 2018). Think, for instance, of the difference in
the main functions of insurance and finance firms, retail and
wholesale businesses, service providers, and manufacturing com-
panies. Different circular strategies will be relevant in these con-
texts (Rashid et al., 2013; Johannsdottir, 2014; Upadhyay et al.,
2019).

Currently a multitude of frameworks exist on all levels of the
landscape. See for frameworks on the macro level, for example:
Allwood et al. (2011), Reike et al. (2018), Bocken et al. (2016), or
Braungart and McDonough (2002). Likewise, for meso level
frameworks for materials, see for water (WssTP, 2015) and biomass
(ECN, 2018); or fashion and textile frameworks by EMF (2017),
Inditex (2016) andMistra Future Fashion (2018). On themicro level,
consider: Gispen's (2018) framework for circular furniture, The
10 R's of Circularity by (Mitsubishi Electra, 2018), the Ricoh Comet
Circle™ (Ricoh, 2018) (first used in 1994), or the framework used by
Konecranes (2018). Likewise, on the nano level: Circular Jeans by
Levi Strauss & Co. (2015), and Re-Entry for carpet tiles (Interface,
2017). Lastly, on the networked level, consider: Ehrenfeld and
Gertler (1997); Aguinaga et al. (2018); and Pauli (2010).

A notable exception of circular strategies frameworks exists on
the meso level that apply to specific business types, in particular to
manufacturing. One exception is the ResCom framework by Rashid
et al. (2013), which targets manufacturing companies. However,
this framework is also not well suited to supporting innovation
processes, as it includes few circular strategies and contains a
limited consideration of business processes.

In addition to creating a comprehensive understanding of

1 We use the expression manufacturing companies to refer to secondary
manufacturing, as opposed to primary production. Moreover, these companies are
not contract manufacturers, but have a degree of control over their supply chain.

2 Sector, as used here, refers to an area of economic activity such as food, med-
icine, construction, etc. See: https://unstats.un.org/unsd/classifications/.
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circular strategies, a circular strategies framework that supports
visioning needs to both map strategies currently applied as well as
find opportunities for improved circularity for a range of business
processes from a systemic point of view. In this aspect, current
frameworks are also lacking as they are often derived or compiled
to serve as a summary or overview of a piece of (mostly theoretical)
work, as opposed to being purposefully developed for use in COI in
and with businesses (Niero and Hauschild, 2017; Kalmykova et al.,
2018; Blomsma, 2018; Sakao and Brambila-Macias, 2018). However,
to establish a vision it is important to both understand the current
situation - e.g. what is already being done towards CE, or what
capabilities provide a basis for this, as well as to identify what
opportunities are present and desirable. Current circular strategies
frameworks are not designed to capture an overview of both the
current situation and ideas for future innovation.

Another shortcoming of current circular strategy frameworks is
that they exhibit ambiguity with regards to the meaning of and
relationships between the included circular strategies, allowing the
same term to adopt multiple meanings - sometimes with radically
different outcomes from a resource perspective (e.g. whether
recycling keeps material quality on a consistently high level, or
whether it represents downcycling) - or to be rendered inappli-
cable to some contexts (Reike et al., 2018; Blomsma, 2018).

This paper addresses these shortcomings, by a) providing an
example of a process of how a circular strategies framework can be
developed for a specific business type with the ability to support
COI processes, b) proposing a circular strategies framework for the
manufacturing context, resulting in the Circular Strategies Scanner,
with c) an accompanying set of definitions of circular strategies
(including commonly used synonyms). In addition to this, we
provide d) an example of how such a framework can be used to
structure and guide the early phases of COI, in order to show the
relevance of visioning approaches within CE transition
methodology.

3. Methodology

Design Research Methodology (DRM) was applied for the
development of the new circular strategies framework for
manufacturing, as this method is particularly suited to the delib-
erate iteration of methods and tools (Blessing and Chakrabarti,
2009). Next, a high-level overview of the aim and activities in
each phase is provided. See Fig. 2 for an overview: more details are
provided in the sections dedicated to each respective phase. The

development of the proposed framework took place from
November 2017 to July 2019.

Research clarification - This phase, already discussed in the
previous section, served to refine the research gap and identify the
need for a framework specifically for manufacturing companies.

Descriptive study I - This phase served three goals. First, a list of
circular strategies to be included in the framework was compiled.
Second, criteria that could be used to guide the development pro-
cess of the new framework were articulated, which, third, were
used to choose an existing framework as the basis for the devel-
opment of the new framework. A series of workshops andmeetings
were held for this purpose. Iterations of the strategies list, their
definitions and the framework requirements were performed
throughout the project, but are presented as a single phase for
clarity and brevity.

Prescriptive study I - A series of workshops and follow-up
meetings were held to conceptualize and develop a first version
of the circular strategies framework, as well as the corresponding
clarifications and elaborations on strategies, and the relationship
between them.

Descriptive Study II - In this phase the applicability and useful-
ness of the framework in the context of the manufacturing sector
was evaluated and improvement opportunities sought. Workshops
were performed with three manufacturing companies from the
heavy machinery, electronics and furniture sector.

Prescriptive study II - A series of meetings was held to discuss the
implementation of the improvement opportunities, based on in-
sights from Descriptive Study II and the iterations of the Research
Clarification and Descriptive Study I phases. A second version of the
framework and a final list of strategies and their definitions were
developed during this phase.

Moreover, the approach applied was deliberately trans-
disciplinary. That is, it aimed for establishing “a common system of
axioms for a set of disciplines,” which was achieved in two ways
(Sakao and Brambila-Macias, 2018:1400), see also Fig. 2:

(1) Adopting a systemic view - In the context of (more) circular
manufacturing this means the alignment of the different
business processes, which together contribute to the creation
of circular systems. The perspectives of these processes
therefore need to be included.

(2) Inclusion of non-academic stakeholders - Creating (more) cir-
cular manufacturing systems entails affecting changes in
manufacturing companies. As such, it is important to

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the coverage of frameworks on the macro-meso-micro-nano scale, and their relationship with frameworks covering networked and regional
approaches.
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the approach followed for the development of the Circular Strategies Scanner.
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acknowledge the perspective of manufacturing companies in
the development of the new framework.

The first type of transdisciplinarity was implemented through
the creation of the CIRCit research consortium3 to represent the
knowledge related to business model strategy, product design, and
a range of operational processes such as sourcing, manufacturing,
logistics, through-life support, digital technologies and end-of-life
operations, but also sustainability aspects and value chain
management.

The second type of transdisciplinarity was implemented
through application of the framework on retrospective company
cases, as well as applying the framework in ongoing research that is
actively supporting companies in implementing circular practices.
Furthermore, the consortium contained representatives of the in-
terests of manufacturing companies, such as industry associations.
Through this, the perspective of ‘real-world’ considerations was
added. Next, the outcomes of each phase is presented.

4. Descriptive Study I - criteria for a circular strategies
framework for manufacturing companies

This phase served to establish a foundation for the development
of the new framework. This was done in the following manner, see
also Fig. 2.

4.1. Rationale behind Descriptive Study I

Due to the lack of suitable meso level frameworks with a busi-
ness type orientation, macro frameworks were used as a starting
point with the aim to adapt their generic applicability and gener-
ative capacity for manufacturing companies. From the macro
frameworks 1) relevant circular strategies were extracted, and 2)
criteria that could be used to guide the development process of the
new framework were articulated, which 3) were used to choose the
best fitting existing framework as the basis for the development of
the new framework. In particular, seven macro level frameworks
uncovered during the Research Clarification phase were used:
Thierry et al. (1995), Parkinson and Thompson (2003), Allwood
et al. (2011), Bocken et al. (2016), Nussholz (2017), Potting et al.
(2017), and Blomsma (2018). These were included based on 1)
their range of relevant strategies for the manufacturing context, 2)
their inclusion of definitions and/or examples of these strategies
and 3) representing a broad range of approaches to classify or
organise the strategies in relation to each other. This served to have
contrasting definitions and approaches that could be discussed and
analysed.

4.2. Outcomes Descriptive Study I

The final version of the list of included strategies, their defini-
tions and examples, which continued to be iterated throughout the
development of the framework, can be found in Table 2 (see section
7. Prescriptive study II). Here, the focus is on the five criteria for the
new framework that were developed to detail themain functions of
a circular strategies framework (create understanding of CE, map
current CE initiatives, generate ideas for increased circularity). The
criteriawere iterated until they represented five clear requirements
for the development of the new framework. This section concludes
with the selection of the best fitting existing framework.

4.2.1. Criterion #01: A tool for inspiring, motivating and aligning
people

In innovation processes it is important to invoke relevant
frames, acknowledge cognitive principles (which involve cognitive
limits, but also principles of attention, inspiration and motivation)
and, in collaborative settings, to consider the alignment of under-
standing, mindsets and interests between different stakeholders.
Language, both visual andwritten, plays an important role in this: it
helps directing attention, summarising and synthesising informa-
tion from internal and external knowledge sources and it supports
orientation towards relevant aspects of the context (Biloslavo et al.,
2018; Breuer et al., 2018) and in the creation of a shared vision, also
in the context of CE (Blomsma, 2018). Therefore, in line with the
frameworks discussed above, the proposed framework should 01)
represent a complex phenomenon in an easily accessible manner in
order to inspire, motivate and align people.

4.2.2. Criterion #02: A tool for describing current situations and
identifying opportunities, both incremental & transformative

A framework suitable for use by awide variety of manufacturing
businesses, cannot be broad in the sense of the frameworks on the
macro level, as it will lose relevance. At the same time, it can also
not be specific in the sense of the company and product frame-
works, as this would mean it is limited in its reach and impact.
However, the new framework should be suitable for describing
both current initiatives and have the capacity to systematically
explore relevant strategies and identify new opportunities. As such,
the new framework should balance the strengths of the macro and
meso level frameworks - which are generative and allow for the
exploration of alternatives, with that of the micro and nano level
frameworks - which offer greater specificity in relation to the
context in which strategies are applied. Thus, the new framework
should: 02a) balance the generation of new ideas, with that of
describing existing situations. This indicates that it is preferable to
include a diverse set of circular strategies, as opposed to high-level
aggregated groups of strategies.

Furthermore, opportunity finding needs to point to the potential
for improving existing strategies, as well as to radically different
ways of achieving goals and creating, delivering and capturing
value. This can involve the design, production and/or transport of
physical products, but it can also require a change in the business
logic and operations that changes how products are commercial-
ized and consumed. Think of the implementation of access-over-
ownership models, or radical dematerialisation through a change
in paradigm. As such, the framework should 02b) provide an
overview of the spectrum of available strategies ranging from in-
cremental to transformative. This indicates that the set of included
strategies should cover strategic as well as operational business
processes.

4.2.3. Criterion #03: A tool for facilitating alignment of changes in
business processes and capabilities

Circular strategies frameworks aimed at specific business types
need to provide insight into which business processes relevant for
that business type need to be aligned. This means, following
Allwood et al. (2011), Potting et al. (2017) and Reike et al. (2018),
that the new framework should indicate which circular strategies
may apply to which flows. In the manufacturing context, this im-
plies 03) indicating which strategies affect which business pro-
cesses and related capabilities.

4.2.4. Criterion #04: A tool for bringing together efficiency and
effectiveness strategies, and strategy configurations

Following e.g. Pauli (2010), Stahel (2006), Potting et al. (2017),
Reike et al. (2018) and EMF (2015), we adopt the view that both3 See for more information about the consortium: www.circitnord.com.
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resource-efficiency and resource-effectiveness are important in the
manufacturing context. The new framework therefore should: 04a)
explicitly include the reduction and avoidance of resource use and
impacts, as well as resource productivity strategies aimed at
continued use and value delivery.

Moreover, many manufacturing companies operate in complex
scenarios, that can be thought of as circular configurations: situa-
tions where two or more circular strategies are present (Blomsma
and Brennan, 2017; Blomsma, 2018). Think of product/service sys-
tems where direct reuse, but also repair, refurbishment and
remanufacturing are taking place, in addition to the recycling of
materials. As such, the proposed framework should: 04b) allow for
generating insight into circular configurations.

4.2.5. Criterion #05: A tool for alignment with drivers: value
creation & capture orientation

Businesses need to create and capture value to continue their
activities. It is widely acknowledged that circular strategies have
the capacity to contribute to this. However, not many current
frameworks support the identification of the type of value that can
be captured through which strategies. The new framework there-
fore needs to be aligned with the perspective of systemic value
creation and capture. Support in identifying this can enable
assessing and measuring outcomes and tracking potential de-
viations from the planned future state, which is fundamental to
transition management (Breuer et al., 2018). As such, the proposed
framework: 05) has to point to the value drivers that circular
strategies can contribute to. That is: the framework has to help
users identify relevant contributions to value creation and capture,
such as improved efficiencies, supporting optimal use during the
use phase, and value recovery opportunities, resulting in either
financial or non-financial gains within or outside the company
(Circle Economy, 2016). As these may be relevant for business
shareholders, but also suppliers and customers, the environment
and society they need to be formulated such that relevance for
these stakeholders can be easily appreciated.

Next, the seven frameworks were compared and rated on these
criteria, see Table 1. Although none have a perfect score, the
framework by Potting et al. (2017) scores the highest: it represents
a complex phenomenon in an easily accessible manner (criterion
01), contains a comprehensive set of circular strategies (criterion
02b), includes efficiency as well as effectiveness strategies (crite-
rion 04a) and points to value drivers that circular strategies can
contribute to (criterion 05). This framework was therefore chosen
as a basis for further development of the new framework, with its
relevance for different business processes and capabilities (crite-
rion 03) identified as in need of further improvement.

5. Prescriptive Study I

During this phase the first version of the new framework was
developed, through adding detail to Potting et al. (2017) as relevant
for the manufacturing business type, guided by the criteria estab-
lished in the above and the exploratory case studies (see Pieroni
et al., 2018). The focus was on the appropriate labels for strate-
gies, and how to convey the relationship between the included
strategies.

5.1. Outcomes Prescriptive Study I

The outcomes of this phase is discussed in terms of the adap-
tations of the Potting et al. (2017) framework that were made. Only
the major adaptations are elaborated upon: see for the first version
of the framework Fig. 3 and the complete set of changes Appendix
A. See for definitions and examples of individual strategies Table 2
(section 7. Prescriptive study II).

5.1.1. Major adaptations #01 and #02: Organisation of circular
strategies according to business processes, and greater specificity for
‘Reduce’

The preliminary list of circular strategies from the previous
phase was organised according to the business processes as typi-
cally found in themanufacturing context, to meet criterion #03. For
this, the process of transformation of raw materials into finished or
intermediate goods was divided as follows. First, two areas that are
related to the corporate strategy were identified: the first is
changing the paradigm of practices and was named ‘Replace,’ and
the second is a reconsideration of how value is delivered, entitled
‘Rethink.’ The former strategy enables radical dematerialisation
through different ways of performing functions (e.g. functional
replacement or new practices), which can be enabled by new
technologies. This strategy was renamed from Potting and col-
leagues' ‘Refuse’ (see Medium adaptation 1 in Appendix A). The
latter strategy involves new business models that are more
resource efficient, such as access-over-ownership offerings,
enabled by commercial models based on leasing, renting or pay-as-
you-go. As such, ‘Replace’ concerns the delivery of functionality
through radically different means, whilst ‘Rethink’ delivers similar
functionality through different customer relationships and which
may involve a redefinition of the functional unit.

The remainder of the framework concerns operational pro-
cesses. Potting et al.'s (2017) ‘Reduce’ was further divided to make
its application to the following operational processes explicit: ‘Raw
materials and sourcing,’ ‘Manufacturing and logistics’ and ‘Product
use/operation.’ This indicates that in these phases, the focus is on
efficient use of resources and the reduction of harmful impacts.

Table 1
Comparison of the seven frameworks that were used in Descriptive Study I using the development criteria.

Criteria
The new framework should:

Bocken
et al.
(2016)

Allwood
et al.
(2011)

Parkinson and
Thompson
(2003)

Thierry
et al.
(1995)

Potting
et al.
(2017)

Nussholz
(2017)

Blomsma
(2018)

01) A tool for inspiring, motivating and aligning people. þ þþ 0 þþ þþ þ þ
02a) Balance the generation of new ideas, with that of describing existing situation. 0 þ 0 þ þþ þ 0
02b) Provide an overview of the spectrum of available strategies ranging from

incremental to transformative.
þ þ 0 þ þþ þþ 0

03) Indicate which strategies affect which business processes. 0 þ 0 þ þ 0 0
04a) Explicitly include the reduction and avoidance of resource use and impacts, as

well as resource productivity strategies aimed at continued use and value delivery.
þ þ 0 0 þþ þþ 0

04b) Allow for generating insight into circular configurations. þ þþ 0 þþ þþ þ þ
05) Has to point to the value drivers that circular strategies can contribute to. þþ 0 0 þ þþ þ þþ

þþþ ¼ framework satisfies criterion very strongly, þþ ¼ framework satisfies criterion strongly, þ ¼ framework satisfies criterion moderately, 0 ¼ framework doesn't meet
criterion or only marginally.
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The next two operational process areas respectively contain
various end-of-use and end-of-life strategies. The first contains the
strategies ‘Upgrade’ (see Minor adaptation 2), ‘Repair & Mainte-
nance’ (see Minor adaptation 4), ‘Reuse,’ ‘Refurbish,’ ‘Remanufac-
ture,’ and ‘Repurpose’; and the second which contains the
strategies ‘Recycle’ and ‘Recover’ (see Minor adaptation 1).

5.1.2. Major adaptation #03: Addition of the relationship between
business processes

To capture the different relationships between the strategies
(criterion 04b), a visual structure consisting of three levels has been
created: the first occupied by ‘Replace,’ the second by ‘Rethink’ and
the third by the remaining strategies. This is indicated by the
relative placement of the boxes containing the strategies and the
addition of arrows. This signals that, within the manufacturing
context, some relationships between circular strategies are of a
hierarchical nature, and some exist in the form of trade-offs and
synergies. An example of a hierarchical relationship: ‘Replace’ may
preclude the use of certain other circular strategies, when, for
instance, a physical product is replaced by a virtual service. On the
other hand, the application of ‘Rethink’ can require the support of
repair and maintenance strategies to be viable, such as in certain
product/service system offerings. As such, the application of either
‘Replace’ or ‘Rethink’ requires that the relevance of all strategies on
the levels ‘below’ should be evaluated, as their relevance may
change when these strategies are applied.

Examples of other relationships include trade-offs: the choice,
for instance, for certain durable materials such as composites may
impede recycling. In this case, a strategy that facilitates product
longevity, conflicts with recycling thematerial at the end-of-life. On
the other hand, certain interventions may cause cumulative or
reinforcing effects, such as choosing a renewable material that at
the end-of-life can be safely composted, allowing this single
intervention to cover two circular strategies synergistically; the
sourcing of materials that can be renewed and the ‘recovery’ of
nutrients at the end-of-life. For this reason, the strategies that
reduce impacts and that affect end-of-use/life are placed on the
same level. When considering these strategies, therefore, it should
be examined if trade-offs and/or synergies with other strategies on
this level exist.

With this structure the new framework departs from the hier-
archy that Potting and colleagues use. However, the value drivers

have been preserved and further refined, in line with the different
business processes (see Medium adaptations 2 and 3).

6. Descriptive Study II

In this phase the framework was tested in workshops within
three manufacturing businesses from the heavy machinery, elec-
tronics and furniture sectors. The aim was to gain insight into
additional strategies to be added, as well as into refinements with
regards to the placement of strategies. Moreover, this section pro-
vides an example with regards to how a circular strategies frame-
work can be used in the early stage of COI.

6.1. Use of the new framework in workshops in Descriptive Study II

With each business a two-part workshop was carried out. The
first part mapped the circular strategies currently applied within a
product or service (category). Participants were asked to prepare by
classifying their offering (products, services or PSS), and to identify
and describe the strategies currently applied. In the workshop, all
strategies were mapped onto the Scanner and discussed: the cur-
rent implementation level of the strategies, as well as their
respective affinities to the business and their resource efficiency
impact (e.g.: percentage of total sales or revenues, percentage of
sold products recovered for end-of-use/life treatment). The second
part of the workshop focused on scanning for new opportunities to
enhance or append additional strategies, through the evaluation of
the current state and the identification of gaps and improvement
hot spots. Case examples of other companies employing strategies
across the full range of strategies covered by the Scanner were used
to stimulate the discussion with participants.

In total, each workshop lasted approximately 6 h and involved
participants with diverse skills and expertise, such as marketing
and sales, services and product development, after sales and
customer services, operations, corporate social responsibility, IT,
business strategy and finance. Moreover, representatives from the
business leadership or top management participated in all work-
shops. The number of participants varied from three to ten, ac-
cording to the business size.

Fig. 3. The first version of the Circular Strategies Scanner.
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6.2. Outcomes Descriptive Study II

An example of the mappings created in both phases of the
workshop can be found in Fig. 4. The top part represents individual
initiatives currently applied by one of the companies (one initiative
per number). This represents current CE initiatives or current ca-
pabilities that can contribute towards increased circularity. The
bottom represents improvement areas: circular strategies that
could be improved or scaled up, or strategies that could feasibly be
added. Comparing the current state with new opportunities, it can
be seen that ideas were generated that increased the coverage of
circular strategies, some even developing into more advanced

concepts when synergies between circular strategies were
identified.

During the workshops with the companies, the framework
functioned as a boundary object (Star and Griesemer, 1989) for
different participants to align their perceptions. That is: clarifying
the current state together allowed participants to build a common
picture of their organisations’ ongoing CE initiatives and current
capabilities, and to align their understanding of their nature and
maturity. Moreover, the shared exploration of new opportunities
helped the participants to share their perceptions of these oppor-
tunities, and set priorities for their innovation pipeline. In all cases
the visioning exercise helped to identify why and where to focus,

Fig. 4. Example of how the first version of the Circular Strategies Scanner was used in a two-part workshop with one of the companies participating in the CIRCit project. One or
double letters are used per strategy: connected or grouped ideas represent closely related ideas that together constitute a new concept. Results are anonymised for reasons of
confidentiality.
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whether in relation to the development of circular business models,
applying circular product design principles, the application of
smart technologies, the assessment of potential initiatives in rela-
tion to their sustainability impact and/or areas where collaboration
with other stakeholders needed to be sought.4 As such, this
visioning exercise facilitated with the Scanner served to guide and
direct the COI process to relevant initiatives and appropriately set
the scope for these efforts early on. Direct feedback provided by
individual participants supports this. Representative responses
were “quite helpful”, “great tools” and “visualization with the
boards helped the conversation a lot.”

However, observations were made that were used to improve
the framework further. First, it was noted that efficient logistics is
relevant throughout a product's life, and not just before, during and
after manufacturing. That is: for operations extending existing life
cycles or those that extend the product life to new use-cycles and in
recovering materials for end-of-life treatment, logistics must be
cost- and carbon efficient. It should be placed in such a way to
indicate this broader relevance.

Moreover, it was observed that it is also possible to use the
sourcing stage as an opportunity to recapture waste that has
already entered the environment. The various projects around
recovering plastic from the oceans are examples of this (The Ocean
Cleanup, 2018; Plastic Oceans, 2018), and the framework should
also highlight the possibility of sourcing such materials. These ob-
servations led to the Medium adaptations 1 and 2 discussed in the

next section, see also Appendix C.

7. Prescriptive study II

The aim of this phase was to develop a second version of the
framework on the basis of the identified improvement opportu-
nities. The main activities were ongoing development efforts,
supplemented by a series of meetings held to discuss the imple-
mentation of the suggested changes stemming from Descriptive
Study II and the continued iteration of the Research Clarification and
Descriptive Study I.

7.1. Outcomes Prescriptive Study II

No major adaptations were made, therefore the focus here is on
medium adaptations: see for the second version of the framework
Fig. 5 and the complete set of changes Appendix B. See for defini-
tions of individual strategies Table 2.

‘Logistics’ was assigned a separate layer such that it encom-
passes all the operational process areas. In addition to this and in a
response to additional sources considered, ‘Energy’ was added as a
layer encompassing all circular strategies (Cullen, 2017; Mestre and
Cooper, 2017). That is: circular strategies should be considered with
the intent to reduce overall energy consumption, and the use of
clean(er) and renewable sources wherever possible.

Moreover, the heading ‘Reduce impacts’ was changed to
‘Restore, reduce& avoid’ to more fully reflect the range of strategies
relevant for raw materials and sourcing, manufacturing, and
product use and operation. Also, more detail was added to the

Fig. 5. The second version of the Circular Strategies Scanner.

4 For more on this, see the CIRCit website (circitnord.com).
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Table 2
Overview of the definitions of the circular strategies as used in the Circular Strategies Scanner.

Strategies included in the Circular Strategies Scanner (further developed from Potting et al., 2017)

Driver Strategy
Synonyms

Area of application or sub category
Recirculation strategy & synonyms
Definition (specifics)
� Example practice(s)/specifics

Enable smarter business concepts through striving
for full decoupling.

Reinvent
Refuse

The paradigm
Make physical products redundant by offering the same function or combined functions,
usually enabled by radically different product, technology or both (Potting et al., 2017).
� The ‘bring-your-own’ movement facilitates replacing such single use items such as

coffee cups.
� Music and video streaming services negate the need for data carriers such as CDs and

DVDs.
� Multi-functional devices such as smart phones combine the functionality of multiple

devices (camera, GPS, phone, calculator, alarm clock, sound system, computer) in a
single device.

Enable smarter business concepts through business
model innovation for circularity. Products tend
to not radically change, although the technology
can evolve.

Rethink & reconfigure
Revolution
Replace

Business models
Multi-flow offering e cascade materials, parts & products
Extend the life of materials or products in a manner that exploits their residual value and
becomes a significant part of the offering of the business. May involve providing new forms
of value (Bocken et al., 2016).
� Leesmap (magazine subscription where the price decreases with the age of the

magazines).
� British Sugar (from the core-business of sugar, to also selling many different co-

products).
Long life products e through- life support
Extend the life of products through offering support during their lifetime (Tukker, 2004).
� Provision of maintenance, offering of repair services, or sales of spare parts.
Access or availability e incl. shared use
Satisfying user needs without transferring ownership of physical products. Instead, user or
consumer pays for access to the product for a certain period of time (Tukker, 2004).
� Bike or car sharing services (e.g. Bycyklen in Copenhagen, Santander Cycles in London,

and many other cities around the world; Drive Now, Green Mobility, Zipcar,
Blablacar).

� Clothing rental and subscriptions (e.g. Rent the Runway, Vigga, Mud Jeans).
Result & performance e service, not product
The provider of the service delivers an outcome for the customer (Tukker, 2004).
� Performance contracts (Rolls Royce - Power by the Hour).

Prevent excess, improve efficiency and aim
for ‘gentani’, improve circularity potential.

Restore, reduce
& avoid

Raw materials & sourcing
Improve circularity potential and efficiency in the sourcing process (Mestre and Cooper,
2017).
� Sourcing of renewables.
� Sourcing of recyclable materials.
� Secondary sources (recycled materials, Industrial Symbiosis, other cascades).
� Restorative sourcing (Use former ‘wastes’ as input: Landfill re-mining or using ocean

plastics).
� Use of non-toxic or benign materials (to facilitate re-absorption in natural cycles).
� Use the lowest suitable grade of materials suitable (Reserve the highest-quality re-

sources for themost demanding task, and use used resources further down the chain).
Manufacturing
Improve circularity potential and process efficiency in product manufacture through
consuming fewer natural resources or energy, aim for ‘gentani’ (the absolute minimum input
required to run a process) (Potting et al., 2017).
� Lean manufacturing & cleaner production (use less energy and materials, treat

wastes, etc).
� Rework (pre-user refurbishment or remanufacture).
� Recycle (pre-user recycling).
� Cascade (find uses for manufacturing waste: internally/at other facilities (Industrial

Symbiosis)).
� Recover (energy recovery, or recovery of biological nutrients).
Product use & operation
Improve circularity potential and efficiency in product use and operation through wiser use
and operation of products (usually enabled by digital technologies), and aim for ‘gentani’
(the absolute minimum input required to run a process) (Potting et al., 2017; Reike et al.,
2018).
� Enable product longevity through high product integrity and robustness.
� Use idle product capacity (historical usage data can be used for improvements such as

better scheduling (of downtime), and (give insight into the possibilities for) pooled or
shared use).

� Low consumables of energy, water and materials during product use and operation.
Logistics
Improve process efficiency in logistics operations, aim for ‘gentani’ (minimum input into a
process (GreenBiz, 2014)
� Combine forward & return logistics.
� Incentivize eco-friendly driving and transport.
� Minimise, reuse or recycle (transit) packaging.
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Table 2 (continued )

Strategies included in the Circular Strategies Scanner (further developed from Potting et al., 2017)

Energy
Improve energy efficiency and use clean(er) sources of energy (Cullen, 2017; Mestre and
Cooper, 2017).
� Use less energy
� Renewable energy

Driver Strategy Area of application or sub category
Recirculation strategy & synonyms
Definition (specifics)
� Example practice(s)/specifics

Extend existing use cycles with the purpose of
capturing (residual) value or to reduce value
loss from continued use of parts and products

Recirculate Parts & products
Upgrade e Update, modernize, renew, retrofit, rebuild, overhaul, revive.
Extend existing use cycle by adding value or enhancing the function of a product in respect to
previous versions (Parkinson and Thompson, 2003; Potting et al., 2017).
� Aesthetic upgrades (i.e. changing the coat or sleeve of a product due to a new

preference).
� Functional upgrades (i.e. software upgrades, hardware upgrades).
Repair & maintenance e Corrective, condition based, predictive and prescriptive
maintenance
Extend existing use cycle by countering wear and tear, and correcting faulty components of a
defective product/part to return it to its original functionality. ((Partial) disassembly
envisioned, limited warranty may be issued). (Thierry et al., 1995; Stahel, 2006).
� Providing a product with a service, which may involve the lubrication of critical parts,

checking fasteners, the tension of chains and cables, the replacement of worn-out
parts, etc.

� Repair may involve the restoration or replacement of faulty parts and components.
Extend to new use cycles with the purpose

of capturing (residual) value or to reduce
value loss from continued use of parts
and products.

Reuse e As-is reuse, redistribution, product cascading, minimise.
Extend to new use cycle by reusing a part/product (discarded/not in use) that is still in good
condition and can fulfil its original function in a different use context (new customer/user).
(May involve a minimum amount of condition monitoring such as cleaning or repackaging.
No warranties are provided and no disassembly is involved.) (Saavedra et al., 2013)
� Selling used goods on platforms such as E-bay,
� Return and resale of second hand goods through stores, such as Patagonia and

Bergans.
� The xStorage Home system (by Nissan and Eaton) gives old lithium-ion batteries from

Nissan Leaf a second life inside of homes and businesses as backup and solar storage
batteries.

Refurbish e Recondition, retrofit, refresh, remodel.
Extend to new use cycles by returning a part/product (discarded/not in use) to a satisfactory
working condition that may be inferior to the original specification. (This may involve:
cleaning, repairing, resurfacing, repainting, re-sleeving. Partial disassembly envisioned*. In
the case of traditional product sales, a warranty for all major parts may be issued (less than
the newly manufactured equivalent)). (Ijomah, 2002, 2009; Saavedra et al., 2013).
� For example: taking in relatively modern, but disused white goods and performing

repairs and/or replacing lost parts and finding new users for the refurbished
products (e.g. Norsk Omburk).

Remanufacture e Rebuild, overhaul, remake.
Extend to new use cycles by returning a product (discarded/not in use) to at least Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) performance specification and quality. (Usually more
rigorous and costly than refurbishment and involves total disassembly and reassembly. In
the case of traditional product sales, a warranty that is at least equal to that of a newly
manufactured equivalent may be issued). (Ijomah, 2002, 2009; Saavedra et al., 2013).
� Renault engine blocks
Repurpose e Alternate use.
Extend to new use cycles by using a product (discarded/not in use) or its parts for different
functions (Potting et al., 2017; Reike et al., 2018).
� Mærsk providing containers to fit housing purposes in Copenhagen Village.
� Using product packaging as storage or glassware (Nutella, Douwe Egberts).

Effective application
in end-of-life of materials
with the purpose of capturing (residual) value

or to reduce value loss from continued
use of materials.

Recirculate Materials
Recycle
Extend material lifespan by processing them in order to obtain the same or comparable
quality (Allwood et al., 2011).
� Can-to-can recycling in beverage cans.
� Chemical recycling of nylon.
Cascade e Downcycling, upcycling.
A subsequent use that significantly transforms the chemical or physical nature of the
material (Sirkin and Ten Houten, 1994).
� Repurposing of used clothing as an insulation material.
� Used coffee grounds from coffee shops processed into biofuel, as medium for

cultivation of edible mushrooms, for use in beauty products, etc.
Recover
Recover energy or nutrients from composting or processing materials. (Reike et al., 2018).
� Incineration, pyrolysis or anaerobic digestion (recovery of energy).
� Composting (recovery of biological nutrients).
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visual representation of the framework, which entailed the addi-
tion of suggested strategies in this area (see Minor adaptation 2).
These strategies are meant to be inspirational, rather than
exhaustive. In some cases this resulted in allocating strategies to
multiple places in the framework, which is in linewith Potting et al.
(2017) and Reike et al. (2018). Recycling, for instance, can be found
in both the category Restore, Reduce and Avoid, as well as in the
category Recirculate - Materials. This reflects the fact that pre- and
post consumer recycling can take place. Similarly, cascading, or
industrial symbiosis can take a variety of different forms: as a
sourcing strategy, as a way of valorise manufacturing waste, but
also as an end-of-life strategy for materials. These multiple occur-
rences are also due to departing from the hierarchical structure
used by Potting et al. (2017) (see also section 5. Prescriptive Study I).
For clarity descriptors have been added to signal the specific
application of a strategy (see Minor adaptation 3).

Similarly, detail was added to the Rethink & Reconfigure cate-
gory to clarify the framework's relationship with business models
aspects. Two sources were consulted for this: Bocken et al. (2016)
and Tukker (2004), chosen because of their seminal importance
in the CE field (Pieroni et al., 2019) These respective typologieswere
synthesised into four main categories that cover circular business
model strategies available to manufacturers and that represent a
fundamental change to the logic of how such a business operates:
‘Multi-flow offering,’ ‘Long-life products,’ ‘Access or availability,’
and ‘Result and performance.’ This, as opposed to including

strategies that are more appropriately thought of as supporting
operational strategies such as efficiency and encouraging
sufficiency.

8. Discussion

The Circular Strategies Scanner illustrates how to support
visioning in COI processes, through supporting the explication of
CE, mapping current CE initiatives, and generating ideas for
increased circularity. With this, the framework of Potting et al.
(2017) was significantly improved upon for the manufacturing
context, see Table 3.

A strength of using the Scanner in COI is that it provides away of
systematically exploring circular strategies. It thus provides guid-
ance in identifying what business areas eco-innovation for CE is
possible or necessary. For instance, when improved recycling is
identified as an opportunity, the Scanner indicates that other cir-
cular strategies in the operational areas of raw materials and
sourcing, manufacturing, product use and operation, and the
recirculation of parts and products may be affected. Such impacts
may be synergistic and result in increased overall circularity (e.g.
the choice to change to a recyclable material to enable end-of-life
recycling also enables recycling of waste within the
manufacturing process), or they may take the form of trade-offs
and require additional management or development for resolving
them (e.g. changing to a recyclable material negatively affects the

Table 3
Overview of the improvements that the new framework makes in relation to the framework by Potting et al. (2017) that was used as a basis for its development.

Criteria
The new framework should:

Potting
et al. (2017)

Circular Strategies
Scanner - v2.0

Summary of improvements that were realised

01) A tool for inspiring, motivating and aligning people. þþ þþþ Improved capacity to serve as a boundary object where stakeholders can
clearly identify their (influence on) activities, and see the applicability and
relevance of circular strategies (see also the criteria below).

02a) Balance the generation of new ideas, with that of
describing existing situation.

þþ þþþ The Scanner can directly and without transformations be used as a tool for
mapping the circular strategies that are present in a situation, as well as for
exploring what strategies can be improved or added (see section 6).

02b) Provide an overview of the spectrum of available
strategies ranging from incremental to transformative.

þþ þþþ The Scanner groups circular strategies according to their potential for
change in circularity levels. Strategies that can be thought of as having
potential for incremental change are grouped under Restore, reduce &
avoid; strategies that aim for higher levels of circularity through business
model innovation are grouped in Rethink & reconfigure; and strategies
that radically transform both business and user practices and achieve
radical decoupling are placed in Reinvent.

03) Indicate which strategies affect which business
processes and related capabilities.

þ þþ The circular strategies in the Scanner are organised according to the
business processes they apply to. Reinvent and Rethink & reconfigure
represent groups that affect business strategy, and the remaining groups
respectively affect operational processes, ranging from raw materials and
sourcing, manufacturing, product use and operation, to the recirculation of
parts and products, and materials.

04a) Explicitly include the reduction and avoidance of
resource use and impacts, as well as resource
productivity strategies aimed at continued use and value
delivery.

þþ þþþ The Scanner covers a wider range of circular strategies, giving a more
comprehensive overview of circular strategies that aim for the reduction
and avoidance of resource use and impacts, as well as those that improve
resource productivity strategies.

04b) Allow for generating insight into circular
configurations.

þþ þþþ The Scanner implements a means of systematically exploring connections
between circular strategies, through organising them in three ‘levels’ that
indicate their relationship. This relationship can be bi-directional: e.g. a
change in circular strategies in Restore, reduce & avoid may impact the
circular strategies in Recirculate and vice-versa; or it may may be a
unidirectional relationship where a change in Reinvent requires the
reexamination of the relevance of circular strategies in Rethink &
reconfigure, or where a change in Rethink & reconfigure requires a
reconsideration of the strategies applied in Restore, reduce & avoid.

05) Has to point to the value drivers that circular strategies
can contribute to.

þþ þþþ Each group of circular strategies in the Scanner is clearly linked to a value
driver that aids its users in identifying relevant contributions to value
creation and capture, such as improved efficiencies, supporting optimal use
during the use phase, and value recovery opportunities, pointing to
opportunities for either financial or non-financial gains within or outside
the company.

þþþ ¼ framework satisfies criterion very strongly, þþ ¼ framework satisfies criterion strongly, þ ¼ framework satisfies criterion moderately, 0 ¼ framework doesn't meet
criterion or only marginally.
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technical longevity of a product). Further work could focus on
providing additional guidance with regards to how to systemati-
cally identify synergies and trade-offs.

Application of the Scanner furthermore strengthens the
connection between eco-innovation and CE, by linking it with
transformative innovation (de Jesus et al., 2018). It does this in two
ways in COI processes. First, due to possibilities uncovered in the
operational area, it can trigger a re-evaluation of the value gener-
ation architecture. Second, when the value generation architecture
is the starting point, the Scanner indicates that the role of the cir-
cular strategies on the operational level need to be revisited as their
relevance may increase or diminish depending on the context. In
both cases, the Scanner invites a reconsideration of the system the
manufacturing company is attempting to transform and links cir-
cular strategies together in circular configurations: situations
where two or more circular strategies work together (Blomsma
et al., 2018).

The range of sectors used for the validation efforts - heavy
machinery, electronics and furniture - points to the broad appli-
cability of the Scanner for manufacturing companies from different
sectors. However, the framework could be further strengthened by
validation with a wider set of manufacturing companies, including
those that (also) operate within the biocycle, or that provide
dissipative products (e.g. paints, lubricants, cleaning agents and
other chemicals).

Further work should address how the Scanner can be linked to
the assessment of (combinations of) circular strategies and
different implementation scenarios, such that in the early stages of
innovation processes the impact on economic, environmental and
social systems can be evaluated and actions implemented to
minimise negative impact and maximise positive impact. It could
furthermore be explored whether the framework has potential to
address the lack of a common understanding between value chain
actors, which is perceived as an obstacle for the implementation of
CE (Machacek et al., 2017; Lapko et al., 2018). In addition to using
the Scanner by itself, there is also a need for understanding how
different classes of circular strategies frameworks (e.g. macro,
meso, micro, nano, networked) can best be used together.

9. Summary and conclusion

With this paper, we have contributed to the development of
support tools for CE oriented innovation, or COI and to enable the
translation of the CE concept in practice by creating support for
visioning for CE. The contribution of this paper is four-fold: a) it
provides an example of a process of how a circular strategies
framework can be developed for a specific business type with the
ability to support COI processes, b) it proposes a circular strategies
framework for the manufacturing context, with c) an accompa-
nying set of definitions of circular strategies, and d) it provides an
example of how such a framework can be used in the early stages of
a COI process. Next, it will be discussed how each goal was achieved
and what the implications are for academia and industry.

In support of the first goal - to provide an example of the
development of a circular strategies framework - this paper used
the lens of Design Research Methodology (Blessing and
Chakrabarti, 2009). This answered the call for the more deliberate
and systematic development of circular strategies frameworks that

are fit for purpose, voiced in Niero and Hauschild (2017) and
Blomsma (2018). With manufacturing companies as the focus, it
provided an example of how academia and industry can work
together following a transdisciplinary approach (Sakao and
Brambila-Macias, 2018) in developing resonant frameworks for
specific audiences. The systematic development approach followed
in this paper can be adapted and further expanded upon for other
business types or other innovation contexts.

The second goal was achieved through the provision of the
Circular Strategies Scanner. This framework can be used as a tool in
COI and provides practitioners in manufacturing with a way of
contextualising the CE concept, mapping current CE initiatives, and
generating ideas for increased circularity. The third contribution,
the set of circular strategies definitions included in the framework,
served to support the consolidation of CE terminology and bringing
academic and practitioner terminology closer together (Reike et al.,
2018; Meste and Cooper, 2017; Kalmykova et al., 2018). This was
achieved through drawing on both academic and practitioner
perspectives with regards to these definitions in the development
process. Together, these two points mean that an important itera-
tion on the framework provided by Potting and colleagues was
made, which brings more precision to the framework and which
customises it for the manufacturing context. With this, the frame-
work has been transformed from analytical framework into an
innovation tool.

The fourth goal was achieved through illustrating how the Cir-
cular Strategies Scanner can be used in the early stages of a COI
process to create a shared vision. The examples provided are of its
application within businesses (see section 6). As well as with these
companies, the Scanner was used with the other manufacturing
companies participating in the CIRCit project. Specifically, it was
used in the early stages of the action research, which allowed for a
clear vision to be developed and establishing a clear direction for
the work that followed, as it clarified with what aim different
business activities relevant for COI needed to be deployed, whether
this involved sustainability assessment, business model innovation,
product design, digital technology strategies, the creation of take-
back systems or value chain design.

Equally the Scanner could be applied across businesses, but also
between business and academia, and beyond. In these contexts, the
Scanner can serve as a boundary object where the stakeholders can
clearly identify their activities or influence on different business
processes across the life cycle, also enabling the comparison of CE
initiatives and sharing of best practices.
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Appendix A

This overview explains which changes weremade to the Potting et al. (2017) framework in order to adapt it to themanufacturing context. It gives a complete overview of themajor,
medium and minor adaptations.

Overview of changes to adapt the Potting et al. (2017) framework for the manufacturing context

Major adaptations - changes in the structure of the framework
# In Potting et al. (2017): First version of Circular Strategies Scanner:
1 Circular strategies organised hierarchically: ranging from those that are considered

more linear to those that are increasingly more circular.
Circular strategies are organised according to the business functions they apply to, in five main areas: Replace,
Rethink, Reduce Impacts and two other operational process areas respectively containing end-of-use and end-of-
life strategies

2 ‘Reduce’ presented a single high-level strategy. Specified into ‘Reduce impacts’ and the sub-categories of ‘rawmaterials & sourcing,’ ‘manufacturing & logistics,’
and ‘product use/operation.’

3 e A visual structure consisting of three levels has been created to indicate the relationship of circular strategies,
through the relative placement of the boxes containing the strategies, and the addition of arrows.

Medium adaptations - changes to the sub-groups or categories of the framework
1 Inclusion of Refuse at the top of the hierarchy. In the Circular Strategies Scanner, this strategy is understood as consisting of two sub-strategies and it was

therefore split in two: Refuse (to abandon a practice altogether) and Replace (see Table 2). Refuse was
subsequently not included in the framework, due to this framework targeting companies (see also Discussion
section).

2 Contains the value driver: “Smarter product use and manufacture” for Refuse,
Rethink and Reduce.

To refine this further, this value driver was split into “dematerialise/combine functions” for Replace, “function &
value proposition to market” for Rethink, and “improve circularity potential and efficiency” for Reduce Impacts.

3 Contains the value driver: “Extend lifespan of products and parts” for Reuse, Repair,
Refurbish, Remanufacture and Repurpose.

To refine this further, this value driver was split in two to align with the end-of-use and end-of-life groupings as
in line with Potting. As a result, Upgrade, Repair & Maintenance and Reuse are assigned the driver “Extending
existing use-cycle,” and Refurbish, Remanufacture and Repurpose are assigned the driver “Extending to new use-
cycle.”

Minor adaptations – refinements in labels, definitions and the order of circular strategies
1 Inclusion of Recover, as a strategy that refers to energy recovery through incineration,

anaerobic digestion, pyrolysis.
The definition of Recover has been expanded to also include the recovery of biological nutrients and as such also
covers such strategies as composting.

2 e Upgrade was added to the framework to make explicit evolving quality and performance requirements of
products.

3 Reuse comes before Repair in strategy order. The order of Reuse and Repair was reversed, as Reuse that involves mere redistribution of products will e
theoretically e maintain value to a higher degree with less added investment of resources, than redistribution
that is also combined with repair activities.

4 Includes Repair as a circular strategy. Repair was extended to also include maintenance, which is a common terminology in companies, and as such is
indicated as Repair & Maintenance in the framework.
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Appendix B

This overview explains which changes were made to the first version of the framework in order to develop the second and final version. It gives a complete overview of the
medium and minor adaptations. No major adaptations were made at this stage.

Overview of changes to refine the 1st version of Circular Strategies Scanner and develop the 2nd version

Medium adaptations - changes to the sub-groups or categories of the framework

# First version of framework Second version of Circular Strategies Scanner:
1 The process of Logistics featured alongside Manufacturing. Logistics is assigned a separate area in the framework, to better reflect that it covers all the operational process areas.
2 e Energy was added as a relevant layer. That is: circular strategies should be considered with the intent to reduce overall energy

consumption, and use clean(er) and renewable sources wherever possible.
3 Featured the strategy Reduce Impacts. Label of strategy was changed to Restore, Reduce and Avoid to more fully reflect the range of strategies relevant for rawmaterials

and sourcing, manufacturing and product use and operation.
4 Explicit addition of relevant strategies in Restore, Reduce & Avoid.

Such as restorative sourcing (i.e. re-mining from landfill or using ocean plastics), lean and cleaner production practices and using
idle product capacity. Cascade was also included: it can occur as Industrial Symbiosis and either as a secondary source sourcing
strategy, or as a way of managing the co- and byproducts from manufacturing.

5 No detail provided regarding Rethink & Reconfigure. To clarify the framework's relationship business models aspects, detail was added to the Rethink & Reconfigure category. This
was done by drawing on Bocken et al. (2016) and Tukker's (2004) and adding the four main categories of Multi-flow offering,
Long-life products, Access or availability, and Result and performance.

6 No explicit place for product and process design. Product and process design are explicitly acknowledged by including them as box between Rethink & Reconfigure and the
operational process of Restore, Reduce & Avoid and the Recirculate parts, products & materials.

Minor adaptations - refinements in labels, definitions and the order of circular strategies
1 Value drivers largely based on Potting et al. (2017). Value drivers were further refined: for Reinvent it was changed to “strive for radical decoupling,” and for Rethink to “aim for

business innovation for circularity,” and for Restore, Reduce and Avoid, to “prevent excess, improve efficiency and aim for
‘gentani’ and improve circularity potential.”

2 Visual structure consisting of three levels has been created to indicate the relationship
of circular strategies, through the relative placement of the boxes, and the addition
of arrows.

Visual layering emphasised through depicting it using the visual metaphor of physical layers, which takes the form of drop
shadows and arrows to indicate the relationship between the process areas. Hierarchical relationships indicated by a single
arrow, trade-offs and synergies by bi-directional arrows.

3 No indication of hierarchy of end-of-use and end-of-life strategies Arrows were added to indicate the (theoretically) preferred application order of these strategies.
4 Headings only applied for Replace, Rethink and Reduce Impacts. For consistency, all five process areas are given headings. End-of-use processes are titled Recirculate e parts& products and end-

of-life processes are titled Recirculate e materials.
5 e Cascade was added to Recirculate e materials. This adds the distinction between recycling e i.e. those processes that keep

material circulating at or near virgin levels of performance, and cascades e i.e. those processes that extend the life of materials
through allowing for reduction or redefinition of performance characteristics.

6 Addition of descriptors to strategies to aid in clarifying the type of application. For example: recycling can take place at the
manufacturing stage, where it involves re-entering waste from the manufacturing process back into the process: pre-user
recycling. It can also take place post-user at the Recirculate e materials stage, in the form of chemical or physical (mechanical)
recycling.

7 Featured the strategy label Replace. Replacewas changed to Reinvent - strive for full decoupling, to prevent confusion in relation the replacing harmful chemicals with
less harmful or benign ones. Moreover, this term better conveys the transformative nature of this strategy.

8 Featured the strategy label Rethink value delivery. Changed to Rethink & Reconfigure value generation architecture.
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A B S T R A C T   

Digital technologies (DTs), such as the Internet of Things (IoT), big data, and data analytics, are considered essential 

enablers of the circular economy (CE). However, as both CE and DTs are emerging fields, there exists little systematic 

guidance on how DTs can be applied to capture the full potential of circular strategies for improving resource efficiency 

and productivity. Furthermore, there is little insight into the supporting business analytics (BA) capabilities required to 

accomplish this. To address this gap, this paper conducts a theory- and practice-based review, resulting in the Smart CE 

framework that supports translating the circular strategies central to the goals of manufacturing companies in con-

tributing the United Nation’s (UN) 12th Sustainable Development Goal, that is, “sustainable consumption and pro-

duction,” into the BA requirements of DTs. Both scholars and practitioners may find the framework useful to (1) create 

a common language for aligning activities across the boundaries of disciplines such as information systems and the CE 

body of knowledge, and (2) identify the gap between the current and entailed BA requirements and identify the 

strategic initiatives needed to close it. Additionally, the framework is used to organize a database of case examples to 

identify some best practices related to specific smart circular strategies.   

1. Introduction 

The concept of circular economy (CE) has gained momentum among 

businesses, policymakers, and researchers by virtue of its potential to con-

tribute to sustainable development (Geissdoerfer, Savaget, Bocken, & 

Hultink, 2017; Ghisellini, Cialani, & Ulgiati, 2016) through a range of ef-

ficiency- and productivity-enhancing activities collectively known as cir-

cular strategies (EMF, 2013). For instance, consider circular strategies such 

as reduce, reuse, repair, recycle, restore, and industrial symbiosis. 

For two reasons, the CE holds potential to contribute to multiple UN 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Schroeder, Anggraeni, & 

Weber, 2019). First, the CE proposes that negating or reducing struc-

tural waste decreases the demand for virgin finite material. That is, 

through the application of circular strategies, the otherwise underused 

capacity of resources1 can be applied to deliver value (EMF, 2015, 

2015). Second, the CE promotes moving away from using the natural 

environment as a “sink” to dump used resources (Irani & Sharif, 2018). 

The CE is attributed with the ability to avoid, reduce, and negate value 

loss and destruction through, for instance, lower emissions, reduced 

pollution levels, and loss of biodiversity and habitats associated with 

resource extraction (EMF, 2013; Kumar & Putnam, 2008). 

For these reasons, CE practices are strongly linked to SDG 12 (re-

sponsible consumption and production) and can have an additional bene-

ficial impact on related goals, such as SDG 6 (clean water and sanitation), 

SDG 7 (affordable and clean energy), and SDG 15 (life on land) (Schroeder 

et al., 2019). Given the strong link with SDG 12 and the importance of 

manufacturing companies for this SDG, our study focuses on the manu-

facturing industry and the reduction of structural waste through improved 

resource management. At present, the adoption of circular strategies in 

industry is somewhat modest (Circle Economy, 2020; Haas, Krausmann, 

Wiedenhofer, & Heinz, 2015; Planing, 2015; Sousa-Zomer, Magalhães, 

Zancul, & Cauchick-Miguel, 2018). Moreover, this also holds true for 

manufacturing firms; although they play a vital role in the creation of value, 

there are few improvements to decouple from the linear consumption of 

finite resources (Sousa-Zomer et al., 2018). There are multiple reasons for 

this. First, the CE is an emergent concept, implying lack of tools for con-

ducting CE-oriented innovation, or circular-oriented innovation (COI) 

(Blomsma & Brennan, 2017; Brown, Bocken, & Balkenende, 2019). Second, 

the link between CE and possible enabling digital technologies (DTs) is not 

yet well established (Alcayaga, Wiener, & Hansen, 2019; Jabbour, de Sousa 
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Jabbour, Sarkis, & Godinho Filho, 2019; Jawahir & Bradley, 2016; Nobre & 

Tavares, 2017; Okorie et al., 2018). 

Digital technologies could be critical enablers of CE by tracking the flow 

of products, components, and materials and making the resultant data 

available for improved resource management and decision making across 

different stages of the industry life cycle (Antikainen, Uusitalo, & Kivikytö- 

Reponen, 2018; Bressanelli, Adrodegari, Perona, & Saccani, 2018b; EMF, 

2019, 2016; European Commission, 2020a, 2020b; Lacy, Long, & Spindler, 

2020; Nobre & Tavares, 2017; Pagoropoulos, Pigosso, & McAloone, 2017). 

As such, DTs can play an important role in positioning information flows that 

enable resource flows to become more circular. For instance, the Internet of 

Things (IoT) can enable automated location tracking and monitoring of 

natural capital (EMF, 2016). Big data facilitates several aspects of circular 

strategies, such as improving waste-to-resource matching in industrial sym-

biosis systems via real-time gathering and processing of input-output flows 

(Bin et al., 2015; Low et al., 2018). Moreover, data analytics (simply known 

as analytics) can serve as a tool to predict product health and wear, reduce 

production downtime, schedule maintenance, order spare parts, and opti-

mize energy consumption (Conboy, Mikalef, Dennehy, & Krogstie, 2020; 

Lacy et al., 2020; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; Shrouf, Ordieres, & 

Miragliotta, 2014). These examples illustrate that DTs’ contribution to the CE 

include a range of circular strategies and business processes: from recycling 

to reuse, and designing new offerings to managing maintenance. 

Although there are real and theorized examples of information flows 

enabling circularity, there remains a gap between the expected, and largely 

unrealized, potential to use DTs to leverage circular strategies (Nobre & 

Tavares, 2019; Pagoropoulos et al., 2017; Rosa, Sassanelli, Urbinati, 

Chiaroni, & Terzi, 2020). So far, the answers to questions such as in what 

areas and in which ways, DTs support for implementing circular strategies for 

manufacturing companies have been insufficiently systematized. However, 

there is lack of support for improving the existing and new ways in which 

DTs can support the CE through smart circular strategies (Kristoffersen, 

Aremu, Blomsma, Mikalef, & Li, 2019; Kristoffersen et al., 2020). A Gartner 

survey of 1374 supply chain leaders supports this premise. The results show 

that 70% of the respondents are planning to invest in the CE; however, only 

12% have so far linked their digital and circular strategies (Gartner, 2020b). 

In other words, there is lack of guidance on how to leverage DTs to max-

imize resource efficiency and productivity for a specific circular strategy. 

This paper addresses this gap by linking the two emerging fields of DTs 

and the CE and developing the Smart CE framework, which establishes a link 

between DTs and resource management through an integrative model based 

on maturity thinking. The framework provides detailed understanding of 

the relationship between DTs and the CE through technical mechanisms and 

business analytics (BA) capabilities. It allows assessment of the current and 

future smart circular strategies with their associated and target level of 

maturity, and provides guidance on how to leverage DTs to maximize re-

source efficiency and productivity for a specific circular strategy. This will 

enable practitioners and academics to develop and implement roadmaps 

through BA gap analysis, find new opportunities for innovation through 

examples of best practices, and align people across the boundaries of dis-

ciplines. Existing digital CE frameworks present techniques to understand 

these two fields, mainly by summarizing high-level integrative strategies, 

enablers, and barriers. However, none provide the necessary support to 

systematically search, analyze, and advance such strategies, as presented 

within the Smart CE framework. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the 

gaps identified in applying DTs in the CE. Section 3 explains the study 

design, that is, the conduct of literature and practice reviews central to 

this research. Section 4 presents the proposed Smart CE framework and 

real-world examples collected from the practice review. Next, Section 5 

discusses the practical implications and limitations of the research. 

Section 6 summarizes and presents the conclusive remarks. 

2. Background 

This section presents the definitions of the key constituents of DTs; 

next, we highlight the difficulties in leveraging them for manufacturing, 

focusing on their role in CE. Lastly, we articulate the scope of this paper 

and the associated research objectives. 

2.1. Digital technologies in manufacturing 

The term digital technologies encompasses several related technological 

trends such as IoT, big data, and data analytics. Furthermore, DTs, also 

known as Industry 4.0 (Kagermann, Helbig, Hellinger, & Wahlster, 2013; 

Lasi, Fettke, Kemper, Feld, & Hoffmann, 2014; Liao, Deschamps, Loures, & 

Ramos, 2017), are transforming operations management in fields such as 

automation and industrial manufacturing, supply chain management, agile 

and lean production, and total quality management (Agrifoglio, Cannavale, 

Laurenza, & Metallo, 2017). For instance, DTs have the ability to give 

production systems the capacity to use historical data to improve quality by 

detecting abnormal behavior and adjusting performance thresholds ac-

cordingly (Aruväli, Maass, & Otto, 2014). Furthermore, the improved 

sharing of information throughout the value chain helps to control and 

make real-time adjustments of operations according to varying demand 

(Moeuf, Pellerin, Lamouri, Tamayo-Giraldo, & Barbaray, 2018). This in-

creases operational efficiency and provides insights into the potential for 

new products, services, and business models (Kagermann et al., 2013). For 

the remainder of the paper, however, we focus leveraging circular strate-

gies, as opposed to finding new offerings and business models. 

Digital technologies are still an emerging field (Van den Bossche, 

2016), lacking support for effective implementation for manufacturing 

at scale (Brettel, Friederichsen, Keller, & Rosenberg, 2014, 2018, 2019, 

2016, 2017, 2016). A possible explanation for this is that ambiguous 

definitions without clear descriptions of the key constituent elements 

(i.e., IoT, big data, and data analytics) (Moeuf et al., 2018) are ham-

pering the field. In Table 1, we illustrate the breadth of DT definitions in 

the extant literature and clarify our use of these terms in this paper. 

In addition, a study of 161 manufacturing firms has identified three 

key barriers to using DTs to facilitate circular strategies: lack of inter-

face design (e.g., challenges with compatibility, interfacing, and net-

working), difficulties in upgrading technology (e.g., bringing data 

analytics and IoT implementation to (near) state-of-the-art), and out-

dated automated synergy models (e.g., collaborative models, process 

digitalization, and automation) (Rajput & Singh, 2019). In this study, 

we limit our scope of DTs to focus on the upgrade of existing technol-

ogies and adoption of new tools, that is, IoT, big data, and data ana-

lytics, for exploring BA requirements central to circular strategies. 

2.2. Difficulties in leveraging digital technologies for the circular economy 

When confronted with the need to support the leveraging of a circular 

strategy—such as tracking stocks of natural capital, supporting industrial 

symbiosis matchmaking, and monitoring and managing product 

health—BA capabilities required to satisfy the need must be established. 

For any data-driven business, and within the CE, this entails leveraging 

the full strategic potential of information flows by assembling, integrating, 

and deploying analytics-related resources (Shuradze & Wagner, 2016). This 

includes both tangible and intangible organizational resources such as data 

governance, existence of a data-driven culture, presence of suitable man-

agerial and technical skills, and processes for data-driven organizational 

learning (Mikalef, Pappas, Krogstie, & Giannakos, 2018). 

To date, efforts supporting information systems research primarily fo-

cused on explaining the mechanisms through which BA leads to competitive 

performance, for example, through the mediating role of dynamic and op-

erational capabilities (Mikalef, Krogstie, Pappas, & Pavlou, 2019). As such, 

unpacking how the application of analytics unfolds within an organization 

to generate new or improved sources of value remains an underexplored 

area of research (George, Haas, & Pentland, 2014). Specifically, how 

DTs—through strategies of BA—lead to enhanced resource management, 

consistent with the CE, remain to be detailed. 

Acknowledging the potential of DTs for the CE, various sources have 
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reported the need for work that links DTs and the CE. For instance 

(Chauhan, Sharma, & Singh, 2019; EMF, 2019, 2016; European 

Commission, 2020b; European Policy Centre, 2020; Okorie et al., 2018; 

Rosa et al., 2020), aim to raise awareness on DTs’ potential for the CE and 

support further development through research and innovation. Other au-

thors have investigated how DTs relate to servitized business models and CE 

value drivers (Alcayaga et al., 2019; Bressanelli, Adrodegari, Perona, & 

Saccani, 2018a; Pham et al., 2019) and the type of DTs needed within the 

various categories of well-known CE frameworks, such as the ReSOLVE 

(regenerate, share, optimize, loop, virtualize, exchange) framework (de 

Sousa Jabbour, Jabbour, Godinho Filho, & Roubaud, 2018b; Jabbour et al., 

2019; Nobre & Tavares, 2019). Policy initiatives are also underway, such as 

the Circular Economy Action Plan, which includes a call for the creation of 

an architectural and governance infrastructure in the form of a dataspace 

for smart circular applications (European Commission, 2020a). 

However, there is a gap between theory and practice (Rosa et al., 2020): 

research is presently in a pre-paradigmatic stage, as frameworks that sup-

port linking DTs and the CE have started to appear only recently, and no 

dominant framework has emerged as yet (Askoxylakis, 2018; Bianchini, 

Pellegrini, Rossi, & Saccani, 2018; Ingemarsdotter, Jamsin, Kortuem, & 

Balkenende, 2019; Rosa et al., 2020; Ünal, Urbinati, & Chiaroni, 2018). 

Although such frameworks may include a range of circular strategies, none 

systematically cover circular strategies that are relevant for manufacturing 

companies, and none detail the BA requirements needed to implement and 

improve them. That is, such frameworks do not allow for unpacking tech-

nical architectures, integrations, or implementations in terms of the prin-

ciples of information and communications technology (ICT) or according to 

their different potential to contribute toward improving resource pro-

ductivity and efficiency. As such, existing frameworks do not support 

bridging the gap between an organization’s CE objectives and the opera-

tional alignment required to achieve them. This alignment is an essential 

step in COI (Brown et al., 2019) and the continuous improvement processes 

within manufacturing companies. 

This research gap can be understood by drawing on a simplified 

version of the VMOST (vision, mission, objectives, strategy, tactics) 

framework (Sondhi, 1999); see Fig. 1. This framework illustrates how 

high-level goals can be made increasingly more concrete by moving 

from Vision to Mission to Objectives to Strategy, and eventually, op-

erational Tactics. Here, we are concerned with the three last compo-

nents of translating CE objectives into digital tactics. 

As part of this COI and continuous improvement, it is necessary to have 

the ability to systematically search, analyze, and advance smart circular 

strategies to the highest possible levels of resource productivity and effi-

ciency (EMF, 2016, 2019; Nobre & Tavares, 2017). For this reason, this 

Table 1 

Overview of definitions in extant literature and those adapted for this study. (See below-mentioned references for further information.)   
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paper focuses on the development of such a systematic approach to 

breaking down high-level circular business objectives into subsequent re-

quirements for operational digital tactics. 

3. Research methodology 

3.1. Research scope and objectives 

As already mentioned, we focus only (supporting) on leveraging 

circular strategies in the context of technological upgrades (e.g., data 

analytics and IoT development challenges) (Rajput & Singh, 2019). 

Thus, we do not answer why a CE strategy may be of importance to the 

business. Based on this scope, we outline two research objectives (ROs):  

RO1 Develop a framework that supports the systematic identification of BA 

requirements needed to advance different smart circular strategies. 

RO2 Consolidate and further advance the framework through the de-

velopment of a knowledge base that can be used for BA gap 

analysis and the creation of roadmaps for the application of smart 

circular strategies within organizations. 

3.2. Research design 

Given the emerging and burgeoning characteristic of the domain, 

our study investigated not only academic sources but also practice case 

study examples and “grey literature” (i.e., published material that has 

not been subject to a peer review process; Adams, Smart, & Huff 

(2017)). We followed the methodology used by Bocken, Short, Rana, 

and Evans (2014), who detail three iterative phases for a practice and 

literature review: (1) identification of themes and categorizations by 

literature review, (2) synthesis by developing an integrative framework, 

and (3) identification and mapping of examples from practice to vali-

date and further develop the framework. In addition, we adhered to the 

guidelines for reviewing academic literature by Kitchenham and 

Charters (2007) and those for grey literature by Adams et al. (2017). 

3.2.1. Phase 1 - Literature review 

In phase 1, we built on previous evaluation and review of existing 

CE frameworks, conducted in (Blomsma et al., 2019). This work created 

the Circular Strategies Scanner, which organizes circular strategies re-

levant to manufacturing companies. 

In addition, we performed two systematic literature reviews fol-

lowing the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters (2007). The litera-

ture review comprised two parts: (a) existing digital CE frameworks, 

and (b) digital frameworks to address RO1. For part (a), we sought 

frameworks that detail the connection between DTs and the CE. For 

part (b), we sought organizing principles that provide complementary 

insights into how different DTs relate to one another. 

Two databases, Scopus and Web of Science, were selected for the 

reviews based on their broad coverage of journals relevant for both DTs 

and CE. See Fig. 2 for the search strings generated for RO1 and the steps 

involved. Additionally, see Appendix C for the full search string and 

synonyms used. Papers were limited to English peer-reviewed articles in 

conferences and journals. Articles were extracted from the databases on 

March 27, 2020. The database search included articles published over 

the past ten years, due to the burgeoning characteristic of the field. See 

Section 4.1 for an overview of the results of phase 1 of the review. 

For part (a), we established inclusion criteria comprising only papers 

that illustrate a structured relationship between one or more DTs and cir-

cular strategies relevant to manufacturing. As such, articles that were too 

narrow in scope and focused on a specific circular strategy (e.g., supply 

chain management) or business model proposal (e.g., product-service 

system) were excluded, as they did not provide a range of circular strategies 

(e.g., only providing value drivers or enablers/barriers), were not scoped for 

manufacturing (e.g., targeting cities, economies, and countries at large), and 

did not give a clear description of a framework, organizing principles, or 

mechanisms. Furthermore, manual additions were prepared to complement 

the searches. This resulted in ten included papers, with six were from the 

database search. Following the criterion development process by Blomsma 

et al. (2019), existing frameworks were used to develop framework criteria 

to guide development in the synthesis phase. The criteria were iterated until 

they represented four precise requirements that the new digital CE frame-

work should address. 

For part (b), to extend the frameworks identified in part (a), inclusion 

criteria were set to include only papers that provided insights into how DTs 

relate to one another through common ICT architectures and taxonomies. 

As such, we excluded articles as they were too narrow in scope, did not 

define or give a detailed explanation of the DTs, or did not provide a clear 

description of a framework, organizing principles, or mechanisms. To 

complement these searches, manual additions were based on the re-

searchers’ general reading. This resulted in 32 included papers, with 22 

from database search. Relevant information on approaches and principles 

underpinning the relationship between different DTs was extracted from the 

papers and aggregated in a spreadsheet. 

3.2.2. Phase 2 - Synthesis: developing a smart CE framework 

In phase 2, the resulting organizing principles, frameworks, and 

development criteria of phase 1 were used to synthesize and develop a 

detailed understanding of how DTs relate to the CE. First, development 

criteria were used to rate existing digital CE frameworks, highlight 

gaps, and guide the synthesis via the choice of organizing principles. 

Second, existing digital frameworks and principles were presented in 

tabular form using spreadsheets and analyzed for commonalities and 

theoretical underpinnings that allowed for connecting DTs to CE re-

source management. Next, approaches and principles that converged or 

correlated were combined, creating a more robust foundation to the 

underlying logic and organizing principles used. At this point, it became 

evident that operational maturity could be linked to both an increase in 

the level of resource productivity and unburdening of human decision 

makers. See Section 4.2 for a description of the results of the synthesis. 

3.2.3. Phase 3 - State-of-the-practice review 

In phase 3, to address RO2, we performed a broader systematic search 

of “DTs & CE strategies” in the literature, supplemented by a practice review 

aimed at uncovering examples (real or theorized) where DTs support or 

enable specific circular strategies related to manufacturing. Although the 

same methodology was followed for systematic literature reviews 

(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007), broader search terms and inclusion criteria 

were used to generate a larger set of sources likely to contain relevant ex-

amples. See Appendix C for the full search string and synonyms used. 

To combine the Smart CE framework and the Circular Strategies 

Scanner (Blomsma et al., 2019) (detailed in Section 4.1), a matrix or grid 

was created, with the hierarchical dimensions from the Smart CE frame-

work on the y-axis, and the CE strategy categories from the Scanner on the 

x-axis (see Fig. 3 for illustration). Examples that provide insights into how 

DTs can support circular strategies at different levels of operational maturity 

were sought. The examples collected in phase 3 were mapped onto this 

matrix and served as a validation of the Smart CE framework. If these 

Fig. 1. Research scope.  
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the research approach that was followed to develop the Smart CE framework and matrix.  
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examples were not assigned a place, it would indicate an inadequate re-

lationship between DTs and the CE. 

Relatively few cells could be populated through this review, there-

fore, we decided to extend this part of the assessment with a practice 

review and include grey literature, consistent with (Bocken et al., 

2014). The Circle Lab’s knowledge hub, which (at that time) contained 

1583 case studies, was the main source, thus making it the largest 

global open access innovation platform for CE case studies and ex-

amples (CircleLab, 2020). The result is a matrix that contains relatively 

few examples drawn from the academic literature, and more from the 

practice review. This may reflect that practice can be ahead of aca-

demia as both DTs and the CE represent emerging fields. 

This resulted in 98 included papers and case studies for RO2 (with 

65 added from the literature and 33 from practice). See Section 4.3 for 

an overview of the included examples. After complementing with cases 

from grey literature, 94% of the cells (46 out of 49) are detailed. 

4. Research results 

4.1. Results of Phase 1 - Literature review 

4.1.1. CE frameworks 

Building on previous evaluation and review of CE frameworks, the 

Circular Strategies Scanner was selected (Blomsma et al., 2019). The 

Scanner (shown in Fig. 3) presents a taxonomy of circular strategies based 

on business processes typically found in the manufacturing context. 

Drawing from both academic and practitioner perspectives, the framework 

provides circular strategies ranging from incremental to transformative, or 

from operational to strategic. Operational strategies include reducing, re-

storing, and avoiding impact in areas such as sourcing, manufacturing, 

product use, and logistics, as well as the recirculation of products, compo-

nents, and materials into new or existing use cycles. Strategic applications 

include rethinking and reconfiguring value-generating architectures and 

reinventing the “paradigm” for radical decoupling. In other words, the 

Scanner provides comprehensive support for manufacturing companies 

engaging in COI processes. Compared to other CE frameworks (Bocken, De 

Pauw, Bakker, & van der Grinten, 2016; Nußholz, 2017; Potting, Hekkert, 

Worrell, & Hanemaaijer, 2017), the framework has an improved capacity to 

(i) create a comprehensive understanding of circular strategies, (ii) map 

current strategies applied, and (iii) identify opportunities for improved 

circularity for different business processes (Blomsma et al., 2019). 

4.1.2. Digital CE frameworks 

Based on the stated research gap and frameworks identified from the 

review, insights and theoretical underpinnings were used to develop four 

framework criteria to guide the development and synthesis of the frame-

work. 

Criterion (1) draws on the needs in the COI process, where it is im-

portant to align understanding, mindsets, and disciplines and represent a 

complex phenomenon in an easily comprehensible manner to inspire and 

motivate people (Blomsma et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2019). Criterion (2) 

addresses the suitability of the framework in a CE manufacturing setting. As 

there are different types of businesses, the framework should include a 

comprehensive set of circular strategies and facilitate the alignment of as-

sociated business processes (Blomsma et al., 2019; Potting et al., 2017). In a 

survey of Industry 4.0 implementation patterns in manufacturing compa-

nies, advanced adopters were leading all underlying DTs and not any spe-

cific technology (Frank, Dalenogare, & Ayala, 2019). A Gartner survey 

corroborates this and claims that a synthesis of DTs will enable companies 

to transition toward the CE (Gartner, 2020b). Building on this, criterion (3) 

establishes the need for the framework to represent multiple DTs and to be 

logically sound in terms of its relation to common ICT architectures and 

taxonomies. The former survey also indicates variance in the adoption of 

DTs related to varying organizational maturity (Frank et al., 2019). Hence, 

criterion (4) addresses the applicability of frameworks in an industrial set-

ting to support adoption at various levels of maturity, BA gap analysis, and 

optimization of circular outcomes detailed here as resource efficiency and 

productivity. 

The ten frameworks identified (Askoxylakis, 2018; Bianchini et al., 

2018; de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018b; EMF, 2016; Jabbour et al., 2019; 

Ingemarsdotter et al., 2019; Nobre & Tavares, 2019; Okorie et al., 2018; 

Rosa et al., 2020; Ünal et al., 2018) were compared and rated based on 

the above criteria (as in Table 2). Overall, the frameworks provide 

novel insights into the value of leveraging DTs for CE and different 

perspectives on understanding the digital CE through distinct theore-

tical assessments. Moreover, contributions varied from adaptation of 

the technical life cycle (Okorie et al., 2018) and product life cycle 

(Askoxylakis, 2018; Bianchini et al., 2018) to extensions of the Re-

SOLVE framework (de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018b; Jabbour et al., 

2019; Nobre & Tavares, 2019) and mappings of value-generating me-

chanisms (EMF, 2016; Ünal et al., 2018). Two frameworks presented 

new innovative models (Ingemarsdotter et al., 2019; Rosa et al., 2020). 

Although a few frameworks addressed some of the criteria effec-

tively, such as Rosa et al. (2020, 2019, 2019, 2018b), they were unable 

to satisfactorily address the majority of the criteria, in particular, cri-

teria (3) and (4). Overall, the inability of existing frameworks to fa-

cilitate BA gap analysis, support companies at various stages of im-

plementation or maturity, and effectively optimize resource efficiency 

and productivity of strategies support the emergent state of the field 

and justify the framework development. 

4.1.3. Digital frameworks 

Given the fact that digital CE frameworks do not support criteria (3) 

and (4), additional ICT principles and technical mechanisms were 

sought in a review of digital frameworks. 

Of the 32 papers included, five papers used the Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI) model as the underlying logic (Akhbar, Chang, Yao, & 

Muñoz, 2016; Da Xu, He, & Li, 2014; Jin, Gubbi, Marusic, & Palaniswami, 

2014; Marjani et al., 2017; Tsai, Lai, & Vasilakos, 2014). Four papers pre-

sented a pyramid as a central element in the framework (Ardolino et al., 

2018; Li, Yu, et al., 2017; Mishra, Lin, & Chang, 2015; Siow, Tiropanis, & 

Hall, 2018), and two of these used the Data-Information-Knowledge- 

Wisdom (DIKW) pyramid (Ardolino et al., 2018; Siow et al., 2018). 

Fourteen papers encompassed all three DTs: IoT, big data, and 

analytics (Addo-Tenkorang & Helo, 2016, 2018, Queiroz, Wamba, 

Machado, & Telles, 2020, 2019, 2018, 2020, 2019, 2015, 2017, 2017, 

2015, 2018, 2019, 2018). 

Fifteen papers mentioned one or more workflows synonymous with 

data collection, data integration, data storage, data processing, and data 

analysis (Addo-Tenkorang & Helo, 2016; Babar & Arif, 2017; Da Xu 

et al., 2014; Dai, Wang, Xu, Wan, & Imran, 2019; Darwish & Bakar, 

2018; Fatorachian & Kazemi, 2020; Jin et al., 2014; Li, Yu, et al., 2017; 

Marjani et al., 2017; Merezeanu & Florea, 2017; Mishra et al., 2015; Fig. 3. The Circular Strategies Scanner.  
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Siow et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2014; ur Rehman et al., 2018; Wu et al., 

2014). However, only one paper included different levels of data ana-

lytics and contrasted these with the DIKW pyramid (Siow et al., 2018). 

In summary, most papers built on well-known ICT principles en-

abled the development of three separate organizing principles, or 

technical mechanisms. First, Software-Oriented Architecture, the DIKW 

pyramid, and OSI models were integrated under different data trans-

formation levels. Second, workflows, such as data collection, integration, 

and analysis, were connected under data flow processes, along with the 

corresponding DTs. Finally, data analytics levels, such as descriptive 

and predictive analytics, were arranged under analytics capabilities 

(Siow et al., 2018). 

4.2. Results of Phase 2 - Developing a smart CE framework 

Guided by the above criteria, the proposed Smart CE framework 

addresses the shortcomings of existing digital CE frameworks. A de-

tailed overview of the improvements for each criterion is presented in  

Table 4 in Section 5.1. 

The framework consists of three main elements: data transformation 

levels (blue triangle), resource optimization capabilities (green triangle), 

and a layer linking these elements together, data flow processes (grey 

background), as seen in Fig. 4. The different elements were combined 

by using a hierarchy as the main organizing principle where each in-

dividual level relies on the previous ones. That is, for the data trans-

formation levels, resources must be connected by an IoT sensor in order 

to generate data. This can then be turned into information by in-

tegrating it with other data sources and providing the context, and so 

on all the way up to wisdom. 

Likewise, for resource optimization capabilities, diagnostic analytics 

provide insights into why something happened and build upon de-

scriptive insights of what actually transpired. Similarly, in the data flow 

processes, data is first collected and integrated to facilitate data ana-

lysis. The remainder of this section explains the three elements, illus-

trates their compatibility in a single framework, and details the various 

levels of adoption through maturity thinking. 

4.2.1. Data transformation levels 

The data transformation levels draw on the DIKW pyramid, a widely 

recognized model in the information and knowledge literature in-

troduced by Ackoff (1989). The DIKW hierarchy presents the terms 

data, information, knowledge, and wisdom to illustrate the computer 

processes involved in transforming raw data into insights (Rowley, 

2007). Inspired by the physical layer in the OSI model, we modified the 

traditional DIKW model to include a fifth layer at the bottom named 

“connected resources.” Each of the five layers are detailed below: 

• Connected resources are products, components, and materials con-

nected through, for instance, an IoT device. This enables to collect data 

across different stages of the resources’ industrial life cycle.  

• Data are merely raw, elementary symbols based on the observation 

of objects, events, and/or their environment (Ackoff, 1989; Rowley, 

2007). On their own, data lack interpretation and need con-

textualization to offer direct value or usability. 

• Information is inferred or transformed from data through techni-

ques such as aggregation, interpretation, selection, and sorting. As 

such, information is contained within descriptions and provides 

answers to questions raised by words such as who, what, where, and 

when (Ackoff, 1989; Rowley, 2007). 

• Knowledge represents the transformation of information into action-

able instructions, knowhow, and valuable insights, and answers ques-

tions such as how and why (Ackoff, 1989; Rowley, 2007). As such, 

knowledge can be considered as the refinement of information with 

inference rules and increased understanding (Jankowski & Skowron, 

2007). 

• Wisdom connects actionable instructions of knowledge to autono-

mous decisions and actions. Wisdom combines knowledge with in-

teractive processes and adaptive judgment. Interactive processes are 

the sequence of actions and reactions, while adaptive judgment is 

the actual decision made based on the evaluation of interactive 

processes and their current status (Jankowski & Skowron, 2007). 

For instance, consider an IoT device for measuring temperature in a 

machine with the objective of extending its life cycle. Then, the raw 

Table 2 

Comparison of frameworks identified from the review based on development criteria.             

Criteria of the new framework: Rosa et al. 

(2020) 

Nobre and 

Tavares 

(2019) 

Ingemarsdott-

er et al. (2019) 

Okorie 

et al. 

(2018) 

de Sousa 

Jabbour 

et al. 

(2018b) 

Jabbour 

et al. 

(2019) 

Askoxylakis 

(2018) 

EMF 

(2016) 

Ünal et al. 

(2018) 

Bianchini et al. 

(2018)  

(1) A tool for inspiring, motivating 

and aligning people across 

disciplines 

+ + ++ 0 + + + + 0 + 

(2a) Include a broad range of 

circular strategies (from 

strategic to operational) 

+ ++ + + + + 0 + 0 + 

(2b) Support the translation of 

circular strategies to business 

processes relevant for 

manufacturing 

++ 0 ++ + 0 0 + ++ 0 + 

(3a) Include a broad range of DTs ++ ++ 0 + ++ 0 + 0 + + 

(3b) Provide an overview of the 

underlying technical 

mechanisms of how the DTs 

relate 

0 0 ++ + 0 + ++ + 0 0 

(4a) Facilitate (self) assessment 

and BA gap analysis 

+ + 0 0 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 

(4b) Include digital maturity levels 

of adoption 

0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 

(4c) Include resource optimization 

levels for maximizing resource 

efficiency and productivity 

0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 

+++ = framework satisfies criterion very strongly, ++ = framework satisfies criterion strongly, + = framework satisfies criterion moderately, 0  = framework 

does not meet criterion or only marginally.  
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temperature readings form the data. Thus, information is interpretation of 

this temperature represented by an average over the operating hours, or a 

description of the machine overheating. This could be an indication of an 

impending failure of the machine, for which a reactive maintenance scheme 

is created. Perhaps, knowledge can identify the possible reasons for the 

machine’s abnormal temperature readings. Known as condition-based 

maintenance, this could give insights into the machine’s actual condition 

and schedule maintenance. Finally, wisdom could then identify a specific 

trend in the temperature readings and project this across future operational 

planning and provide an optimal service window to correct the problem 

based on these predictions, known as predictive maintenance. 

4.2.2. Resource optimization capabilities 

Building on the analytics capabilities and generic interpretations by  

Siow et al. (2018), we provide the analytic capabilities, resource-spe-

cific interpretations, and supplementary questions to conform to COI 

and CE resource management. The resulting resource optimization 

capabilities present five levels of descriptive, diagnostic, discovery, pre-

dictive, and prescriptive analytics:  

• Descriptive is the preliminary step that answers the question “what 

happened” or “what is happening.” As such, it can be considered as 

the process of describing, aggregating, and adding context to raw 

data from an IoT device, thus transforming it into information.  

• Diagnostic builds on the information obtained from the descriptive 

level to understand “why something happened.” It tries to unravel 

the cause and effect of events and behaviors and augments knowl-

edge to the information. As a bridge to business models and in-

telligence, both descriptive and diagnostic levels provide hindsight 

value of what happened and why.  

• Discovery addresses the acute problem of high volumes in the IoT 

and big data. It employs inference, reasoning, and detection of non- 

trivial knowledge from information and data. It attempts to build a 

deeper understanding of why something happened by discovering 

additional trends and clusters, or something novel. As such, dis-

covery provides oversight value. 

• Predictive provides foresight value by identifying future prob-

abilities and trends to determine “what is likely to happen.” 

Predictive methods convert past knowledge to forecast events and 

behaviors, thereby obtaining wisdom. 

• Prescriptive draws actions and judgments from the forecasts pro-

vided by the predictive level, allowing for investigation of future 

opportunities or issues, and provides the best course of action. As 

such, the prescriptive level considers the inherent uncertainty of 

predicting the future and combines this with advanced optimization 

to answer the question “what if.” 

These capabilities can, for example, be observed in organizations 

adopting three levels of analytics: aspirational, experienced, and trans-

formed. Aspirational organizations use analytics in hindsight as a justifica-

tion of actions. Experienced organizations apply analytics to gain insights to 

guide decisions, while transformed organizations can achieve foresight and 

prescribe actions in advance of decision making (Siow et al., 2018). Like-

wise, for the CE, these capabilities represent organizational potential to 

increase resource efficiency and productivity. 

4.2.3. Data flow processes 

Similarly, data flow processes represent a hierarchical structure. 

Nonetheless, this is not necessarily always the case in practice. For in-

stance, all three processes of data collection, integration, and analytics 

may be employed to perform a descriptive analysis of what has hap-

pened. However, the rationale underlying this structure is emphasizing 

where the different DTs typically interconnect.  

• Data collection is the process of generating and gathering data 

from various heterogeneous sources such as the IoT, wireless sensor 

networks, and embedded systems.  

• Data integration is the process of contextualizing and curating these 

disparate data sources for analysis by preprocessing and aggregation. It 

relies on interoperability and context-awareness, which are typically 

included by big data, cloud computing, and fog computing. 

• Data analysis is the process of understanding the data for under-

pinning or deriving actionable decisions. It includes deployment and 

application of data with associated insights and foresight, facilitated by 

techniques such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep 

learning. 

Furthermore, storage and computing are abstract processes involved 

in each of the above steps. Overall, data can be piped from one step to 

another, and thus do not necessarily require physical storage in 

Fig. 4. The Smart CE framework.  
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separate locations. Similarly, computation can be done on a physical 

device or in transit (e.g., fog computing), and a separate computing 

component is not required (Siow et al., 2018). 

4.2.4. Maturity levels 

The hierarchical structure presented in the framework serves both 

as an organizing and adoption principle. Building on maturity thinking, 

the upper levels represent a greater potential of strategies to support or 

unburden human decision makers (blue arrow) and increase the effi-

ciency and productivity (green arrow) of the systemic resource. In other 

words, the structure illustrates different levels of operational maturity 

in implementing DTs for decoupling value creation from the con-

sumption of finite resources, building on extant research that considers 

the adoption of Industry 4.0 (Dalenogare, Benitez, Ayala, & Frank, 

2018; de Sousa Jabbour et al., 2018b; Frank et al., 2019; Qu, Ming, Liu, 

Zhang, & Hou, 2019). 

Moreover, the hierarchical structure of increasing maturity also 

indicates the aggregation of DTs as “Lego” blocks (Frank et al., 2019) 

for the application of autonomous functions (Qu et al., 2019). Hence, 

when a company matures and implements more advanced DTs (IoT, 

cloud computing, big data, and analytics, respectively), it can leverage 

self-sensing, self-adaptive, self-organizing, and self-deciding functions. 

Based on this, we theorize a correlation between increasing in-

dustrial automation and expanding systemic resource efficiency and 

productivity in a CE. Support for this can be seen in the automatic 

production processes of smart manufacturing, enabling improved 

quality, productivity, and flexibility of large-scale production for 

sustainable resource consumption (Dalenogare et al., 2018; de Sousa 

Jabbour, Jabbour, Foropon, & Godinho Filho, 2018a). 

4.3. Results of Phase 3 - State-of-the-practice review 

The literature review on smart circular strategies resulted in 65 included 

papers (27 from the database search). The practice review of case studies 

from the Circle Lab’s knowledge hub was filtered using the label 

“Incorporate digital technology,” resulting in 207 results. Both the case 

descriptions in this database and company website(s) illustrating the cases 

were consulted (in line with Adams et al. (2017)), resulting in 33 examples 

added for a total of 98 real-world and theoretical case examples. 

The Circular Strategies Scanner and the Smart CE framework enabled 

mapping of strategies into a matrix (represented by Figs. A.1–A.3 in  

Appendix A). The Scanner, representing the x-axis or the columns, covers a 

range of circular strategies relevant for manufacturing companies. The 

Smart CE framework, representing the y-axis or rows, covers DTs and dif-

ferent maturity levels of adoption. Strategies were then placed in a cell 

corresponding to the category, DTs, and maturity of the application. See  

Table 3 for a summary of the examples mapped or Appendix A for the 

detailed matrix and complementary case descriptions. The cases represent a 

mix of theorized applications and real-world examples (see Appendix B for 

reference number and theoretical/real-world labeling). 

The results show that both theorized and real-world examples embody 

all the circular strategy categories. Moreover, up to and including the pre-

scriptive level, the matrix has good coverage for all the categories, except 

the recirculation of parts, products, and materials. To address this issue and 

Table 3 

Summary of results where {} are real world cases and [] are theoretical cases.   
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outline avenues for future research, the authors propose examples of future 

strategies, where both literature and practice are incomplete. However, the 

overall satisfactory coverage of circular strategies supports the validity of 

the Smart CE framework. The final mapping outlined 100 theorized and 

real-world smart circular applications (including strategies from literature, 

practice, and the authors). 

In the following subsections, we explain how DTs can leverage 

various circular strategies, from operational processes to corporate 

strategies, along with excerpts from the example cases. However, for 

the purpose of this study, the focus is on operational strategies. 

4.3.1. Digital technologies supporting circular strategies in operational 

processes 

The first category of circular strategies discussed is Restore, Reduce, 

and Avoid. These strategies apply to raw materials and sourcing (e.g., 

use of recyclable materials and sourcing of waste), manufacturing (e.g., 

reworking and cascading by industrial symbiosis), logistics and energy 

(e.g., optimized routing and renewable energy), and product use and 

operations (e.g., product longevity and use of idle product capacity). In 

addition, end-of-use and end-of-life processes can be found in the 

strategies of Recirculation, both for parts and products (e.g., reuse and 

remanufacturing) and for materials (e.g., recycling and composting). 

To facilitate our discussion, we use an illustrative example (see Fig. 5) 

from each of these categories. The strategies are taken from Figs. A.1–A.3 in  

Appendix A and highlight examples of industrial symbiosis, maintenance, 

and recycling. In Fig. 5, we expand the examples with digital and human 

requirements for each level to illustrate the increasing ability of DTs to 

support or unburden human decision makers (providing increased quality, 

productivity, and flexibility). One way to understand this is that the digital 

and human elements together represent all the decisions needed to co-

ordinate resource flow for a specific strategy. Hence, when the number of 

decisions made by DTs increases, the decisions made by humans decrease or 

shift, providing flexibility for pursuing increased resource productivity. Note 

that we are not detailing the ideal digital and human requirements for 

implementation, but rather a proposed structure for explanatory purposes. 

Restore, Reduce, and Avoid 

In this category, the strategies target the prevention of excessive re-

source use and improve the inherent efficiency and circularity potential in 

the manufacturing process. For instance, industrial symbiosis, where the 

outgoing flow from one manufacturing facility is used by another, reduces 

and, in some cases, replaces a company’s reliance on virgin raw materials. 

The descriptive level of DTs can support this strategy by describing and 

monitoring the type, quantity, and timing of input for current material flows 

(Bin et al., 2015; EMF, 2016; Pagoropoulos et al., 2017). This requires, for 

instance, IoT sensors for accurate collection and measurement of flow and/ 

or aggregated information from internal sourcing, inventory, and logistics 

databases. When integrated with analytics, this may allow the discovery of 

new and alternative waste-to-resource matches and potential eco-networks 

for their application (if linked with information from other manufacturing 

facilities) (Bin et al., 2015; Low et al., 2018; Song, Yeo, Kohls, & Herrmann, 

2017). Ultimately, on a prescriptive level, self-optimizing algorithms may be 

capable of automatically prescribing and arranging the exchange of flows 

through self-adapting sourcing plans (Srai et al., 2016). 

Similar solutions, with analytics capabilities ranging from descriptive to 

prescriptive, can be envisioned for other strategies, including agriculture 

(EMF, 2016; Smart Bin, 2020) and natural resource conservation 

(Aquabyte, 2020; CreateView, 2020), manufacturing (Airfaas, 2020; Fisher, 

Watson, Escrig, & Gomes, 2019; KemConnect, 2020), product use and op-

erations (Bressanelli et al., 2018b; Pham et al., 2019; Rymaszewska, Helo, & 

Gunasekaran, 2017), logistics (12Return, Liebig, Piatkowski, Bockermann, 

& Morik, 2020; Liebig et al., 2014), and energy (Shrouf et al., 2014; Tomra, 

2020). For instance, examples include optimized vehicle and fleet usage 

(Sensoneo, 2020), reverse logistics planning (Cirmar, 2020), and opera-

tional scheduling based on the availability of renewable energy (Qayyum 

et al., 2015) (see Figs. A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A for further examples and 

details). 

Recirculation of Parts and Products 

In this category, strategies recirculate parts and products by extending 

existing use cycles and introducing new ones. Strategies extending the ex-

isting use cycle typically fall under the subcategories of upgrade, repair, and 

maintenance. Strategies extending the new use cycle fall under the reuse, 

refurbish, remanufacture, and repurpose subcategories. An example of DTs 

leveraging such processes can be seen in various levels of data-driven 

maintenance. First, on the descriptive level, DTs can trigger a request for 

repair based on sudden product failure, for instance, through a reactive 

maintenance scheme (Bressanelli et al., 2018a; Caterpillar, 2020; 

Rymaszewska et al., 2017). Furthermore, the information obtained from the 

descriptive strategy can be used to explore and discover new patterns or 

potential for alternative life cycle-extending operations, for instance, 

through a condition-based maintenance scheme (Baines & Lightfoot, 2014; 

Bressanelli et al., 2018b; Rymaszewska et al., 2017). Ultimately, a pre-

scriptive maintenance scheme may be employed to autonomously de-

termine the need for, and scheduling of, maintenance and replacement of 

parts (Rajala, Hakanen, Mattila, Seppälä, & Westerlund, 2018). This re-

quires more advanced algorithms, for instance, deep learning methods such 

as artificial neural networks and operational data paired with maintenance 

logs and failure data for improved fault diagnosis and decision support (Li, 

Wang, & Wang, 2017) (see Fig. A.3 in Appendix A for further examples and 

details). 

Recirculation of Materials 

In this category, strategies recirculate materials via the effective 

application of end-of-life strategies, with the purpose of capturing (re-

sidual) value or reducing value loss through the continued use of ma-

terials. Moreover, these strategies can be further categorized into re-

cycling, cascading, and recovery. 

An example of DTs supporting such strategies can be observed with 

smart bins (Bin-e, 2020; GreenSpin, 2018; Sensoneo, 2020), which increase 

the traceability of materials location and quantity to correctly select an end- 

of-life strategy (Nasiri, Tura, & Ojanen, 2017), or in the incentivization of 

increased recycling based on pay-as-you-throw models (WasteIQ, 2020). If 

paired with material grades, this information can, in turn, be used to dis-

cover new and more effective material cascades, for instance, through di-

gital material marketplaces (Cirmar, 2020; Excess Materials Exchange, 

2020) utilizing data mining methods on open access material databases. 

Finally, data on materials quantity, composition, and quality can be used by 

self-optimizing algorithms (e.g., swarm intelligence or long short-term 

memory networks) to perform automatic cost-benefit analysis and optimal 

selection of end-of-life strategies (see Fig. A.3 in Appendix A for further 

examples and details). 

4.3.2. Digital technologies supporting circular strategies related to corporate 

strategy 

Reinvent the Paradigm 

Reinvent, or refuse, strategies strive to fully decouple value creation 

from the consumption of finite resources. This may be achieved by 

making physical products redundant through offering the same func-

tion, or combined functions, in other products/services. The prominent 

technical mechanism in this category is virtualization. The virtual 

contrasts with the real or physical, and implies having the essence, or 

effect, without a real-life appearance or form. As such, virtualization 

has an inherent use for reinvention and refusal. 

Virtualization removes fundamental constraints concerning loca-

tion, time, and human observation (Verdouw, Beulens, & Van Der 

Vorst, 2013). This is a fundamental element, or building block, of DTs’ 

contribution to the CE as it allows to gather information across different 

stages of the industrial life cycle. Furthermore, virtualization enables 

the design of more modular, repairable products that can be easily 

(digitally) updated (Antikainen et al., 2018), and the simulation of new 

and alternative CE approaches (Lieder, Asif, & Rashid, 2020). 

Industrial examples are digital twins (Kuehn, 2018; Pham et al., 

2019), virtual supply chains (Liebig et al., 2014), and digital manu-

facturing (Jeschke, Brecher, Meisen, Özdemir, & Eschert, 2017; Qu 
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et al., 2019). An example of digital twins, virtual representation of 

products is combined with analytics for better decision making in 

complex manufacturing scenarios. For instance, by simulating future 

production plans or operational modes, digital twins can be used to test- 

drive various circular strategies in a virtual environment before a de-

cision is applied to the real-world system (Kuehn, 2018). This enables 

organizations to reinvent and explore strategies before their application 

(see Fig. A.1 in Appendix A for further examples and details). 

Rethink & Reconfigure Value Chain Creation Architecture 

Rethink, or reconfigure, strategies focus on new ways of delivering a 

function and/or value proposition through circular business model in-

novations, such as usage and performance-based models (Bundles, 

2020; Klickrent, 2020; WasteIQ, 2020). Broadly, the design of most 

physical products does not change radically with time. However, with 

the recent digitalization efforts, many products are now embedded with 

software and analytics (or digital materiality) that do change. This 

opens for new smart product-service systems and business model con-

figurations (Alcayaga et al., 2019). 

Integrating DTs to rethink and reconfigure value creation mechan-

isms requires companies to strengthen their BA capabilities and become 

data-driven. A data-driven organization entails that decision makers 

base their actions on data and insights generated from analytics rather 

than instinct. Studies evidence that companies that embrace a data- 

driven approach experienced noticeable gains in business development, 

Fig. 5. Illustrative examples with representative requirements (see Figs. A.1–A.3 in Appendix A for further examples and details).  
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productivity, and profitability (McAfee, Brynjolfsson, Davenport, Patil, 

& Barton, 2012; Waller & Fawcett, 2013), suggesting that similar gains 

in sustainable development and the CE could be found. For instance,  

Romero and Noran (2017) introduce the concept of “green sensing 

virtual enterprises,” whose predictive and agile capabilities enable 

better self-environmental awareness and intelligence for the CE (see  

Fig. A.1 in Appendix A for further examples and details). 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Research implications 

This work presents a digital-enabled circular strategies framework 

and extends the existing body of knowledge on how to leverage DTs for 

CE adoption. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the paper con-

tributes by proposing a novel framework and database to align several 

calls for action within sustainable development and the CE, such as that 

by the European Commission (2020a). As such, it provides a concrete 

framework that can be used as a point of reference for using DTs in 

supporting and enabling CE adoption and the enactment of circular 

strategies. While much of the business-related literature is grounded on 

corresponding theoretical perspectives that explain the value-gen-

erating mechanisms of different strategies, the same cannot be stated in 

the context of circular strategies. As such, the proposed framework can 

be used as a basis upon which researchers can examine the impact that 

different technologies, applied in different contexts, have on the en-

ablement of circular strategies and corresponding SDGs. 

Our framework is scoped to address DTs’ lack of support for COI in 

manufacturing and significantly improve on the existing digital CE 

frameworks; see Table 4. The main difference between related frame-

works and our framework is that existing frameworks summarize high- 

level strategies, possibilities, and/or capabilities, while our model ex-

tends this with a detailed structure to systematically support practi-

tioners in searching, analyzing, and advancing smart circular strategies. 

Our framework makes the following contributions: (1) a detailed un-

derstanding of the relationship between the technical mechanisms of 

DTs and the strategic and operational strategies of the CE, (2) the ability 

to map strategies with their associated and target level of maturity, (3) 

the ability to accommodate multiple circular strategies and find new 

opportunities for innovation through example best practices, (4) the 

ability to derive digital requirements and BA capabilities for im-

plementing circular strategies, and (5) guidance on how to leverage DTs 

to maximize resource efficiency and productivity for a given context. 

In addition, our framework complements previous contributions by 

allowing both researchers and practitioners to communicate better 

across the boundaries of disciplines. It highlights key technical me-

chanisms needed for a more data-driven mode of CE business opera-

tions. By extension, our framework provides the basis for further ex-

ploration of the BA resources and capabilities central to the adoption of 

circular strategies. From a research standpoint, our framework high-

lights the role of novel DTs in shaping the information value chain 

within the context of the CE. Thereby, it differentiates between strategic 

and operational circular strategies, decomposing them into specific 

attainable approaches and the corresponding DT resources required to 

foster them. Therefore, it introduces a structured approach in bridging 

the technical, operational, and strategic aspects of circular strategies. 

5.2. Practical implications 

The example strategies presented in the matrix form a knowledge 

base that, when organized using the Smart CE framework, may be used 

by organizations for BA gap analysis and to create roadmaps toward CE 

Table 4 

Overview of the improvements the new framework makes in relation to the development criteria.     

Criteria of the new framework: Smart CE 

framework 

Summary of improvements  

(1) A tool for inspiring, motivating and aligning people 

across disciplines 

+++ The Smart CE has an improved capacity to serve as a hub, or gateway, where stakeholders 

can easily connect through a combined set of intuitive framework elements and inspiring 

examples. 

(2a) Include a broad range of circular strategies +++ Drawing from the Circular Strategies Scanner, the Smart CE encompasses a broad range of 

strategies, from incremental (e.g., restore, reduce, and avoid) to transformative (e.g., rethink 

and reconfigure). 

(2b) Support the translation of circular strategies to business 

processes relevant for manufacturing 

++ Building on the categories from the Circular Strategies Scanner, the Smart CE organizes 

circular strategies into business processes they are applicable. For instance, rethink and 

reconfigure applies to strategic initiatives and business model innovation while the rest apply 

to operational processes such as material sourcing and product use and operations. 

(3a) Include a broad range of DTs ++ The Smart CE combines three system-level DTs of IoT, Big Data, and Data Analytics—each 

integrating several base-level DTs (e.g., embedded systems and machine learning). The 

respective DTs have been comprehensively evaluated and defined for the purpose of the 

framework. 

(3b) Provide an overview of the underlying technical 

mechanisms of how the DTs relate 

+++ The three elements of data transformation levels, resource optimization capabilities, and 

data flow processes provide a comprehensive structure (based on well-known ICT 

architectures and theoretical underpinnings) to understand, detail, and integrate DTs. 

(4a) Facilitate (self) assessment and BA gap analysis +++ The Smart CE can be directly used as a tool for mapping strategies that are currently applied, 

explore new ones, and how they can be improved through digital and/or human 

interventions. 

(4b) Include digital maturity levels of adoption +++ The hierarchical structure of the Smart CE builds on maturity thinking and Industry 4.0 

adoption by representing a structure gradually increasing in complexity through the 

aggregation of DTs and autonomous functions. 

(4c) Include resource optimization levels for maximizing 

resource efficiency and productivity 

++ The Smart CE unites levels of digital maturity with resource optimization and provides 

guidance on how to leverage DTs to maximize resource efficiency and productivity for a 

specific circular strategy. 

+++ = framework satisfies criterion very strongly, ++ = framework satisfies criterion strongly, + = framework satisfies criterion moderately, 

0  = framework does not meet criterion or only marginally.  
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adoption. A primary requirement for effectively leveraging smart cir-

cular strategies and tactics is the alignment of BA development with the 

business model. Hence, managers, in particular, may find both the 

framework and the knowledge base useful for effectively aligning DT 

implementation with COI and business model development by (1) 

identifying which smart circular strategies are primarily important to 

the company, (2) mapping the current level of digital maturity and CE 

adoption, (3) establishing the required level of digital maturity neces-

sary to implement a desired smart circular strategy, and (4) deriving BA 

factors essential for its successful adoption. 

To demonstrate this, Fig. 1 illustrates how parts of such a mapping 

could be done by first identifying which current circular strategies and 

DTs have been implemented. Second, the framework can be used to 

gauge the target maturity level or smart circular strategy that is of 

strategic importance. This serves as a benchmark upon which managers 

can allocate necessary resources and deploy the corresponding tech-

nologies to attain the targeted level of maturity. Finally, by developing 

a roadmap for implementation using BA gap analysis, it is possible to 

compare the current and desired BA capabilities. This is a particularly 

useful tool for practitioners, who typically have very few practical 

guidelines to proceed with digitally enabling circular strategies. The 

framework can, therefore, be used to not only identify the target ob-

jectives but also to provide support in realizing these strategies. It also 

complements existing methods that are more focused on leveraging 

data artefacts, or that consider such strategies from a broader industry 

perspective (van de Wetering, Mikalef, & Helms, 2017). Some empirical 

studies have worked in this direction, such as that of Kristoffersen et al. 

(2019), who provide a custom data science process and analytic support 

for the CE. 

5.3. Limitations and avenues for future research 

This paper is a first step in detailing the mechanisms and strategies 

of a Smart CE. The work seeks to balance both comprehensiveness and 

relevance. However, the work possesses certain limitations and further 

investigation and alignment between researchers and practitioners can 

help to build the research stream and ensure merit. 

First, as the paper presents theoretical groundings, it advocates 

further empirical research on the Smart CE research stream, for in-

stance, in the form of expert interviews and surveys to investigate the 

organizational aspects that are decisive when adopting DTs for the CE. 

Specifically, researchers could study the key BA factors (i.e., organi-

zational resources and capabilities) needed to effectively leverage cir-

cular strategies, for example, through the lens of the resource-based 

view. Furthermore, this should be extended with practical implications 

and lessons for managers, explicitly addressing their role in effectively 

organizing firm resources for Smart CE adoption. 

Second, given its theoretical development process, the proposed 

framework should be empirically validated with a set of companies to 

(1) determine the clarity of the framework elements and strategies 

presented, (2) detail a process for self-assessment and BA gap analysis, 

and (3) identify how it can be further improved to better support COI in 

manufacturing, related industries, and extended with a broader range 

of DTs (e.g., blockchain and 3D printing). It is also noted that the de-

finitions, organizing principles, and frameworks were evaluated 

through a subjective interpretive process. However, the theoretical 

validation process, by mapping strategies, offers justification. 

Third, alignment with data science and BA process methodologies 

should be explored in greater depth, as done by Kristoffersen et al. 

(2019). This could take the form of in-depth case studies of specific 

smart circular strategies, such as predictive maintenance, to provide an 

in-depth understanding of the implementation practices and process 

methodologies. 

Building on the rich underpinnings of the strategies described and 

the comprehensive theory covered in this study, the authors anticipate 

that these issues may hold merit in contributing to future studies. The 

theoretical and real-world applications mapped clearly outline the pre- 

paradigmatic nature of this subject and the need to strengthen em-

pirical research through in-depth case studies, action research, and 

quantitative surveys to investigate the cause-and-effect relationship 

between DTs and the CE. 

6. Conclusion 

Motivated by the role of DTs and the CE in achieving SDG 12 of 

“sustainable consumption and production,” by reducing the need for 

extraction of finite and virgin resources, this paper proposes a theore-

tically grounded framework and database of examples of the Smart CE. 

It supports the identification of new and alternative manufacturing 

strategies that can provide additional value propositions to customers, 

while negating or reducing structural waste. Through a review of extant 

research and frameworks, organizing principles and synthesis were 

given by the Smart CE framework on how to understand the relation-

ship between DTs and the CE through common technical mechanisms. 

To validate and elaborate the framework, several examples of dif-

ferent circular strategies relevant to manufacturing companies were 

collected from both academic literature and real-world case databases. 

The examples were aggregated in a matrix by combining the Smart CE 

framework and the Circular Strategies Scanner. The placement of these 

cases within the framework confirms that DTs and associated BA cap-

abilities indeed hold different potential with regards to optimizing re-

source efficiency and productivity. These examples illustrate how dif-

ferent DTs and their associated BA capabilities support capturing 

different levels of resource efficiency and productivity. Using the fra-

mework and matrix as a guide, (self) assessments can be conducted to 

evaluate the DTs and BA capabilities companies presently have and 

those needed to capitalize on the desired value creation and capture 

capacities of circular strategies. As such, the Smart CE framework and 

associated knowledge base of theorized and real-world cases serves as a 

novel contribution in this emerging research field. 

This work has contributed to the body of knowledge for the suc-

cessful implementation of the CE by appropriately leveraging data from 

intelligent resources. Both practitioners and researchers may find this 

work useful to (1) create roadmaps, prioritize strategic initiatives, set 

targets, and facilitate gap analysis between BA requirements and cap-

abilities to achieve new or improved smart circular strategies, and (2) 

create a common language for aligning activities across the boundaries 

of disciplines (e.g., information systems and CE fields). Accordingly, 

this paper establishes a much needed, and underexplored, link between 

two emerging fields. The Smart CE shows how DTs can support in be-

coming more resource-efficient. Specifically, for businesses, this work 

shows the BA capabilities required for accomplishing this. 

The smart use of resources in the CE can be supported by the 

creation, extraction, processing, and sharing of data from DTs. 

Effectively using this digital transformation will be pivotal for organi-

zations in transitioning to, and leveraging, the CE at scale. 
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Appendix A. The smart CE matrix 

Figs. A.1–A.3. 

Fig. A.1. The Smart CE matrix I/III.  
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Fig. A.2. The Smart CE matrix II/III.  
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Appendix B. Reference coding of the smart circular strategies 

T: theoretical case (40 cases in total), R: real world case (58 cases in total)  

1. (Govindan, Soleimani, & Kannan, 2015) - T  

2. (Pagoropoulos et al., 2017) - T  

3. (Bressanelli et al., 2018b) - R  

4. (Antikainen et al., 2018) - T  

5. (Bin et al., 2015) - T  

6. (Nechifor, Petrescu, Damian, Puiu, & Târnaucă, 2014) - T  

7. (Rajala et al., 2018) - T  

8. (Romero & Noran, 2017) - T  

9. (Spring & Araujo, 2017) - T  

10. (EMF, 2016) - T  

11. (Zhou, Cai, Xiao, Chen, & Zeng, 2018) - R  

12. (Nobre & Tavares, 2017) - T  

13. (Jabbour et al., 2019) - T  

14. (Baines & Lightfoot, 2014) - T  

15. (Jayaraman, Ross, & Agarwal, 2008) - R  

16. (Lenka, Parida, & Wincent, 2017) - R  

17. (Parida, Sjödin, Wincent, & Kohtamäki, 2014) - R  

18. (Reuter, 2016) - T  

19. (Reim, Parida, & Örtqvist, 2015) - T  

20. (Rymaszewska et al., 2017) - R 

Fig. A.3. The Smart CE matrix III/III.  
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21. (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014) - T  

22. (Bressanelli et al., 2018a) - R  

23. (Nasiri et al., 2017) - T  

24. (Vargheese & Dahir, 2014) - T  

25. (Gupta, Chen, Hazen, Kaur, & Gonzalez, 2019) - T  

26. (Low et al., 2018) - R  

27. (Molka-Danielsen, Engelseth, & Wang, 2018) - R  

28. (Salminen, Ruohomaa, & Kantola, 2017) - T  

29. (Ge & Jackson, 2014) - T  

30. (Lieder & Rashid, 2016) - T  

31. (Srai et al., 2016) - T  

32. (Allmendinger & Lombreglia, 2005) - T  

33. (EMF, 2013) - T  

34. (Liebig et al., 2014) - R  

35. (Verdouw et al., 2013) - R  

36. (He, Yan, & Da Xu, 2014) - T  

37. (Ploennigs, Schumann, & Lécué, 2014) - R  

38. (Hofmann, 2017) - T  

39. (Odero, Ochara, & Quenum, 2017) - T  

40. (Qayyum et al., 2015) - T  

41. (Yoo, Boland, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 2009) - T  

42. (Normann, 2001) - T  

43. (Michel, Vargo, & Lusch, 2008) - T  

44. (Marshall, 2018) - R  

45. (Tomra, 2020) - R  

46. (Phillips, 2020) - R  

47. (Shrouf et al., 2014) - T  

48. (WasteIQ, 2020) - T  

49. (Akanbi, Oyedele, Omoteso, et al., 2019) - R  

50. (Torsæter, 2019) - R  

51. (Song et al., 2017) - R  

52. (Akinade & Oyedele, 2019) - R  

53. (Yang, Aravind Raghavendra, Kaminski, & Pepin, 2018) - R  

54. (Akanbi, Oyedele, Davila Delgado, et al., 2019) - R  

55. (Gligoric et al., 2019) - R  

56. (Aquabyte, 2020) - R  

57. (CreateView, 2020) - R  

58. (Smith, 2013) - R  

59. (Airfaas, 2020) - R  

60. (KemConnect, 2020) - R  

61. (Excess Materials Exchange, 2020) - R  

62. (DOZR, 2020) - R  

63. (The Internet of Clothes, 2020) - R  

64. (The Economist, 2017a) - R  

65. (Style Lend, 2020) - R  

66. (Los Angeles Times, 2013) - R  

67. (Smart Bin, 2020) - R  

68. (GreenSpin, 2018) - R  

69. (Cirmar, 2020) - R  

70. (Bundles, 2020) - R  

71. (The Economist, 2017b) - R  

72. (Too Good To Go, 2020) - R  

73. (MIND Mobility, 2020) - R  

74. (FIBERSORT, 2020) - R  

75. (TimAnn-Box, 2020) - R  

76. (Caterpillar, 2020) - R  

77. (Peters, 2016) - R  

78. (Madaster, 2020) - R  

79. (Aurora, 2019) - R  

80. (Klickrent, 2020) - R  

81. (12Return, 2020) - R  

82. (Aiir Innovations, 2020) - R  

83. (Clancy, 2017) - R  

84. (Kuehn, 2018) - R  

85. (Qu et al., 2019) - T  

86. (Sensoneo, 2020) - R 
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87. (Jabbour et al., 2020) - R  

88. (Dev, Shankar, & Qaiser, 2020) - T  

89. (Monostori et al., 2016) - T  

90. (Bin-e, 2020) - R  

91. (Pham et al., 2019) - R  

92. (Fisher et al., 2019) - T  

93. (Lin, Yu, & Chen, 2019) - T  

94. (Turner et al., 2019) - T  

95. (Lieder et al., 2020) - R  

96. (Jeschke et al., 2017) - T  

97. (Charnley et al., 2019) - R  

98. (Li, Wang, et al., 2017) - R 
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Abstract. To date, data science and analytics have received much
attention from organizations seeking to explore how to use their massive
volumes of data to create value and accelerate the adoption of Circular
Economy (CE) concepts. The correct utilization of analytics with circular
strategies may enable a step change that goes beyond incremental effi-
ciency gains towards a more sustainable and circular economy. However,
the adoption of such smart circular strategies by the industry is lagging,
and few studies have detailed how to operationalize this potential at
scale. Motivated by this, this study seeks to address how organizations
can better structure their data understanding and preparation to align
with overall business and CE goals. Therefore, based on the literature
and a case study the relationship between data science and the CE is
explored, and a generic process model is proposed. The proposed pro-
cess model extends the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining
(CRISP-DM) with an additional phase of data validation and integrates
the concept of analytic profiles. We demonstrate its application for the
case study of a manufacturing company seeking to implement the smart
circular strategy - predictive maintenance.

Keywords: Data science · Circular Economy ·
Predictive maintenance · Business analytics · CRISP-DM

1 Introduction

In recent years, the concept of Circular Economy (CE) has received significant
attention from businesses, policymakers, and researchers as a way to promote
sustainable development [25]. With the aim of decoupling value-creation from the
consumption of finite resources, CE leverages a range of restorative, efficiency,
and productivity oriented strategies to keep products, components, and materials
in use for longer [16,17]. Nevertheless, the adoption of CE by the industry so
far is modest [26,54,61]. This also holds for manufacturing companies. Although
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they play a vital role in the creation of value, little improvements are seen in
their decoupling from linear consumption of resources.

In parallel, the emergence of new technologies as the Internet of Things,
Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence - collectively known as Digital Technologies
(DTs) - have encouraged a paradigm shift for industrial production, the ‘Fourth
Industrial Revolution’. These DTs are seen as one of the key enablers for a wider
adoption and accelerated transition to CE [19,20]. Moreover, they form the oper-
ational building blocks of a more efficient and effective CE, the Smart CE.

The significance of DTs to transition to a CE however is argued to be more
than a technical challenge [64]. First, it requires a clear data and business ana-
lytics strategy, the right people to effect a data-driven cultural change, and it
demands the organization to appropriately structure their departments to align
the analytics capability with their overall business strategy. Kiron and Shockley
[36], concur and note that organizations have to develop data-oriented manage-
ment systems both to make sense of the increasing volumes of data and, more
importantly, for transforming the insights into business value and a competitive
advantage. Supporting this transformation, by the use of analytics methods, is
the data science process1 [57]. However, there seems to be a gap between the
output of these insights and the generation of business value [14,44,66]. As high-
lighted by extensive research, this is often due to the ineffective integration of
data science methods within the organization [2,14,21,38,66].

Extant data science methodologies have not yet been scoped or demonstrated
for the context of CE. For instance, the study [20] only presents the need for a
process covering data collection, data engineering, algorithm development, and
algorithm refinement within the CE without detailing how to operationalize it.
Contributions are more commonly seen on topics such as service design [45],
or the technical details of analyzing data, e.g., [11]. In this work, we recognize
the importance of aligning an organizations analytics development with overall
business and CE initiatives. The process discussed in this paper differs from pre-
vious contributions in three ways: First, it extends the Cross-Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) with an additional phase of data vali-
dation. Second, it consolidates an organization’s analytics knowledge base by
integrating the concept of analytic profiles. Third, the process is demonstrated
for the context of CE by the case study of predictive maintenance (PdM) for an
original equipment manufacturer (OEM). We use PdM as an example here as it
is a prominent smart circular strategy (facilitating for extending the use-cycle,
increasing the utilization and looping/cascading assets), allowing for generaliza-
tion to other strategies.

The remainder of the work is detailed in following sections. Section 2 gives
background on the data science and the concept of CE, thereafter Sect. 3 presents
the research approach followed for this work. Section 4 presents the proposed
CRISP-DM process model modifications, whilst Sect. 4.1 details the case study of
PdM for CE. Finally, the paper is concluded and further work presented in Sect. 5.

1 In this paper, we use the expressions process, method, and methodology interchange-
able as a set of activities that interact to produce a result.
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2 Background

2.1 Data Science

Data science is a multidisciplinary field encompassing tools, methods, and sys-
tems from statistics and data analytics (hereby referred to as analytics) applied
to large volumes of data with the purpose of deriving insights for decision-making
support [21,38,48,57,66]. As such, data science may include the collection and
use of data to: (i) better understand the business operation and provide cur-
rent state evaluation of performance, (ii) transform the organization from being
reactive to proactive in business decision-making through use of predictive ana-
lytics, (iii) improve customer service through use of data to build a more coher-
ent knowledge base and understanding of customer needs, and (iv) increase the
efficiency, enhance the effectiveness and facilitate the implementation of CE con-
cepts at scale (e.g., by optimizing circular infrastructures, business models, and
products-service systems) [13,20,44,47,48].

Fig. 1. Phases of the CRISP-DM process model [10]

Research shows that companies embracing data science have experienced
noticeable gains in business development (i.e., productivity and profitability)
[44,66]. However, the impact of data science is not limited to commercial endeav-
ours alone. For instance, studies show improved sustainability for building energy
management [46], predictive capabilities in supply chain management [66], health
care services in the medical industry [50] and environmental impact of the man-
ufacturing and process industry [29,34]. However, the effects for the CE is still
largely unexplored.
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To support the effective integration of data science within organizations, vari-
ous methodologies have been proposed in the literature (e.g., KDD and SEMMA
[22,59]). The most commonly used is the CRISP-DM process model created by
IBM, reporting a use level of 43% followed by 28% of companies using their
own methodology [53]. CRISP-DM is described in terms of a hierarchical and
cyclic process model composed of six phases (see Fig. 1), each consisting of sev-
eral generic tasks (e.g., clean data), specialized tasks (e.g., cleaning of numerical
and categorical values) and process instances (i.e., how these tasks are opera-
tionalized through different actions, decisions and results). The methodology is
designed to be generic, complete and stable, meaning that it should cover the
whole analytics development process for all possible applications, and should be
valid for yet unforeseen developments (e.g., new analytics modeling techniques)
[10]. Despite the high reported level of use, the methodology appears to not be
in active development. We recognize that IBM have later proposed an exten-
sion to CRISP-DM called the Analytics Solutions Unified Method (ASUM-DM)
[30]. However, ASUM-DM differs only in the operational/deployment aspects
of the process and describes the same phases for development. Therefore, given
CRISP-DM’s continued widespread adoption from practitioners and inherent
generic, complete and stable design, we have chosen it as our reference model.
As a stand-alone data science process, CRISP-DM has been successful within
its bounds [67]. However, suggestions for the following shortcomings have been
made [6,55] (the issues are addressed in Sect. 4):

(i) the lack of a good management view to track and communicate knowl-
edge/insights,

(ii) the lack of assessment of analytics implementation feasibility (e.g. by lever-
aging a maturity assessment or gap analysis),

(iii) despite its widespread adoption, the process is not always understood by the
wider business community, hence it is difficult to manage actual business
value of the analyses,

(iv) the iterations do not loop back to the business level (prior to analytics
modeling) for domain specific knowledge after the first two phases,

(v) and lack of control of added value.

2.2 Circular Economy

CE emerged as an umbrella concept in the 2010s as an approach to achieve
sustainability [7], and encompass a range of strategies for narrowing, slowing
and closing material and energy flows [8,18] as a means for addressing structural
waste. Although the CE concept continues to grow and gain attention, it remains
in an early stage of development. Therefore, a detailed definition of CE is still
missing in the literature [24,31,35,41]. However, one of the most prominent
definitions has been provided by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation [15,17], where
CE is defined as a system “that provides multiple value creation mechanisms,
which are decoupled from the consumption of finite resources.”

CE strategies span from operational processes (i.e., restore, reduce, recir-
culate, and avoid) to more strategic, and business models related, strategies
(i.e., reinvent, rethink, and reconfigure). DTs is highlighted by literature as an136
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important enabler of CE strategies [4,9,19,49,51]. However, the adoption by
industry is meager, and the research is still in a pre-paradigmatic stage [51].
Using DTs for the CE, Smart CE, promotes a sustainable ecosystem where assets
(products, components, materials, and so on) are given virtual, or digital coun-
terparts that allows for the sensing, communication, interaction, and exchange
of data. By embedding software and analytics intelligence within or connected to
these assets allows for easier manipulation and automation of the assets and of
the environment, or system, in which they operate - enabling an increase of the
systemic resource efficiency and productivity of the CE. This can for instance
be seen with the data-driven maintenance strategy, or smart circular strategy,
PdM [1,43,62]. PdM is a pertinent strategy for OEMs seeking to transition to
the CE. OEMs offer one of the highest potential for environmental and economic
impact of any sector [19]. In the European Union, material savings alone have
been estimated to USD 650 billion for a full CE transition [15]. A gross part of
this potential can be linked back to PdM by its three CE value drivers [19]:

Extending the life cycle: correct condition-assessment for need of and
scheduling of appropriate life cycle extending operations,
Increasing utilization: reduce unplanned downtime and increased equip-
ment effectiveness,
Looping the asset: improve insight and transparency into asset’s condition
and usage history.

Achieving a Smart CE requires companies to reconfigure and blend their
existing value creation mechanisms with new innovative digital strategies. Blend-
ing digital strategies with value offerings require companies to become data-
driven (i.e., decision-makers base their actions on data and insights generated
from analytics, rather than instinct). Supporting this, Janssen et al. [33] argue
that the quality of these evidence-based decisions depends largely on the qual-
ity of the inputs and the process that transforms these inputs into outputs -
essentially the data science process.

3 Research Approach

The proposed process was developed based on an analysis of the data understand-
ing and data preparation phases of the current CRISP-DM 1.0 step-by-step data
mining guide [10] together with insights from company engagement under the
CIRCit research project [12]. Given the exploratory nature of the research and
the pre-paradigmatic stage of the field [51], case study research was chosen as the
methodology for empirical investigation [69]. The case study research method-
ology is particularly suitable for the initial stage of investigation [31] as it help
provide insights with relatively good understanding of the complexity and nature
of the phenomenon [65]. Moreover, even a single case study can provide scientific
development through a deep understanding of the problem and the capturing of
experiences [23].

A research protocol was used in order to ensure reliability and validity of the
findings, including case study design, data collection, data analysis, and formal-
ization of results [69]. The company was selected based on a judgmental sampling137
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technique [28]. First, the company should be from the manufacturing industry
and have interest in, or experience with, the CE. Second, the company need to
have sensory/operation data available for analytics and Smart CE investigation
for this paper. To this regard, a Nordic OEM company manufacturing and ser-
vicing industrial cranes, who is particular interested in PdM, was contacted and
accepted to participate in the project and case study. However, the company
identity has been concealed here to protect their business interests.

Following the research protocol, data collection was performed through sev-
eral semi-structured interviews to first gather general information about the
context of the company before the operation data were exchanged and insights
specific to analytics and PdM were collected. Following the collection of organi-
zational and operation data, analytics investigation was performed to evaluate
the potential PdM and set implementation requirements. Then, the last face of
the protocol was conducted, looking for possible procedural improvements of the
CRISP-DM model to meet the requirements from analytics.

4 An Enhanced CRISP-DM Process Model

Asset and process management research argue that data should be specifically
structured for the intended use within the work flow [27,57]. Analytics research
concur and note that insight is more obtainable when the data has been prepro-
cessed for a specific domain of analysis [32,37,42,52,68]. To this effect, and to
address the previous highlighted shortcomings, we propose an extended CRISP-
DM process model. The proposed process model adds an additional phase called
data validation (addressing issues (iv) and (v)), and argues for the integration of
analytic profiles (addressing issues (i) and (iii)) as a core element of the process.
Figure 2 illustrates the enhanced CRISP-DM process model developed.

Fig. 2. An enhanced CRISP-DM process model138
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In CRISP-DM, there is no validation between the data preparation phase
and the modeling phase against the specific business domain [6,48]. Specifically,
once the data is prepared for modeling, only the criterion needed to ensure
optimal analytics model performance are considered [48,67]. Thus, a complete
understanding of whether the data which is prepared is a valid representation
of the original problem is not guaranteed. General data preparation methods
alter the original data, and there is often loss in information specific to the
domain that should be monitored [5,48]. As such, this may result in sub-optimal
solutions that miss the mark on the intended capturing of business value [55,63].
Therefore, we argue that data validation should be done by the re-involvement of
the business entity, or domain experts, to validate that a proper understanding of
the data and business problem have been reached, and include data preparation
methods tailored for the given analytic profile. The data validation phase may
result in a re-iteration of the data understanding and/or the data preparation
phase(s) (indicated by a single arrow back in the diagram).

Analytic profiles are defined as structures that standardize the collection,
application and re-use of analytics insights and models for key business entities
[60]. As such, an analytic profile is an abstract collection of knowledge, mainly
used in the business and data understanding phases, that lists the best practices
for a particular analytics use case, or problem. Analytic profiles may have differ-
ent levels of granularity depending in the use case and the organization’s level of
experience. However, information on the following elements should be included:

– Use case description defining the business goal (e.g., predict the remaining
useful life of a crane),

– Domain specific insights important for the use case (e.g., knowledge about
typical crane failures and causes),

– Data sources relevant for the use case (e.g., time-series data of crane oper-
ation and service data with failure modes),

– Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) or metrics for assessing the ana-
lytics implementation performance (e.g., crane failure rate, downtime and
maintenance costs),

– Analytics models and tools with proven conformity for the given problem
(e.g., long short-term memory networks and deep belief networks),

– Short descriptions of previous implementations with lessons learned
(e.g., deep belief networks for backlash error prediction in machining centers
[40]).

As per the CRISP-DM process level breakdown [10], analytic profiles can be
regarded as a generic task particularly relevant between the business and data
understanding phases (indicated by an analytic profile icon in the diagram).
Through such a consolidation of the analytics knowledge base, organizations can
more easily learn and reuse their own experience and the experience of others to
catalyze the analytics development process. Furthermore, Kiron and Shockley
[36] state that organizations should appropriately structure their resources to
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align their analytics capability with their overall business strategies. Therefore,
we argue that analytic profiles should be build for all business strategies, or use
cases, relying on insights from analytics.

4.1 Case Study: Predictive Maintenance for an Original Equipment
Manufacturer

In this section we give detail to the strategy of PdM for the context of CE
together with insights from the case study to validate the adaptations made
to CRISP-DM. However, we only detail the structuring of data from the data
understanding phase to the data validation phase. As such, we do not cover the
whole analytics development process or the full contents of the analytic profile
of PdM.

According to EN 13306:2010, predictive maintenance is defined as condition-
based maintenance carried out following a forecast from analytics or known char-
acteristics of the features of the degradation of an asset. It contrasts traditional,
or non-predictive, maintenance actions that are only based on information of the
current condition. Therefore, as PdM integrates multiple DTs (e.g. Internet of
Things and Artificial Intelligence) it enables real-time access to detailed infor-
mation about the assets’ location, condition, and availability. This allows for
augmenting human decision-making by predicting product health, wear, usage,
and energy consumption [56]. This “sense and respond” capability is crucial for
the CE as it allow for greater transparency of assets’ actual condition through-
out their life cycle, and enable triggering of appropriate life cycle extending
operations for the OEM or service provider [58].

Fig. 3. Example structuring of data for a PdM analytic profile

The main goal of the analytics exploration was to evaluate the current sta-
tus of analytics development towards the implementation of PdM within the
company. For the case of a PdM analytic profile, the occurrence of faults or
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degradation and their influence during assets’ life cycle are considered domain
specific knowledge [3,5]. Therefore, the data must contain life cycle observa-
tions in which information or knowledge pertaining to the occurrence of faults,
degradation, or process change can be inferred [39,52,62]. In general, this can
be decomposed to sensor measurements S, location L, and maintenance logs M
which describe the condition at various time steps. Figure 3 illustrates such a
structuring of an asset’s data in which its attributes are collected from multi-
ple data sources, such as time, sensory/monitoring data, location, maintenance
logs, and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system data. The observation at
an arbitrary time ti describes the condition of the asset per set of attributes
ti(Si, Li,Mi). This structuring ensures the data is useful for the intended anal-
ysis, and when combined with involvement from the business entity by domain
experts makes up the data validation phase. However, the analytics exploration
performed by the researchers showed that the current collected features were not
sensitive enough to the failure categories required by PdM. This means that the
provided data lacked in quality and did not contain the necessary level of detail
of failure modes needed in order to predict impending failures. Consequently,
the business goal and targeted analyses had to be changed to less advanced
analyses. In this case, the goal was transferred to abnormality identification
and the development of a method to evaluate the severity degree of the cranes.
High severity degree means that the behaviour of the sample crane is different
from the majority, thus is more likely to have impending failures. Also, it is not
uncommon that important information, or observations, within the data might
get ‘lost’, or disregarded, in the data preparation phase (due to misunderstand-
ing of the business goal). Therefore, we argue that it is crucial for the success of
data science initiatives to include a phase of data validation prior to modeling.
In summary, the data validation phase ensures that modeling happens on the
right data for the right reasons.

Following the data preparation and data validation phases, the standard
CRISP-DM phases of modeling, evaluation, and deployment should be followed.
In these phases, analytics methods are applied to, e.g., provide predictions or
current state inferences of the manufacturing operation. This may include the
accurate identification and prediction of impending failures, degradations, or
abnormal behaviour, which can then be used for decision-making support or
directive actions for operations management. Finally, when the process of PdM
has been structured in such a way that it allows for standardized collection,
application and re-use of its analytics insights.

Interviews with the case company revealed that such a structuring of the data
and standardized use of analytic profiles had not been systematically integrated
within the organization. In the intervention after the analytics exploration the
researchers presented the results of their analyses with suggestions for how to
appropriately structure their data science process model (e.g., how to link the
abnormality identification with typical uses cases and KPIs). Feedback from the
company showed the new data science process, especially with the active use
of KPIs, could provide a better management view for easier communication of
knowledge, tracking of business value and CE impact.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed an enhanced CRISP-DM process model and a case study
discussing how to structure the data of the analytic profile of PdM for the context
of CE. We addressed the issues (iv) and (v) (lack of iterations looping back to the
business level and no control of added value) by introducing an additional phase
of data validation. As such, we highlighted the importance of the re-involvement
of the business entity, or domain experts, to include domain specific knowledge
for structuring and validating the data prior to modeling. Furthermore, we partly
addressed the issues (i) and (iii) (lack of good management view and difficulty in
managing actual business value of analyses) by introducing analytic profiles as
an integrative part of the process model. Motivated by the benefits of the Smart
CE, we discussed how data science is fundamental for using DTs to increase
the efficiency, enhance the effectiveness and facilitate the implementation of CE
strategies. For future work, we aim to extend on the business analytics and
CE connection to the data science process. Essentially, detailing the business
understanding and data understanding phases with CE related business model
scoping and analytics leverage assessment. Lastly, greater detail and empirical
evaluation of the suggested CRISP-DM modification should be added.
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Secondary Paper 1

Big Data and Firm Marketing Performance: Findings
from Knowledge-Based View.

Shivam Gupta, Theo Justy, Kamboj Shampy, Ajay Kumar, and Eivind
Kristoffersen

In: Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 171, 120986.

Abstract: A universal trend in advanced manufacturing countries is defining In-
dustry 4.0, industrialized internet and future factories as a recent wave, which may
transform the production and its related services. Further, big data analytics has
emerged as a game changer in the business world due to its uses for increasing
accuracy in decision-making and enhancing performance of sustainable industry 4.0
applications. This study intends to emphasize on how to support Industry 4.0 with
knowledge based view. For the same, a conceptual model is framed and presented
with essential components that are required for a real world implementation. The
study used qualitative analysis and was guided by a knowledge-based theoretical
framework. Thematic analysis resulted in the identification of a number of emergent
categories. Key findings highlight significant gaps in conventional decision-making
systems and demonstrate how big data enhances firms’ strategic and operational
decisions as well as facilitates informational access for improved marketing perform-
ance. The resulting proposed model can provide managers with a reference point
for using big data to line up firms’ activities for more effective marketing efforts,
and presents a conceptual basis for further empirical studies in this area.
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Secondary Paper 2

A taxonomy and survey of deep learning driven
approaches for predictive maintenance.

Zhe Li, Eivind Kristoffersen, and Jingyue Li

Manuscript complete

Abstract: Industry 4.0 and sustainable manufacturing has gained increasing
attention and encouraged an accelerated use of the Internet of Things and deep
learning methods to capture and analyze data through all stages of production
in recent years. Particularly, companies are investigating how to gain foresight
of their production through predicting product behavior and performance – as
seen with the strategy of predictive maintenance. The aspiration of predictive
maintenance is to perform maintenance only when necessary, meaning only after
certain analytical models forecast impending failures or degradations. The purpose
is to minimize unnecessary maintenance interruptions and extend the remaining
useful life of products. However, it is difficult to realize this potential without
the correct selection and use of deep learning methods. To address this gap, this
paper presents a survey and taxonomy of deep learning driven approaches in the
application of predictive maintenance and summarizes the superiorities, limitations,
and application scopes of the five most widely used deep learning architectures.
The aim is to provide an overall understanding and guide for researchers and
practitioners to select proper deep learning approaches for predictive maintenance.
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Secondary Paper 3

Using Deep Transfer Learning to Predict Failures with
Insufficient Data.

Zhe Li, Eivind Kristoffersen, and Jingyue Li

Manuscript complete

Abstract: Recently, with the increasing development in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technologies for sustainable manufacturing, deep learning-driven approaches are
widely and successfully applied to various predictive maintenance tasks. One typical
predictive maintenance task is to predict different types of failures of machinery. In
practice, the challenge is to collect sufficient data, especially data of various failure
types, to train the data-driven models for failure identification, classification, or
prediction. Literature shows that knowledge about failure among similar equipment
is transferable. In this study, we hypothesize that knowledge about failure among
similar failure types is transferable. If the hypothesis holds, it means that companies
may no longer require a large amount of all types of failure data for predictive
maintenance, which will increase companies’ overall implementation feasibility
and productivity gains. In this paper, we test our hypothesis about knowledge
transferability for predictive maintenance in an experiment performed on rotating
machinery with vibration signals. During the experiment, we first calibrated the
performance of the trained deep neural network in each impending failure type.
Afterward, we leveraged the network trained from one type of failure as the initial
weights and further fine-tuned the network with another type of failure. According
to the comparison between the performance in calibration and transfer learning,
we found that by transferring knowledge obtained from one failure could largely
improve the performance of the other failure and reduce the indispensable amount
of data for failure identification.
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Secondary Paper 4

Smart Circular Economy: CIRCit Workbook 4.

Eivind Kristoffersen, Zhe Li, Jingyue Li, Thomas H. Jensen, Daniela C.A.
Pigosso, Tim C. McAloone

Technical University of Denmark

Abstract: This workbook provides insights into which technologies to focus on,
depending on the level of organisational readiness and Circular Economy strategies
to be adopted. Acknowledging that the workbook covers two emerging and complex
fields (Circular Economy and Digitalisation), this workbook attempts to make
sense of the many terms and digital buzzwords (that may or may not mean the
same). The workbook should be seen as a supplement to many other readings about
potential smart solutions to support Circular Economy. Our aim is to go one step
deeper into: (i) the terminology and how to understand it; and (ii) provide some
examples of how to proceed with smart Circular Economy strategies in real life
cases.
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Secondary Paper 5

Digital circular economy as a cornerstone of a
sustainable European industry transformation.

Holger Berg, Kevin Le Blévennec, Eivind Kristoffersen, Bernard Strée, Arnaud
Witomski, Nicole Stein, Ton Bastein, Stephan Ramesohl, and Karl Vrancken

Global Sustainable Technology and Innovation Community Conference 2020

Abstract:

The circular economy is a cornerstone of the European Green Deal. Aimed at
renewing existing production and consumption systems, circular economy focuses on
optimising the functionality of products and materials, maintaining this functionality
for as long as possible and minimising the production of waste and residues. As
digital technologies allow to create and process data and information required
for circular business models and the complex demands of circular supply chains,
they are an enabler for upscaling the circular economy. The circular goals of
optimising functionality on the one hand and developing products-as-a-service, on
the other hand, call directly upon digital technologies such as functional electronics,
distributed ledger and Internet of Things. The aim of dematerialisation is closely
related to the development of digital technologies such as digital twins, artificial
intelligence and virtual reality. At the same time, the circular economy provides
the necessary long-term sustainability vision that is needed to upscale the digital
industry. In the run-up to the 2020 edition of the G-STIC conference, we worked
closely together with experts from research and technology organisations that are
part of ECERA, the European Circular Economy Research Alliance. ECERA is
a voluntary collaboration network that aims to strengthen and integrate scientific
knowledge and expertise in the field of Circular Economy from an interdisciplinary
perspective. As a meeting place for circular economy experts, ECERA provided us
with the proper setting for writing a white paper on the digital circular economy.
With this white paper, we want to strengthen the link between the digital and circular
expert communities, and, as a first critical step, provide a common vocabulary.
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